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PREFACE

This is an introductory treatment of Fourier series and their

application to the solution of boundary value problems in the

partial differential equations of physics and engineering. It is

designed for students who have had an introductory course in

ordinary differential equations and one semester of advanced

calculus, or an equivalent preparation. The concepts from the

field of physics which are involved here are kept on an elementary

level. They are explained in the early part of the book, so that

no previous preparation in this direction need be assumed.

The first objective of this book is to introduce the reader to

the concept of orthogonal sets of functions and to the basic

ideas of the use of such functions in representing arbitrary

functions. The most prominent special case, that of represent-

ing an arbitrary function by its Fourier series, is given special

attention. The Fourier integral representation and the repre-

sentation of functions by scries of Bessel functions and Legendre

polynomials are also treated individually, but somewhat less

fully. The material covered is intended to prepare the reader

for the usual applications arising in the physical sciences and to

furnish a sound background for those who wish to pursue the

subject further.

The second objective is a thorough acquaintance with the

classical process of solving boundary value problems in partial

differential equations, with the aid of those expansions in series

of orthogonal functions. The boundary value problems treated

here consist of a variety of problems in heat conduction, vibra-

tion, and potential. Emphasis is placed on the formal method of

obtaining the solutions of such problems. But attention is also

given to the matters of fully establishing the results as solutions

and of investigating their uniqueness, for the process cannot be

properly presented without some consideration of these matters.

The book is intended to be both elementary and mathe-

matically sound. It has been the author's experience that

careful attention to the mathematical development, in contrast
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to more formal procedures, contributes much to the student's

interest as well as to his understanding of the subject, whether

he is a student of pure or of applied mathematics. The few

theorems that are stated here without proofs appear at the end

of the discussion of the topics concerned, so they do not reflect

upon the completeness of the earlier part of the development.

Illustrative examples are given whenever new processes are

involved.

The problems form an essential part of such a book. A rather

generous supply and wide variety will be found here. Answers

are given to all but a few of the problems.

The chapters on Bessel functions and Legendre polynomials

(Chaps. VIII and IX) are independent of each other, so that

they can be taken up in either order. The continuity of the

subject matter will not be interrupted by omitting the chapter

on the uniqueness of solutions of boundary value problems

(Chap. VII) or by omitting certain parts of other chapters.

This volume is a revision and extension of a planographed form

developed by the author in a course given for many years to

students of physics, engineering, and mathematics at the Uni-

versity of Michigan. It is to be followed soon by a more
advanced book on further methods of solving boundary value

problems.

The selection and presentation of the material for the present

volume have been influenced by the works of a large number of

authors, including Carslaw, Courant, Byerly, B6cher, Riemann
and Weber, Watson, Hobson, and several others.

To Dr. E. D. Rainville and Dr. R. C. F. Bartels the author

wishes to express his gratitude for valuable suggestions and for

their generous assistance with the reading of proof. In the

preparation of the manuscript he has been faithfully assisted by
his daughter, who did most of the typing, and by his wife and son.

Ann Arbor, Mich.,

January, 1941 .

Ruel V. Churchill.
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FOURIER SERIES AND
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. The Two Related Problems. We shall be concei-ned hero

with two general types of problems: (a) the expansion of an

arbitrarily given function in an infinite series whose terms are

certain prescribed functions and (6) boundary value problems

in the partial differential equations of physics and engineering.

These two problems are so closely related that there are many
advantages, especially to those interested in applied mathematics,

in an introductory treatment that deals with both of them

together.

In fact an acquaintance with the expansion theory is neces-

sary for the study of boundary value problems. The expansion

problem can be treated independently. It is an interesting

problem in pure mathematics, and its applications are not con-

fined to boundary value problems. But it gains in unity and

interest when presented as a ])robl(m arising in the solution of

partial differential equations.

The series in the problem type (a) is a Fourier series when its

terms are certain linear combinations of sines and cosines,

Fourier encountered this expansion problem, and made the first

extensive treatment of it, in his dov(^lopment of the mathe-
matical theory of the conduction of heat in solids.’'* B(^fore

Fourier's work, however, the investigations of olJiers, not<ably

D. Bernoulli and Euler, on the vil)rations of strings, columns
of air, elastic rods, and membranes, and of [-(('gendre and Laplace
on the theory of gravitational pokuitial, had k\d to expansion

* Fourier, ^^Thdorie analytique do la ohalour,'' 1822. A translation of
this book by Freeman appeared in 1878 under the title “The Analytical
Theory of Heat.’'

1



2 FOURIER SERIES AND BOUNDARY PROBLEMS [Sec. 2

problems of the kind treated by Fourier as well as the related

problems of expanding functions in series of Bessel functions,

Legendre polynomials, and spherical harmonic functions.

These physical problems which led the early investigators

to the various expansions are all examples of boundary value

problems in partial differential equations. Our plan of pres-

entation here is in agreement with the historical development

of the subject.

The expansion problem as presented here will stress the

development of functions in Fourier series. But we shall also

consider the related generalized Fourier development of an arbi-

trary function in series of orthogonal functions, including the

important series of Bessel functions and Legendre polynomials.

2. Linear Differential Equations. An equation in a function

of two or more variables and its partial derivatives is called a

partial differential equation. The order of a partial differential

equation, as in the case of an ordinary differential equation, is

that of the highest ordered derivative appearing in it. Thus
the equation

..V d^u ^ du ^
(1) + =

is one of the second order.

A partial differential equation is linear if it is of the first degree

in the unknown function and its derivatives. The equation

/o\ ^du ^

is linear; equation (1) is nonlinear. If the equation contains

only terms of the first degree in the function and its derivatives,

it is called a linear homogeneous equation. Equation (2) is

nonhomogeneous, but the equation

d^u + xy'
du = 0

is linear and homogeneous.

Thus the general linear partial differential equation of the

second order, in two independent variables x and y, is
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where the letters A, 5,
• •

-
,

represent functions of x and y.

If F is identically zero, the equation is homogeneous.

The following theorem is sometimes referred to as the principle

of superposition of solutions.

Theorem 1. Any linear combination of two solutions of a linear

homogeneous differential equation is again a solution.

The proof for the ordinary equation

(3) y" + Py' + Qy = 0,

where P and Q may be functions of x, will show how the proof

can be written for any linear homogeneous differential equation,

ordinary or partial.

Let y = yi(x) and y = y^ix) be two solutions of equation (3).

Then

(4) y" + Py'i + Qyv = 0,

(5) y'i + P'l/i + Qvi = 0.

It is to be shown that any linear combination of t/i and 2/2
—

namely, Ayi + By^j where A and B are arbitrary constants—is

a solution of equation (3). By multiplying equations (4) by A
and (5) by B and adding, the equation

Ay
I + By'f + P{Ay\ + ^2/2) + Q{Ayi + Byf) == 0

is obtained. This can be written

^2 f!

^ {Ayi + By^ ^
'dx

+ ^2/2)
= 0,

which is a statement that Ayi By2 is a solution of equation (3).

For an ordinary differential equation of order n, a solution

containing n arbitrary constants is known as the general solu-

tion. But a partial differential equation of order n has in

general a solution containing n arbitrary functions. These are

functions of A: — 1 variables, where k ropr(\s(mtH the number
of independent variables in the eciuation. On those few occa-

sions hero wIku’o wc consider such solutions, wo shall reefer to

them as ^^general soluiaons^' of the partial differential equations.

But the collection of all possible solutions of a partial differential

equation is not simple enough to be rcprcscuited by just this

'^general solution'' alone.*

* See, for iTisijiiice, Couraiit and Hilhort, ^‘Metlioden dor mathonuitiHcliGn

Physik,” Vol. 2, Chap. I; or Forsyth, “Theory of DilTorcriiial lOquations,”

Vols. 5 and 6.
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Consider, for example, the simple partial differential equation

in the function v,{x, y)

:

? = 0.

dx

According to the definition of the partial derivative, the solution

IS

« = Kv),

where/(2/) is an arbitrary function. Similarly, when the equation

is written ~ )
= 0, its general solution is seen to be

dx \dx/

= ^f{y) + Qiy)^

where f(y) and g(y) are arbitrary functions.

PROBLEMS

1. Prove Theorem 1 for Laplace's equation

6%. d^u 6% _ ^
dx^

2. Prove Theorem 1 for the heat equation

— - t ^ _i_— j_
dt dy^ dz^ J

Note that k may be a function of Xj y, g, and t here.

3. Show by means of examples that the statement in Theorem 1 is

not always true when the differential equation is nonhomogeneous.
4. Show that y = f{x + at) and y = g{x — at) satisfy the simple

wave equation

dt^ dx^'

where a is a constant and/and g are arbitrary functions, and hence that a
general solution of that equation is

2/ = /(aj + at) + gix - at).

6. Show that sin nx is a solution of the simple heat equation

du dhi
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If A j, A 2,

*
*

*
,
Ay are constants, show that the function

N
u = sin nx

n~l

is a solution having the value zero at a; = 0 and x = Tj for all t,

3. Infinite Series of Solutions. Let (n = 1, 2, 3,
• •

- ) be

an infinite set of functions of any number of variables such that

the series

Ui U2 * *
• + Un 4" '

converges to a function u. If the series of derivatives of Un,

with respect to one of the variables, converges to the same
derivative of u, then the first series is said to be termwise differ-

entiable with respect to that variable.

Theorem 2. If each of the functions Wi, Un, • - is a

solution of a linear homogeneous differential equation^ the function

u Un,

is also a solution provided this infinite series converges and is

termwise differentiable as far as those derivatives which appear in

the differential equation are concerned.

Consider the proof for the differential equation

(1)
&^U

,

d^U

dx^ ^ dx dt
+ qu 0,

where p and q may be functions of x and t. Let each of the

functions Wn(a:, (n = 1, 2,
* •

•
) satisfy equation (1). The

series
00

Un(Xj {)

is assumed to be convergent and termwise differentiable; hence

if u(x, f) represents its sum, then

00 00 00

du _ dUn dhi _ d-Un d^u
__ d'^Un

dx dx ^
dx'^ dx“ ^ dx dt .2^ dz dt

1 1 1

Substituting these, the hift-hand im^mber of equation (1) becomes

1 1 1

(2)
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and if this quantity vanishes, the theorem is true. Now cxpi i s

sion (2) can be written

since the series obtained by adding three_ convent h™
term by term converges to the sum of the t lee ui . -

‘
j.

sented by those series. Since u„ is a solution o ctn

dx^
+ v dx dt

+ qUn = 0 (ri, = 1, 2,
•

• O,

and so expression (2) is equal to zero. Hence u{x, t) salisfus

equation (1). , __ ...

This proof depends only upon the fact that the la

equation is linear and homogeneous. It can clearly be app a (

to any such equation regardless of its order or number of vai ia > <

4. Boundary Value Problems, In applied prohlenvs in dif-

ferential equations a solution which satisfies some sp('<*ified (*ou-

ditions for given values of the independent varial)les is iisuull,\

sought. These conditions are known as the boundary condit ions.

The differential equation together with these boundary

ditions constitutes a boundary value problem. The st.udtuit is

familiar with such problems in ordinary differential (‘quat ions.

Consider, for example, the following problem.

A body moves along the x-axis under a force of attraction

toward the origin proportional to its distance from orig:in.

If it is initially in the position x = 0 and its position on<^ s(‘<‘ond

later is x = 1, find its position x(t) at every instant.

The displacement x(t) must satisfy the conditions

( 1 )

(2)

d^x

W
X = 0 when t = 0

=

,
X = 1 when i = 1,

where is a constant. The boundary value problem here con-
sists of the equation (1) and the boundary conditions (2),

which assign values to the function x at the extremities (or on
the boundary) of the time interval from i = 0 to ^ = 1.

The general solution of equation (1) is

^ ~ Cl cos ht -|- C2 sin ht.
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According to the conditions (2), (7i == 0 and C2 = 1/sin A, so

the solution of the problem is

sin kt
X ==

sm k

From this the initial velocity which makes x = 1 when t = 1

can be written

^ _ k

dt sin k
when t = 0.

This condition could have been used in place of either of the

conditions (2) to form another boundary value problem with

the same solution.

In general, the boundary conditions may contain conditions

on the derivatives of the unknown function as well as on the

function itself.

The method corresponding to the one just used can sometimes

be applied in partial differential equations. Consider, for

instance, the following boundary value problem in u{Xj y)

:

(3)

(4) w(0, y) = y-, u{\, y) = 1.

Here the values of u are prescribed on the boundary, consist,ing

of the lines a; = 0 and x = 1, of the infinite strip in the ry-plano

between those lines.

The general solution of equation (3) is

u{x, y) = xf{y) + g{y),

where /(2/) and g{y) are arbitrary functions. Tho conditions (4)

require that

(5) g(.y) = y\ f(y) + g(y) = 1,

so f(y) = 1 — y^, and the solution of the problem is

u(x, y) = x(l - ?/) +
But it is only in exceptional cases that problems in partial

differential equations can be solved by the above method. Tho
general solution of the partial differential equation usually

cannot be found in any practical form. But oven when a gen-
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eral solution is known, the functional equations, corresponding
to equations (5), which are given by the boundary conditions arc
often too diflicult to solve, A more powerful method will

developed in the following chapters—a method of combining
particular solutions with the aid of Theorems 1 and 2. It is, of
course, limited to problems possessing a certain linear character.
The number and character of the boundary conditions which

completely determine a solution of a partial differential equation
depend upon the character of the equation. In the physical
applications, however, the interpretation of the problem will
indicate what boundary conditions are needed. If, after a
solution of the problem is established, it is shown that only ono
solution is possible, the problem will have been shown to be com-
pletely stated as well as solved.

PROBLEMS
1. Solve the boundary value problem

dhi ^

dxdy"^^'^ ^(0 , 2/)
=

2/,

2, Solve the boundary value problem

dhb = 2a;; u{0, y) = 0,

u{Xi 0) = sin X.

Ans. w = 2/ + sin a;.

u[x, 0) = a;2.

o Q- 1 , TV 1
Ans, u = xhj + x*^.

the conditLn

^ ^ boundary condition is replaced by

du{x, 0)

dx
=

4. By substitutmg the new independent variables

^ ^

= x + at, = x - at,

show that the wave equationdW = a^d^y/d^^) becomes

dt^

-£X _ n
d\ dfi

-

ion of the w£
le problem

= y(x, 0) = F{x), Q) _ 0

6. Solve thfLuSy'valurprlbt™
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where F(x) is a given function defined for all real x.

Ans. y = ^[F{x + at) -1- F(x — at)].

6. Solve Prob. 5 if the boundary conditions are replaced by

yix, 0) = 0, = G{x).= G{x).

Also show that the solution under the more general conditions

y{x, 0) = Fix), = G{x)

is obtained by adding the solution just found to the solution of Prob. 5.

Am. y ^ (l/2a) Ga)



CHAPTER II

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF PHYSICS

6. Gravitational Potential, According to the universal law

of gravitation, the force of attraction exerted by a particle of

mass m at the point {x^ y, z) upon a unit mass at (X, Y, Z) is

directed along the line joining the two points, and its magnitude

and sense are given by the equation

where & is a positive constant and r is the distance between the

two masses:

r = V“(X -xY + (F ~ yY + {Z -

The positive sense is taken from the point (x, y, z), called Q,

toward the point P (X, F, Z).

The gravitational potential 7 at any point P due to the mass

m at Q is defined to be the function

y __
km
r

So the derivative of this function is the force:

dV _ km
dr r^

Let Q be fixed and consider 7 as a function of X, F, and Z.

It will now be shown that the directional derivative of the

potential in any direction gives the projection of the force F
in that direction, ,

First let the direction be parallel to the X-axis. Then

dV _ d7 dr

^ dX
km X — X

J.2 j.

= F cos a = Fx,

where cos a is the first direction cosine of the radius vector r,

10
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and F^is the projection, of F on the X-axis.

( 1 )

Similarly,

11

Now if s is the directed distance along any line through P hav-
ing the direction angles a', /3', y\ the directional derivative of V
can be written

(2) = ,
sFaz

ds dX ds dY ds dZ ds
= P* cos a' + Fy cos /3' + P, cos j'.

The last expression is the projection of the force in the direction
of the line along which s is measured.
The extension to the potential and force due to a continuous

distribution of mass is quite direct. The potential function due
to a mass of density d{x, y, z) distributed throughout a volume r,

at a point P not occupied by mass, is defined to be

(3) F(X, Y.Z) =k r r r y, z) dx dy dz
’ ’

^ J J Jr l(X-xy + (Y -yy + (Z - z)^]i-

This integral can be differentiated with respect to X, Y or Z
inside the integral. Thus

’ ’

This is the total component P, of the gravitational forces exerted
by all the elements of mass in r upon a unit mass at P. Like-
wise the total^ components P„ and P, satisfy relations (1), so
that the directional derivative has the same form as in equation
(2).

Hence the projection, along any direction, of the force exerted
by a mass distribution upon a unit mass at (X, Y, Z) is given
by the directional derivative, along that direction, of the poten-
tial function (3) ;

that is.

A force which can be derived in this manner from a potential
function is known as a conservative force.
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Ijet s be the arc length along any curve joining two points (Xi,

Yi, Zi) and (X2, Fa, Fj), at which s = Si and s = S2,
respectively.

Then, according to formula (5),

pF.ds = F(X2, F2,
Z^) - V{Xx, Fi, Zi).

That is, the difference between the values of the potential V
at two points represents the work done by the gravitational

force upon a unit mass which is moved from one of these points

to the other. The amount of work depends upon the positions

of the points, but not upon the path along which the unit mass
moves.

6. Laplace’s Equation. The potential V{Xj F, Z) due to any
distribution of mass will now be seen to satisfy an important
partial differential equation. Upon differentiating both members
of equation (4), Sec. 5, with respect to X, we find that

J/i 7®
" ~ Sdxdydz.

Likewise

•-‘HI.dZ-

i _ 3(F - y)^
'

y.6

1 _ - zY'

5 dx dy dZy

5 dx dy dz.

The sum of the terms inside the three brackets IS zero; so

^ dW
,
dW

dX^^W^ + -^ = 0-

This is La-place’s equation. It is often written

V^F = 0,

V2 = I

32

dX^ ^ 3F2^ J. {JjU "

We have ^iust
^
^present in several otherimportant equations.

is satisfied
graMtational potential at points in space not occupied
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by mass. It is satisfied as well by static electric or magnetic

potential at points free from electric charges or magnetic poles,

since the law of attraction or repulsion and the definition of the

potential function in these cases are the same, except for constant

factors, as in the case of gravitation.

Other important functions in the applications satisfy Laplace's

equation. One of them is the velocity potential of the irrota-

tional motion of an incompressible fluid, used in hydrodynamics

and aerodynamics. Another is the steady temperature at points

in a homogeneous solid; this will be shown further on in this

chapter.

The gravitational potential at points occupied by mass of

density 5 can be shown to satisfy Poisson^s equation:

VW = -47r5,

a nonhomogeneous equation. The equations of Laplace and
Poisson, like most of the important partial differential equations

of physics, arc linear and of the second order.

7. Cylindrical and Spherical Coordinates. Since cylindrical

and spherical surfaces occur frequently in the boundary value

problems of physics, it is important to have expr(\ssions for

the Laplacian operator in terms of cylindrical and spherical

coordinates.

The cylindrical coordinates (r, z) determine a point P
(Fig. 1) whose rectangular coordinates are

(1) X = r cos <p, y = T sin v?, z = z.

These relations can be written

(2) r = + 2/^ ^ = arctan z z,
X
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provided it is observed that the quadrant of the angle <p is

determined by the signs of x and y, not by the ratio y/x alone.

Let w be a function of r, (p, and z. In view of relations (2) it

is also a function of a;, y, z, and according to the formula for

differentiating a composite function,

du ^ du dr
^ du Sep

dx dr dx d<p dx

Therefore

du X

dr ^x^ + 2/^

du y

d(p x^ + y'^

dx'^ dr dx\r ) dep dx \r^/ r dx \dr ) r^ dx \d<p)

The last two indicated derivatives can be written

i_(^A ^ y
dx \35V dr^ r dr dip r^’

l(^u\ _ dH X d^u y
dx \d>p) dp dr r dip"^ r^'

Substituting and simplifying, we find that

d^u ^ ^ I ,

x^ d^u 2xy d^u
,

y^ d^u

dx^ r^ dr r^ dip r^ dr^ r® dr dp r^ dp^

Similarly, it is found that

d^u _ ^ ^ _ 2a;y du
,

y^ d^u 2xy d^u x^ d^u

dy^ r* dr r^ dp r^ dF^ F dF'

so that the Laylacian of u in cylindrical coordinates is

(3) V2w = 4- 1^ 4- L^ 4_^
dr^ r dr dp^ dz'^

'

It is simpler to transform the right-hand member of equation

(3) into rectangular coordinates. This operation furnishes a

verification of equation (3).

The spherical coordinates (r, p, 6) of a point P (Fig. 2), also

called polar coordinates, are related to the rectangular coordinates
as follows:

(4) X = r sin B cos y = r smB sin 2 = r cos B,
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The La/pladan of a function u in spherical coordinates is

(6) = 1 Tr (rw) + JL ^ Lin 6ri
L dr^; ' am 6 dd \ dB

)

+ 1 d^u

sin^ 6

The derivation or verification of this formula can be carried
out in the same manner as that of the corresponding formula
(3) for cylindrical coordinates. It is left as an e.xercise.

PROBLEMS
1. Derive the expression given above for dhi/dy^ in cylindriciiil

coordinates, and thus complete the derivation of fonnula (3).
2. Verify formula (3) by transforming its right-hand iiioinbcr into

rectangular coordinates.

3. Verify formula (5) by transforming its riglit-hand iiiemlier into
rectangular coordinates.

4. Write the formulas which give the spherical coordinates in tonm
of X, y, z.

6. Derive formula (5) for the Laplacian in terms of spherical eoordi-

8. The Flux of Heat. Consider an infini(,o slab of homog(>n(>-
ous solid material bounded by the planes r = 0 and x = L Led
the faces r = 0 and a: = L be kept at fixed uniform temperatuivs
Ui and u,, respectively. After the tempm-atures Iiavc^ bmmme
steady, the amount of heat jim- unit time which flows from tlu'
surface ir = 0 to the surface x = L, per unit area, is

where the constant K is known as the thermal conductivity
Ihis statement is essentially a definition of the condind.ivity
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The time rate of flow of heat per unit area through a surface

is called the jinx of heat. For the flux F through any isothermal

surface (a surface at uniform temperature), the natural extension

of the above definition is

Here u is the temperature as a function of position, is the

distance measured along a directed normal to the isotherm,

and the positive sense of the flux F is that of the normal. In

formula (1) the conductivity K may be variable, and the solid

nonhomogeneous.

Fig. 3.

To indicate the extension of this formula to the flux Fn normal

to an arbitrary surface in a solid at a point P, let coordinate

axes be chosen with origin at P so that the criz-plane is tangent

to the isotherm through P (Fig. 3). Let X, m? ^ he the direction

cosines of the normal n of the given surface. Now let the

surface be displaced parallel to itself through a distance p, so

that its tangent plane and the coordinate planes bound an

elementary volume in the form of a tetrahedron.

If AA is the area of the face QRS made by the tangent plane,

vhA is the area of the face in the a^y-plane. As p approaches

zero, the rate of flow of heat into the element through one of

these faces must approach the rate of flow out through the other:

PnAA = P,j/AA,

where Fz is the flux through the isotherm. The remaining two

faces are perpendicular to the isotherm, so that the flux of heat

through them is zero.
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According to formula (1), F* = —K dufdZj so that

But according to the formula for the directional derivative,

du_^du du du _
dn dx ^ dy ^ dz

V
du

since dujdx and du/dy are both zero, owing to the fact that

X and y are distances along the isothermal surface. It follows

that

(2)
„ _ j^du^

that is, the fiux of heat through any surface in the direction of the

normal to that surface is 'proportional to the rate of change of

the temperature with respect to distance along that normal.

In the derivation of relation (2) it was assumed that there is

no source of heat in the neighborhood of the point P, and that

the derivatives of the temperature function u exist. Further-

more, our argument involved approximations, such as the use

of tangent planes in place of surfaces, the validity of which use

was not examined.

We shall not attempt to make the derivation of relation (2)

precise. In a rigorous development of the mathematical theory

of heat conduction, relation (2) can be postulated instead of

(1). The results which follow from (2)—in particular, the heat

equation derived in the next section—have long been known to

agree with experimental mcasureinonts.

It should be observed that the temperature u serves as the

potential function from which the flux of heat is obtained by
finding its directional derivative. In the case of the gravitational

or electrical potential, the directional derivative gives, respec-

tively, the gravitational force or the flux of ek^ctricity in that

direction; the flux of electricity is the current per unit area of

surface normal to the direction.

9. The Heat Equation. Let u{x, y, 2
,

t) represent the tem-
perature at a point P (a:, 2/, z) of a solid at time t, and let K be
the thermal conductivity of this solid, where K may be a func-

tion of X, y, z and t, or of u. Suppose that the point P is enclosed
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by any surface S lying entirely within the solid, and let n repre-
sent the outward-drawn normal to the closed surface S. Then
accor ing to the formula for the flux in Sec. 8, the time rate of
flow of heat into the volume V enclosed by S, through the surface

(1 ) K^^dS.
dn

Now if 6 is the density of the solid and c its specific heat, or
the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a unit
mass of the solid 1 degree, another expression for the rate of
increase of heat in the volume is

If X, M, V are the direction cosines of the normal n, the integral
(1) can be written

This can be transformed, according to Green’s theorem, intome volume integral

J/X [s I) + |(^ I) + I {k I)] <i7,

which must be equal to the integral (2), so that

XXX[s(^S)+l(^l) +
dz (^Ir)

(S’)

terms in the brackets in equation

£ r “ " ^-Sbborhood of P. Sincethe integral m equation (3) vanishes for every volume V its

“»» were poslti™

7 ite whferi.
» sufficiently small volume

ta Sv! The ^ which the integrands positive. The mtegral over V would then be positive, in
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contradiction to equation (3). Similarly if the integrand were

negative. Therefore, at P,

rA\ d { r^Bv\
,

B ( Bv\ B

This is a general form of the equation of conduction of heat, or

the heat equation.

It should be noted that we have assumed in the derivation

that no sources of heat exist in the neighborhood of the point

2/, z).

10. Other Cases of the Heat Equation. If the conductivity

K is constant, or does not depend upon the coordinates, the

heat equation becomes

( 1 )
— — le( -U 4- ^
Bt

“ ^

where the coefficient A, called the diffusivity, is defined thus:

The equation appears most frequently in tlie form (1), or the

abbreviated form

(2) ^ = kV^u.

The right-hand member can be expressed in terms of other
coordinates by using the results of Sec. 7.

The heat equation is also called the equation of diffusion.

It is satisfied by the concentration u of any substance which
penetrates a porous solid by diffusion.

It was shown above that the t.cmperal/urc: u everywhere
within a solid satisfies the heat equat.ion. To (l(M,(M*inine u as a
definite function of x, y, z, and it is of (^ours(^ m^cessary to

use, in addition to the heat equation, l)oundary (Huidit-ions which
describe the thermal state of the surface of the solid and the
initial temperature. All these conditions makc^ up the boundary
value problem in the conduction of lunit.

There are several special cases and simple g(ui(‘raIizations of

the heat equation which arc important. First tJiere are the cases
in which the temperature is indepemdent of one or more of tlui

four independent variables, which consist of the space coordinates
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and time t. If the temperatures are ^'steady —that is, if xi

does not change with time—

u

satisfies Laplace's equation. This

is approximately the case, for example, if the temperature
distribution on the surface of a solid has been kept the same for

a long period of time.

If conditions are such that there can be no flow of heat in the

direction of the 2;-axis, the heat equation for ^'two-dimensional

flow” applies:

— — lc( _L
at

“

Similarly for one-dimensional flow.

Continuous sources of heat may exist within a solid. If at

each point (a;, y, z) they supply heat at the rate of F{Xj y, Zj t)

units per unit time per unit volume, the heat equation becomes
nonhomogeneous. For the case of one-dimensional flow, where
the strength F of the source is a function of x and t, the equation
becomes

This follows readily from the derivation in Sec. 9. Equation (3)

may apply, for instance, to the temperature in a wire which
carries an electric current.

PROBLEMS
1 . The lateral surface of a homogeneous prism is insulated against

the flow of heat. The initial temperature is zero throughout, and the
end a; = 0 is kept at temperature zero while the end a; = L is kept at

To, a constant temperature. Write the heat equation for this case.

Ans. du/dt = k(d^u/dx^).
2. Find the steady temperature in Prob. 1, after the conditions given

there have been maintained for a very long time. What is the flux

through one end during the steady state?

Ans. u = {To/L)x; flux - KTo/L.
3. State a physical problem whose solution is represented by the

finite series in Prob. 5, Sec. 2.

4. Show that the temperature in a uniform circular disk whose
entire surface is insulated, and whose initial temperature is a function
only of the distance r from the axis of the disk, satisfies the equation

^ 1

at
"
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6. If the initial temperature of a homogeneous sphere is a function

only of the distance r from the center, and the surface is insulated, show

that the temperature u of points inside satisfies the equation

dt “ drJ

11. The Equation of the Vibrating String. The transverse

displacements of the points of a stretched string satisfy an

important partial differential equation. Let the string be

stretched between two fixed points on the a:-axis and then given a

displacement or velocity parallel to the y-Sixis. Its subsequent

motion, with no external forces acting on it, is to be considered;

this is described by finding the displacement 2/ as a function of

X and t

It will be assumed that 5, the mass per unit length, is uniform

over the entire length of the string, and that the string is perfectly

flexible, so that it can transmit (,(‘nsion but not bending or

shearing forces. It will also he assunud that the displac^emeiii-s

are small enough so that, t.he square of the inclination dy/dx

can be neglecU^d in com])anson to 1; hence, if « is distances

measur(d along the string at any instant.

approximat.<dy. Th(‘ l(‘ngt.]i of (^ach part, of t.lu^ string therefoi'e

remains essentially uiuiIUm-ckI, and h(‘nc(^ t.lu^ haision is approxi-

mately constant.

Consider the verti(*.al coiupoiu^nts of th(^ forces exert.ed by the

string upon any elem<Mit A,s* of its h'ligth, lying betwecui x and

X + Lx (Fig. 4). The ?/-component of the tensile force P
exerted upon the element, at the end {x, y) is

ds dx ds dx
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approximately. The corresponding force at the end whose

abscissa is a: + ^ is

p^+P^Ax + BiAxy,
dx dx^

where B is the usual factor in the remainder in Taylor’s forinula.

Setting the sum of these forces equal to the product of the

mass of the element and the acceleration in the ^/-direction, we

have

pgAx + B(Ax)*=3Aa:.^-

By dividing by Ax and letting Ax approach zero, it follows that

(1 )

where

This is the equation of the vibrating string; it is also called the

simple wave equation, since it is a special case of the wave

equation of theoretical physics.
^ v i •

If an external force parallel to the y-axis acts along the string,

it is easily seen that the equation becomes

(2)

where SFix, t) is the force per unit length of string. In case

the weight of the string is to be considered, for instance, the

function F becomes the constant g, the acceleration of gravity.

If the transverse displacements arc not confined to thoa;2
/-plane,

two equations of type (2) are found, one involving the y, the

other the z, of the points of the string, while the acceleration f

is replaced by the y and z components of the external acceleration

in those two equations, respectively.

Equation (1) is also satisfied by the longitudinal displacements

in a homogeneous elastic bar; y is then the displacement along

the bar of any point from its position of equilibrium. A column

of air may be substituted for the bar, and the equation becomes

one of importance in the theory of .sound. The equation also

applies to the torsional displacements in a right circular cylinder.
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PROBLEMS

1. Derive equation (2) above.

2. State Prob, 5, Sec. 4, as a problem of displacements in a stretched

string of infinite length. Show that the motion given by the result of

that problem can be described as the sum of two displacements, obtained

by separating the initial displacement into two equal parts, one of which

moves to the left along the string with the velocity a, and the other to

the right with the same velocity.

3. If a damping force proportional to the velocity, such as air resist-

ance, acts upon the string, show that the equation of motion has the

form

dt^
~ dx^ dt’

where fe is a positive constant.

12, Other Equations. Types. Some further partial differ-

ential equations of importance in the applications will be described

briefly at this point. For their derivation and complete descrip-

tion, the reader should refer to books on the subjects involved.

A natural generalization of equation (1) of the last section

is the equation of the vibrating membrane:

Here the position of eq\iilihriuni of the stretched membrane is

the rr2/-plane, so i.hat z is the transverse displacement of any point

from that position. Assumptions similar to those in the case

of the sl-ring are necessary. The membrane is assumed to be

thin and perfectly flexible, with uniform mass 5 per unit area.

The hmsile stress P, or tension per unit length across any line,

is assumed to be large, and the displacements small. The

constant a- is then the ratio P/ 5.

The telegraph equation^

(2) ^ = KL ^_^{RK + RL) + nSv,

is satisfied by either the electric potential or the current in a

long slender wire with resistance P, the electrostatic capacity if,

the leakage conductance >S, and the self-inductance L, all per
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unit length of wire. The simple wave equation is a special

case of this.

The transverse displacements y{x, t) of a uniform beam satisfy

the fourth-order equation

(3)
dt^

+ c‘
dx^

= 0
,

where the constant depends upon the stiffness and mass of

the beam.*

Airy’s stress function <p(Xj y)

,

used in the theory of elasticity,

satisfies the fourth-order equation

(4)
, O _L ^ = 0

dx^ dx^ dy^ dy^

often written VV = 0. It serves in a sense as a potential

function from which shearing and normal stresses within an

elastic body can be derived. The form (4) assumes that no

deformations exist in the ^-direction.

Linear partial differential equations of the second order with

two independent variables x^ y are classified into three types

in the theory of these equations. If the terms of second order,

when collected on one side of the equation, are

+ B d^u

dx dy
~T ^

oy“

where A, B, C are constants, the equation is of elliptic, parabolic,

or hyperbolic type according as (B^ — 4AC) is negative, zero, or

positive. In the study of boundary value problems it will be

observed that these three types require different kinds of bound-

ary conditions to completely determine a solution.

Note that Laplace’s equation in x and y is elliptic, while the

heat equation and the simple wave equation in x and t arc

parabolic and hyperbolic, respectively. The telegraph equation

is also hyperbolic, if KL ^ 0.

13. A Problem in Vibrations of a String. When the differen-

tial equation is linear and the boundary conditions consist- of

linear equations, the boundary value problem itself is called linear.

*See, for instance, Timoshenko, ‘Wibration Problems in Engineering,”

p. 221.
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A method which can be used to solve a large class of such prob-

lems will now be illustrated. It will be seen that the process

leads naturally to a problem in Fourier series. A formal solution

of the following problem will be given.

Find the transverse displacements y{x, t) in a string of length

L stretched between the points (0, 0) and (L, 0) if it is displaced

initially into a position y = /(a:) and released from rest at this

position with no external forces acting.

The required function y is the solution of the following bound-

ary value problem

:

(1) »>0.0<.<i),

(2) 2/(0, t) = 0, y{L, 0=0 « ^ 0),

(3) y{x, 0) = fix) (0 ^ a; g L),

(4) = 0 (0 g re g i).
at

Our method consists of finding particular solutions of the

partial differential equation (1) which satisfy the homogeneous

boundary conditions (2) and (4), and then of determining a

linear combination of those solutions which satisfies the non-

homogeneous boundary condition (3).

Particular solutions of equation (1) of the type

(5) y = XT,

where X is a function of x alone and T a function of t alone, can

easily he found by means of ordinary differential equations.

According to equation (5), dy/dx = X'T, dy/dt = XT', etc.,

where the prime dcuioi.es the ordinary dcu-ivativc with respect

to the only independent variable involved in the function.

Substituting into equation (1), we find

XT" = a:^X"T,

or, upon separating the variabl(\s by dividing by a^XT,

X"(t) ^ T"(t)

X(xf an\l)

Since the member on the left is a function of x alone, it cannot

vary with t] it is e(|ual t-o a function of t alone, however, and
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thus it cannot vary with x. Hence both members must be equal

to a constant, say 7,
so that

(6)
X"{x) — yXix) = 0,

(7)
T''{t) - ya^T{t) = 0.

If our particular solution is to satisfy conditions (2), XT must

vanish when a; = 0 and when x = L, for all values of t involved.

Therefore

(8) X(0) = 0, X{L) = 0.

Similarly, if it is to satisfy condition (4),

(9)
T'{Q) = 0.

Equations (6) and (7) are linear homogeneous ordinary

differential equations with constant coefficients. The auxiliary

equation corresponding to (6), — y = 0, has the roots

m = ± Vy* The general solution of equation (6) is therefore

X = + Cse-*^,

where Ci and C2 are arbitrary constants. But if y is positive,

it is easily seen that there ai'e no values of Ci and C2 for which

this function X satisfies both of conditions (8).

Suppose 7 is negative, and write

7 =

The general solution of equation (6) can then be written

X = A sin fix + cos Px,

where A and B arc arbitrary constants.

If X(0) = 0, the constant B must vanish. Then A must

be different from zero, since wi^ are not int,('rested in the trivial

solution X(x) = 0. So if X(fj) = 0, we must have

sin fiL — 0.

Hence there is a discrete set of values of (3 ,
namely,

(71 = I, 2,
• •

• ),
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for which the system consisting of equation (6) and conditions

(8) has solutions. These solutions are

X = ^ sin
riTX

Note that no new solutions are obtained when n = —1, —2,

-3, • • •
.

Substituting for 7 in differential equation (7) and

applying condition (9), we find that

T = C cos
mrat

IT'
where C is an arbitrary constant.

Therefore all the functions

(10) An sin
mratriTX

(n = 1, 2,
• •

• )

are solutions of our partial differential equation (1) and satisfy

the linear homogeneous conditions (2) and (4), when A A 2 ,

'
• *

are arbitrary constants.

Any finite linear combination of these solutions will also

satisfy the same conditions (Theorem 1, Chap. I); but when

< = 0, it will reduce to a finite linear combination of the functions

sin (mrxIL). Thus condition (3) will not be satisfied unless the

given function f{x) has this particular character.

Consider an infinite scries of functions (10),

00

. . nwx nwat
(11) ?/ = ^ An Sm -y- cos -y—

•

This satisfies equation (1) provided it converges and is termwise

differentiable (Tlu^orem 2, Chap. I); it also satisfies conditions

(2) and (4). It will satisfy the nonhomogcuieous condition (3)

provided the numbers An can be so determined that

( 12)

00

. mrx
sin ' j- •

It will be shown in Sec. 15 that if such an expansion of f{x) is

possible, the numbers An must have the values
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Equation (11) with coefucients (13) is formally the solution

of the boundary value problem (l)-(4).

The series on the right of equation (12) with the coefficients

defined by (13) is called the Fourier sine series of the function

f{x). In a later chapter it will be shown that this series actually

converges to the function f(x) in the interval 0 g ^ L, pro-

vided /(x) satisfies certain moderate conditions—conditions which

are almost always satisfied by functions which arise in the

applications.

Other questions are left unsettled at this point in the treatment

of this problem. Series (11) has not been shown to be conver-

gent, or to represent a continuous function, or to be termwise

differentiable twice with respect to either x or t It has not

been shown that series (11) is the only solution of the problem

(l)-(4). Questions of this character are to be treated later on.

14. Example. The Plucked String. As a special case of the

problem just treated, let the string be stretched between the

points (0, 0) and (2, 0), and suppose its mid-point is raised to a

height h above the rc-axis. The string is then released from rest

in this broken-line position (Fig. 5).

The function f{x) which describes the initial position can be

written, in this case,

f{x) = hx when 0 ^ rc g 1,

= —hx + 2h when 1 ^ a; ^ 2.

The coefficients in solution (11), Sec. 13, are, according to

formula (13), Sec. 13,

An= fix) sin^ dx

= h X sin dx + h ( — a: -f- 2) sin dx.
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After integrating and simplifying, we find that

. Sh . nirAn = Sin
;

so that the displacement y(x, t) in this case of the plucked string
is given by the formula

y = 8A 1 . nir . mrx riTat

8A/
7r2 y

TTX irat 1 . 3x0:sm — cos
g sin— cos

Zirat

+ _s,n^cos-^- . .

. y
Another form of this solution will be obtained later [formuhi,

(4), Sec. 43].

16. The Fourier Sine Series. In the .solution of the problem
of Sec. 13 it was necessary to determine the (^ooffieiente so
that the series of sines would converge to f{x). As.suming iJfiat
an expansion of the type lu^eded there, naim^y,

(1) /W = Aisin^ + A.,sin2^^+ •

E L
I

A . UttX .

“T /I w **>11 1
“ "j"

Ij

is possible when 0 ^ a: ^ A, and that iJie seri(\s ean Ix' in(,(>gr!it('(l
term by term after being multiplied by ,sin (nwx/L), it is ea.sy to
see what values the coeffieienl,s must have.

It is necessary to re'call Unit

3in Bin ;«>» _ „„

1 /
,

2ni7rx\

and hence, whem m and n are^ integers.

(2)
. IllirX . TITX ,

Jo
= 0 if

L
2

fn 7^ n,

if ni = 71.

The functions sin (nxr/A) (« = l, 2,
• •

• ) tlnnx-fore form an
orthogonal syi^lem in the interval 0 < x < L; that is, tln^ integral
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over that interval of the product of any two distinct functions

of the system is zero.

Now let all terms in equation (1) be multiplied by sin (nxrr/L)

and integrated between 0 and L. The first term on the right

becomes

This is zero unless n = 1, according to the orthogonality property

(2)

. Likewise all terms on the right except the nth one become
zero; so the process gives

-Ff ^
" nxir 7 A ‘ 9 tvttcc •, ArJD

f{x) sin —j— dx = An I sm^ dx =

according to property (2). Hence the coefficients in equation (1)

must have the values

(3) 4n = j fix) sin^ dx.

The Fourier sine series corresponding to fix) can be written

(4)

where the sign is used here to denote correspondence. It

is to be shown later on that the series does converge to fix) in

general.

PROBLEMS

1. Show that the Fourier sine series corresponding to f{x) = 1 in the

interval 0 < x < tt is

1
^sin X -h ^

sin 3a; + g
sin 5a; 4- ’ *

2. Show that the sine series for /(a;) = a; in the interval 0 < a; < 1 is

X sin mrx.

3.

Find the solution of the problem of the string in Sec. 13 if the

initial displacement is f{x) = A sin {kx/L). Discuss the motion.

Am. y — A sin iirx/L) cos (Trat/L).
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16. Imaginary Exponential Functions. According to the

power series expansion of e®,

n\

^4

2\ ' 4!

where i = 1. So

— 1 — _ j_ 5! —~ 2! 4! + i (x -
3!

(1) = cos rr + i sin a:.

This is usually taken as the definition of the exponential function

with imaginary exponents. Then

Q-ix —
(JOS X — i sin x^

i

and by first eliminating cos x and then sin x between this equa-
tion and equation (1), we find that

(2) i sin X = ^ = sinh (fa:),

nix I p—ix

(3) cos a: = ^ = cosh (fa:).

When the coofficient.s of a linear homogeneous differential

equation are constant, particular solutions in the form of exponen-
tial functions can be found.

To illustrate the use of exiionential functions in partial differ-

ential equations, consider again tlio problem in Sec. 13. The
function

y =

where cl and ^ are constants, is clearly a solution of the equation

(4)

provided that

Hence the functions

= o*«2.

± aal p—axp ±. aat

are solutions.

Except for a constant factor, the difference between the two
products just written is the only linear combination which
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vanishes a,t x = 0 [condition (2), Sec. 13]. Thus the functions

Q±aoct

satisfy that condition as well as equation (4). The linear com-
bination of these two functions which satisfies the condition that

dy/dt = 0 when ^ = 0 is the sum, or

(6) sinh ax cosh aat

But here a must be imaginary, since our function is to vanish

when X = L, because the hyperbolic sine of a real argument
vanishes only when the argument is zero. According to equations

(2) and (3), when a = i^i the function (6) can be written, except

for a constant factor, as

sin fix cos ixat.

This vanishes when x = L if ju = mr/L.

Thus we again have the particular solutions

. . mrx meat
An sm -j- cos

of equation (4), which satisfy the homogeneous conditions in the

problem in Sec. 13. From this point on the procedure is the

same as in that section.

As another application of imaginary exponential functions,

"Wote that

N N
2(cos ^ 4- cos 2(9 -h

• •
• + cos Nd) -1- ^

Summing the finite geometric series on the right, this becomes

N

2 cos nd =
1

1 — 1 —

—0^^ _|— _|_ Q—iid Q—iO(N+i)

Q—^id

This can be written at once in the form

which is known as Lagrange^s trigonometric identity. This

identity will be useful in the theory of Fourier series.
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PROBLEMS

1. Use exponential functions to determine particular solutions of the
simple heat equation

du dHt

di dx^

which vanish when a: = 0 and x = x. (Compare Prob. 5, Sec. 2.)
2. Use exponential functions to determine particular solutions of the

equation

d'^u _
dx’^ dy'^

~

such that u = 0 when y = Qj and du/dx = 0 when a; = 0 and a; = 1.

A?is. u = An cos mrx sinh nry (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

•).



CHAPTER III

ORTHOGONAL SETS OF FUNCTIONS

17. Inner Product of Two Vectors. Orthogonality. The
concept of an orthogonal set of functions is a natural generaliza-

tion of that of an orthogonal set of vectors, that is, a set of

mutually perpendicular vectors. In fact, a function can be

,

considered as a generalized vector, so that the fundamental
properties of the set of functions ar^ suggested by the analogous
properties of the set of vectors. In the following discussion

of simple vectors, the terminology and notation which apply
to the generalized case will be used whenever it seems advanta-
geous for the later generalizations.

Let either g or g{r) denote a vector in ordinary three-dimen-
sional space whose rectangular components are the three numbers
S'(l)) ^(2), and ^(3). It is the radius vector of the point having
these numbers as rectangular cartesian coordinates. The square
of the length of this vector, called its norm, will be written
N (g) ;

it is the sum of the squares of the components of g :

(1) N{g) = + Jf2(2) + g,
2
(3 ) =

r̂ = 1

If N (g) = 1, gf is a unit vector, also called a normed or a normal-
ized vector.

Let 6 be the angle between two vectors gi(r) and g2 (r). Since
the components gi{2), gi{3) are proportional to the direc-

tion cosines of the vector gi, and similarly for g^, the formula
from analytic geometry for cos d can be written

a _ g^i(l)g'2(l) + g\{2)g2{2) -|- g^i(3)gr2(3)

The numerator on the right is called the inner product (or scalar

product) of the vectors g^ and g^, denoted by the symbol {gi, g^)

;

thus

34
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3

(2) {gi, gt) = 5) fi'iWs'zCO
r = 1

= VN{gi) y/Nijg^) cos 6,

When N{g^ = 1, {gi^ g^ is the projection of the vector gi in the

direction of g^-

The condition that the vectors g\ and ^2 be orthogonal, or

perpendicular to each other, can be written

(3) (^1, ^2) = 0

or, in terms of components,

(4) 5) = 0.

Note also that expression (1) for the norm of g can be written

^(g) = (fir. fir)-

18. Orthonormal Sets of Vectors. Given an orthogonal set

of three vectors (^ = 1, 2, 3), a set of unit vectors <pn having

the same directions can be formed by dividing each component
of gn by the length of gn. The components of (^], for instance,

are <pi(r) = gi(r)[N(gi)]-^^ (r = 1, 2, 3). This set of mutually
perpendicular unit vectors <pnj obtained by normalizing the

mutually perpendicular vectors gn, is called an orthonormal set.

Such a set can bo described by means of inner products by writing

(1) (<^m, (pn) = (w, U = 1, 2, 3),

where called Kr()neck<M’’s 5, is 0 or 1 according as m and n
are different or (^qual:

^mn — 0 if m ^ 71,

= 1 U m = n.

The condition (1) therefon^ re(iuir(\s thal. each vector of the

set (pij (p2 , <pz is perpendicular to every other oiu^ in that set, and
that each has unit length.

The symbol |v?n} will be used to denote an orthonormal set

whose vectors arc <^i, <^2, and <^3. The simplest example of

such a set is that consisting of the unit vectors along the three

coordinates axes.
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Every vector / in the space considered can be expressed as a

linear combination of the vectors <P2, and (pz. That is, three

numbers Ci, C2 ,
cs can be found for which

(2) f{r) = Citpiix) + C'npzir) + cz<fzir) (r = 1, 2, 3),

when the components /(I), /(2), /(3) are given. To find the

number Ci in a simple way, consider equation (2) as a vector

equation and take the inner product of both its members by <pi.

This gives

(/; + C2(<P2j <pl) + Cz(<pz, <pi) = Cl,

since (<pi, ^i) = 1 and (^2, ^ 1) = (^>3 , (pi)
= 0, according to

condition (1). Similarly C2 and Cz are found by taking the inner

product of the members of equation (2) by <P2 and ^3 ,
respectively.

The coefficients are therefore

(3) = (/, <Pn) = X 2
,
3).

r — l

The representation (2) can then be written

(4) fir) = if, <pi)<piir) + if, <p2)<Piir) + (f, <pz)<(>sir)

= X
n= 1

The representation (2) or (4) may be called an expansion^'

of the arbitrary vector / in a finite series of the orthonormal

reference vectors <pij (p 2 ,
and <p3 . These orthogonal reference

vectors were assumed to be normalized only as a matter of

convenience, in order to obtain the simple formulas (3) for the

coefficients in the expansion. The normalization is not neces-

sary, of course.

The definitions and results just given can be extended immedi-

ately to vectors in a space of k dimensions. In this case the

index r, which indicates the component, has values from 1 to k,

instead of 1 to 3; similarly the indices m and n, which distinguish

the different vectors of an orthonormal set, run from 1 to k.

The definition of the inner product of the vectors gi and

in this space, for instance, becomes

k

i9h 92) = X
,.=i

(5)
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The formal extension to vectors in a space of a countably

infinite number of dimensions (k = oo
) is also possible. In this

case the numbers g(r) (r = 1, 2,
• •

* ) which define a vector g

would be so restricted that the infinite series involved, such as

the series in (5) with k infinite, would converge. The possibility

of the representation corresponding to (2) would have to be

examined, of course.

A generalization of another sort is also possible. The units

of length on the rectangular coordinate axes, with respect

to which the components of vectors are measured, may vary

from one axis to another. In such a case the scalar product of

two vectors gi and g^ in three-dimensional space has the form

3

(ffi, Si)
= X V(y)gi{r)gi{r).

r = l

The ‘^weight numbers’’ p(2), and p(3) here depend upon

the units of length used along the three axes.

19, Functions as Vectors. Orthogonality. A vector g{r) in

three dimensions was described above by the numbers gr(l),

gr(2), gf(3). Any function g{T) which has real values when
r = 1, 2, 3 will represent a vector if it is agreed that these values

are the components of the vector. This function may not be

defined for any other values of r, in which case its graph would

consist only of three points.

The function g{T) will represent a vector in space of k dimen-

sions if it has real values when r = 1, 2,
* •

•
,

/c, which are

considered as the components of the vector. If g{;r) is defined

only at these points, it is determined by the v(K*.tor; graphically

it is represented by k points whose abscissas are r = 1, 2,
• *

•
,

fc, and whose ordinates arc the corresponding components of the

vector.

Now let g{x) be a function defined for all values of x in an

interval a ^ x ^ h. To consider this function as a vector, the

components should consist of all ibe ordinates of its graph in

the interval. The argumcmt r, whi(th has n^i^laced r here, has

as many values as therc^ an^ points in the interval, so that the

number of component,s is not only infinite but uncountable. It

is therefore impossible to sum with respect to x as we do with

the index r. The natural process now is t,o sum by integration.
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The norm of the function or vector g(x)f or the sum of the squares

of its components, is therefore defined as the number

(1) mg) = £[g(x)rdz.

The inner product of two functions gm{x) and gn(x) is defined

as the number

(2) {gm, Qn) = r gm(x)gn(x) dx,

in analogy to equation (5), Sec. 18. The condition that the two

functions be orthogonal is written

gn) = 0
,

or

(3) ^ gm(x')gn(x) dx — 0.

Just as before, definition (1) can be written N(g) = (gr, g).

A set (or system) of functions (n = 1, 2,
• •

• ) is

orthogonal in the interval (a, b) if condition (3) is true when
m 7*^ n for all functions of the set. The functions of the set

are normed by dividing each function gn{x) by [A/'(0rn)]^, thus

forming a set {<pn(aj)} (n = 1, 2,
• •

•

), which is normed and

orthogonal, or orthonormal. An orthonormal system in (a, h) is

then characterized as follows:

(4) ” Smn ^ ” ^7 2,
' *

* );

where dmn is Kronecker's 5, defined in Sec. 18. Written in full,

equation (4) becomes

(5) r <Pm(x)(pn{x) dx = 0 if m 9^ n,

= 1 if m = n, (m, n = 1, 2,
• •

• )•

The interval (a, b) over which the functions and their inner

products are defined is called the fundamental interval. Func-

tions for which the integrals representing the inner product and

the norm fail to exist must, of course, be excluded.

Throughout this book, only functions which are hounded and

integrable in the fundamental interval, and whose norms are not

zero, will be considered. The aggregate of all such functions for

the given interval makes up the function space being considered.
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in just the same way that the three-dimensional vector space con-

sists of all vectors with three components ^(r) (r = 1, 2, 3).

An example of an orthogonal set of functions has already been

given in Sec. 15; namely, the functions

sill
mrx

(n = 1, 2,
• •

• )•

The fundamental interval is the interval (0, L). The norm of

all these functions is the same number, L/2, so the orthonormal

set consists of the functions

[2 . mrx / 1 o N

Vz IT (« = 1, 2,
•

The set {sin (mrx/L)] is also orthogonal in the interval

(—L, L); the normalizing factor is easily seen to be 1/VX in

this case.

PROBLEMS

1. Show that the set of functions {cos no;] (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

)

is orthogonal in the interval (0, tt). What is the corresponding ortho-

normal set? An.s. (1 /Vt, '\/2/7r cos m*
1
(n = 1, 2,

• •
• )•

2. Show that the set {sin x, sin 2x, sin 3x, •••,], cos x^ cos 2x,

• •
•

)
is orthogonal in the interval (— tt, t). Normalize this set.

20. Generalized Fourier Series. Given a countably infinite

orthonormal set of fiUKitions {<^rt(:r)) (n = 1, 2,
• •

• ), it may
be possible to represent an arbitrary function in tlu^ fundamental

interval as a linear comliination of the functions

(1) f{x) = Ci<pi(x) + + * *
* + Cn<Pn(T) + • * *

(a < X < b).

This corresponds to rcpr(\sentation (2), Sec. IS, of any vector

in terms of the vectors of an orthonormal set.

If the series in (‘.quation (1) conven-ges and if, after being mul-

tiplied by (Pn(x), it can be integrated ten-m by t('rm over the funda-

mental interval (a, b), th(‘ co('ffici(mts can b(^ found in t-he sam(^

way as before. Writing tli(‘. innen* product of both m(‘mb(nvs of

equation (1) by (pn{x )—that is, multiplying (1) by nnd integrat-'

ing over (a, b)—we have

(/; <Pn) = Ci(«pi, ipn) + Ca(<^3, ^n) + * ‘
' + Cn(<P7i, <^0 + * * *
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since [(pm, <pn) = That is, Cn is the projection of the vector

/ on the unit vector

These numbers Cn are called the Fourier constants of f[x)

corresponding to the orthonormal system { (Pn(x) } ;
they can be

written

(2) Cn = f{x)<pn{x) dX (u = 1, 2,
'

).

The series in (1) with these coefficients is called the generalized

Fourier series corresponding to f[x)j written

(3) f[x) ^ ^ Cn(Pn[x) = ^ <Pn[x) f(^)^n[^)

The above correspondence between f[x) and its series will

not always be an equality. This can be anticipated at once

by considering the case of vectors in three dimensions. In

that case if only two vectors ^i(r), <p2[r), make up the orthonormal

system, any vector not in the plane of those two could not

be represented in the form Ci<^i(r) + C2(P2 [t)> The reference

system here is not complete, in the sense that there is a vector

in the three-dimensional space which is perpendicular to both

of its vectors <pi and <p2 .

Likewise in formula (3), if f[x) is orthogonal to every member
<pn[x) of the system, every term in the series on the right is zero,

and so the series does not represent /(x).

If there is no function in the space considered which is orthog-

onal to every <pn[x)j the system {(Pn{x)] is called complete. So

the system must necessarily be complete if all functions are

to be represented by their generalized Fourier series with respect

to that system.

PROBLEMS

1. Show that the set |v/2/L cos [mrx/L)] (n = 1, 2,
• •

*
) is ortho-

normal in the interval (0,
L), but not complete without the addition of a

function corresponding to n = 0.

2. Show that the system (sin mrx] (n = 1, 2,
• •

• ) is orthogonal

but not complete in the interval (
— 1, 1).

21. Approximation in the Mean. Let Km[x) represent a finite

linear combination of m functions of an orthonormal set {(Pn[x)\

(n = 1, 2,
•

*
;
a ^ X ^ b)'j that is,

( 1 ) Km[x) = ymi^) + y 2(P2[x) + • *
• + ym(Pm[x).
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The values of the constants jn can easily be found for which

Km(x) is the best approximation in the mean to any given function

f{x)] this means the best approximation in the sense that the

value of the integral

(2) = X'
~

is to be as small as possible; it is also the approximation in the

sense of least squares.

Writing Cn for the Fourier constants of S{x) with respect to

Cn = f(x)(Pn(x) dx,

the integral J can be written

«X = ^ [f(x) — yi<pi(x) — y2<P2(x) — • • • — ym<pm(x)]^ dx

“ fa
dx + y\-\-y\ +

- 27,Cl - 272C2 - • • • - 27„,c„..

Completing the squares here by adding and subtracting c?,

cl, ,ci, gives

- cl - 4 - - 4 + (7, - C,)2

+ (72 — C2)- + • •
• + (7,,. _ c„.)=.

It is clear from (2) that J ^ 0, so it follows from ('(luatioii (3)
that J has its least value when 71 = ^i, 70 = Cu,

•
•

, y.„, =
The result can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1. The Fourier constants of a function f(x) with
respect to the functions <p I

{x)j (p2{x)j •
•

•
j <p„t(x) of a?(. orthonormal

set are those coefficients for which a linear cmnbination Kffx)
of these functions is the best approximation in the 'mean to f{x), in
the fundamental interval (a, b).

Since / ^ 0, it follows from (filiation (3), l)y taking y,, =
that

(4) C? + ci + • •
• + d g £ [/(x)]2 dx.

This IS known as Bessel’s inequalily. The mimbor on I,ho right
IS independent of w, so it follows that the sori(!s of semaros of tho
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Fourier constants of any function

4 + 4+ + cl + - =X4
1

always converges; and its sum is not greater than the norm of

fix),

(5) £[fix)]^dx.

It follows that the Fourier constants of every function corres'pond-

ing to any orthonormal system {<pn} approach zero as n tends to

infinity:

(6) lim Crt = 0;
n—>

«

because a necessary condition for the convergence of the series

in (5) is that its general term c\ approaches zero as n becomes

infinite.

22. Closed and Complete Systems. Let Sm{x) be the sum of

m terms of the generalized Fourier series corresponding to /(x),

with respect to an orthonormal set of functions {<pn\ (n = 1,

2,
• •

•
) ;

that is,

m

(1)
'

Smix) =
^ CntPnix).

This is the sum K^ix) in the last section when jn = Cn.

The sum Sn{x) is said to converge in the mean to the function

(2) lim p [f(x) — Sm(x)J^ dx = 0.
711—» 00

This is also written

l.i.m. Sm{x) = fix),
m—> «3

where the abbreviation l.i.m. stands for limit in the mean.

If the relation (2) is true for each f{x) in the function space

considered, the system [<Pn{x)] is said to be closed.* According

to Theorem 1, then, the system is closed if every function can be

The definitions of the terms closed and complete (Sec. 20) given here

are those most commonly used today. Many German writers use the term
closed (abgeschlossen) to denote what we have called complete, and complete

(vollstandig) for our concept of closed.
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approximated arbitrarily closely in the mean by some linear

combination of the functions (pn{x).

By expanding the integrand in equation (2) and keeping the

definition of Cn in mind, we have

I d^b
m m

-
2 ^

cj + =0.

Hence for every closed system it is true that

(3) X^n = f f/(=*=)P

This is known as ParsevaVs theorem. When written in the

form

(4) X
it identifies the sum of the squares of the components of /, with

respect to the reference vectors <^n, with the norm of /.

Suppose d{x) is a function which is orthogonal to every func-

tion of the closed set. Substituting it for / in equation (4)

gives N{B) = 0, so that ^(.r) cannot belong to the function

space; and thus it is shown that the set is conq)l(^te (Sec. 20).

The following theonun is therefore estal)lish(‘d;

Theorem 2. If the set {<^n(^r)} is closed^ it is complete.

It is an immediate consequence that if there is a function

which is orthogonal to every member of the set, the set cannot be

closed.

This is only a bare introduction to a general theory which

has been developed ('xtensiv('ly in recent y(^ars. To carry it

further (even to prov(‘ conv(‘rsc of Theorem 2), a broader

class of functions and th(‘ id('a of th(‘ Lebesgue integral are needed.

But the term “closcKr’ was d(‘fined lunv. with resi)ect to con-

vergence in the m(‘an, and this typ(^ of convergi^injc does not

guarantee ordinary conv(M*g(Mic(‘ a.t any ])oint. That is, the

statement (2) is quit(‘. different from (he statement of ordinary

convergence

:

lim = /(a:) (a ^ x ^ h).

m—> 00

It is this ordinary convergence, and the concept of closed orthog-
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onal sets with respect to it, which are usually needed in the

applications.

No general tests of a practical nature exist for showing that a

set of functions is closed. That is another reason for deserting

the general theory at this point.

23. Other Types of Orthogonality. Some of the important
extensions of the concept of orthogonal sets of functions should

be noted.

a. A set {fir„(a;)} (n = 1, 2, • •
• ) is orthogonal in an interval

(a, h) with respect to a given weight function p{x\ where it is

usually supposed that p(a;) ^ 0 in (a, 6), if

(1) dx whenm?^n(?n, n = 1, 2,
* *

- )•

The integral on the left represents the inner product g^)

with respect to the weight function, a generalization of the inner
product of vectors in terms of components with respect to axes
along which different units of length are used (Sec. 18). The
norm of gn{x) in this case is, of course,

= (gn, ^ v{^)[gn{x)Y dx (n = 1, 2,
* ’

• ).

By multiplying each function gn of the set by the normalizing
factor [N(gn)]~^j the corresponding orthonormal set is obtained.

This type of orthogonality can be reduced at once to the ordi-
nary type having the weight function 1. It is only necessary
to use the products \/p{x)gn(x) as the functions of the system;
then equation (1) shows that the system so formed has ordinary
orthogonality in the interval (a, b).

An important instance of orthogonality with respect to weight
functions will be seen in the study of Bessel functions later on.
The Tchebichef 'polynomials^

(2) TJkX) = cos {n arccos x), Tq{z) = 1

(^ = 1
,
2

,

• - •

also form a set of this type. This set is orthogonal in the interval

(
— 1, 1) with respect to the weight function

p(x) = (1 — x^)-^.
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This is easily verified by integration; thus,

dx 1

T„,(x)Tn(x) cos md cos nd dd

= 0 if m 7^ n.

b. Another extension of orthogonality applies to a system of
complex functions of a real variable x {a ^ x ^ b). A system
consisting of the functions where

gn(x) = u„(x) + ivn(x),

is said to be orthogonal in the Hermitian seme if

(3) f' 9m{^)gn(x) dx = 0 when m 9̂ n,

where gn{x) = Un{x) — Wn{x), the conjugate of Qn. The system
is normed if

£ 9n{x)gn{x) do; = 1;

that is, if

£ [w^a:) + vlix)] dx = I

for every n.

When the functions are real, Vn{x) = 0, and this type reduces
to the ordinary orthogonality.

Imaginary exponential functions furnish the most important
examples of such systems. For instance, the functions

(4) = cos nx + i sin nx (n "=
0, ± 1, ±2, • •

• )

form a system which is orthogonal on the interval (— tt, tt) in the
above sense. The proof is left as a problem.

c. Extensions to cases in which the fundamental interval is

infinite in length are obtained by replacing a by — 00 or & by 00
,

or both.

d. For systems [gn{x, ?/)) (n = 1, 2,
• •

•
) of functions of

two variables, the fundamental interval is replaced by a region

in the a;2/-plane, and the integrations are carried out over this

region. Similar extensions apply when throe or more variables

are present. Weight functions may be introduced in such cases

too, as well as in case c.
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PROBLEMS
1.

By using the binomial expansion and equating real parts in the

well-known formula

(cos 6 + i sin dy = cos nd + i sin nd,

obtain the identity

cos nS = cos” 6 — cos”“2 s sin2 6 -f cos^-^dsin^6 — • *
• + Ant

where are the binomial coefficients, and An sin” ^ if n is even,

An = cos 6 sin””^ 0 if n is odd. Hence show that the functions

Tn(x) defined by equations (2) above are actually polynomials in x of

degree n.

2.

Prove that the system of exponential functions in equation (4) of

this section is orthogonal on the interval ( —tt, tt) in the Hermitian sense.

3.

Prove that the system -|exp
/2mrix\ )

\b-a)j (n 0, ±1, ±2, • •
• )j

where exp(w) denotes e", is orthogonal in the Hermitian sense on the

interval (a, h).

24. Orthogonal Functions Generated by Differential Equa-

tions. In solving the problem of displacements in a stretched

string in Sec. 13, we used particular solutions of the partial

differential equation of motion which vanished when x = 0 and

X = L. In order that y = X{x)T{t) be such a solution, it was

found that the function X{x') must satisfy the conditions

(1) X'^{x) + \X{x) = 0,

(2) Z(0) = 0, X{L) = 0,

for some constant value of X, denoted there by —7.

Equations (1) and (2) form a homogeneous boundary value

problem in ordinary differential equations containing \ as a

parameter. Since the solution of equation (1) that vanishes

when a; = 0 is X = C sin \/Xa:, the problem has solutions not

identically zero only if X satisfies the equation

(3) sin \/XL = 0.

Therefore X = (w = 1, 2,
* •

•
)> the corresponding

solutions of the problem (l)-(2) for these values of X are,
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except for a constant factor, sin {mrx/L). These functions were

shown to form an orthogonal set on the interval (0, 1/).

Corresponding results can be found in much more general

cases. When applied to a more general partial differential

equation, separation of variables will yield an equation in X(x)

of the type

X" +Mx)X' + IMx) + \Mx)]X = 0.

Here/1,/2, and /a are known functions involved in the coefficients

of the partial differential equation, and X is the constant which

arises upon separation of variables.

When the last equation is multiplied through by the factor

r(x), where

r(x) =
it takes the form

Tx S] +

known as the Sturm-Liouville equation.

The boundary conditions on X{x) may have the form

(5) aiX(a) + a2X'(a) = 0, hiX{b) + b2X'{h) = 0,

where ai, ao, 61, and 62 arc constants.

The problem composed of the differential equation (4) and the

boundary conditions (5) is called a Sturm-LiouviUc problem or

system, in honor of the two mathematicians who made the first

extensive study of that problem.*

Under rather general conditions on the functions p, q, and

r, it can be shown that there is a discrete set of values Xi, X2, * * *

of the parameter- X for which the system (4)-(5) has solutions

not identically z(M'o. These numbers Xn are called the character-

istic numbers of tlu^ syst<^m. In the above special case—equations

(1) and (2)—they are the numbers 7iVIL\ the roots of the char-

acteristic equation (3).

The solutions (n = 1, 2,
• •

• ), obtained when X = Xn

in equation (4), are the characteristic Junctions of the Sturm-

Liouville problem. These are the functions sin {mrxIL) in the

special case.

* Piip(M\s by Liouvillo and Sturm on this problem will bc3 found in the first

three volumoa of Journal de rnalhhnalique^ 183G-1838.
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It will be showi) in the following section that the set of func-
tions jXnCa;)} (n = 2,

• •
• ) is orthogonal on the interval

(a, h) with respect to the weight function p(:r).

Moreover, it can be shown that any function f{x), defined in
the interval (a, h) and satisfying certain restrictions as to its

continuity and differentiability, is represented by its generalized
Fourier series corresponding to that orthogonal set of functions.
That is, if ipn{x) is the function obtained by normalizing Xn(^),
the series

^ Crt(pn(x),

where

P(p^')fi^')<Pnix) dXy

converges to the function f{x) in the interval (a, h). It should
be noted that the normalizing factor for Xn here is the number
{£px^dxy*.

When r{b) = J'(a), the statements made above are also true
when the boundary conditions (5) are replaced by the conditions

(7) X{a) = X{b), X'{a) = X'(b),

called the 'periodic boundary conditions. Conditions of this
sort frequently arise when x represents a coordinate such as the
angle 6 in polar coordinates, or cos d.

The proof that series (6) converges to the function /(x) is

quite long and involved, as we may well expect in view of the
fact that the coefiScients in differential equation (4) are arbitrary
functions of x. The proofs generally make use of the theory of
functions of complex variables, or the comparison of the expan-
sion with a Fourier series, or both. The development of a general
expansion theorem, along with other interesting and useful
results in the general theory of Sturm-Liouville systems, is

beyond the scope of the present volume.*
The expansions considered in the chapters to follow are all

special cases of the general theory. But in two of the important
cases, those of Bessel and Legendre functions, the equations are

• A treatment of these topics is included in a companion volume, now-
being prepared by the author, on further methods of solving partial differen-
tial equations. Also see Ince, “Ordinary Differential Equations,” pp.
236 ff., 1927 ; and the references listed at the end of the present chapter.
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singular cases of equation (4) which must be treated separately

even in the general theory. Hence the plan of presentation

followed here is not especially inefficient.

Many of the important sets of orthogonal functions are gen-

erated in the above manner, as solutions of a homogeneous

differential system involving a parameter. The expansion

theorem shows that these sets are closed with respect to ordinary

convergence, rather than convergence in the mean, so that we
have an important advantage over the general theory discussed

in the preceding sections.

26. Orthogonality of the Characteristic Functions. Two
theorems from the general theory of Sturm-Liouville systems

can easily be established here. They will be useful in the

following chapters. The first shows the orthogonality of the

characteristic functions, and the second shows that the char-

acteristic numbers arc real. The existence of such functions

and numbers will be established in each case treated later on, of

course, by actually finding them.

Theorem 3. Let the coefficients p, g, and r in the Sturm^-Liouville

problem be continuous in the interval a ^ x ^ bj and let X^n, \n be

any two distinct characteristic numbers, and Xm{x), Xn{x) the

corresponding characteristic functions, whose derivatives X^^{z),

X'^(x) are continuous. Then X,n(x) and Xn{x) are orthogonal on

the interval {a, b), with respect to the weight function p(x).

Furthermore, in case r(a) = 0, the first of the conditions (5),

Sec. 24, call be dropped from the problem, and if r{b) = 0 the

second of those conditions can he dropped. If r(b) = r{a), those

conditions can be replaced by the periodic conditions (7), Sec. 24.

Since and X^ arc solutions of eciuation (4), Sec. 24, when
X = X„i and X = \n, respectively,

(rX'J + (<1 + = 0
.

- (rX;) + (<7 + X„7;)X„ = 0.

Multiplying the first (Miuatioii by X,, and the second by X^, and

subtracting, gives

(X„ - X„)pX,„X„ = X„. ^ (rx;) - X„ ^ {rX'J

= j|[(rX;)X„. -(r-X:„)X„].
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Integrating both members over the interval (a, h),

(1) (Xm - X„)£ dx = - X„X'J ]\

In the special case when aa = 62 = 0, the boundary conditions

(5), Sec. 24, become

(2) X{a) = 0, X(b) = 0.

Since both Xm{x) and Xn(x) then satisfy these conditions, it is

evident that the right-hand member of equation (1) vanishes.
But Xwi — Xn 7*^ 0, so that

(3) £ p{x)X^(x)Xr.ix) dx = 0,

which is the statement of orthogonality between Xm and Xn-
In case r{a) = 0, it is clear that (3) follows from (1) without
the use of the first of the conditions (2). Similarly, if r{b) = 0,
the second condition is not needed.
The proof that equation (3) follows when the general boundary

conditions (5), Sec. 24, or the periodic boundary conditions, are
substituted for (2), will be left for the problems.
Theorem 4. If in addition to the conditions stated in Theorem 3

the coefficient 'p{x) does not change sign in the interval (a, 6), then
every characteristic number of the Sturm-Liouville problem is real*

Suppose there is a complex characteristic number X, where

X = a -h ^j5.

Let

X{x) ~ u(x) + iv{x)

be the corresponding characteristic function. Substituting this
in the Sturm-Liouville equation, we have

d

^ (rw' + irv') + (g + ap + i^-p){u + iv) = 0.

Equating the real and imaginary parts to zero, separately,

^ (ru') + (3 + a.p)u — Ppv = 0
,

d

^ irv') + (g + oip)v 4- Ppu = 0,

* The functions p, q, and r are assumed to be real.
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and, upon multiplying the first of these equations by v and the

second by and subtracting, it follows that

— + v^)p =
^ ^

= ^ l(rv')u - {ru')v].

Consequently, an integration gives the relation

(4) — + v'^)p dx = {uv' —

Again let us complete the proof here when the boundary condi-

tions of the Sturm-Liouville problem have the special form (2).

Since our characteristic function u + iv satisfies (2), its real

and imaginary parts must each vanish when x = a and x = b.

The right-hand member of (4) therefore vanishes. But if the

function p{x) in the integral does not change sign in the interval

(a, 6), the integrand itself cannot change sign, and so the integral

cannot vanish. It follows that = 0, and therefore the char-

acteristic number X is real.

As before, if r(a) = 0, the first of conditions (2) is not needed,

and if 7'{h) = 0, the second can be dropped.

The argument is not essc'iitially different when the more
general boundary conditions (5), S(^c. 24, or th(^ periodic con-

ditions are used. This matt<‘r is left for the problems.

PROBLEMS

1 . Complete the proof of Theorem 3 when the bourxlary conditions

are (a) the conditions (5), Sec. 24; (/>) the periodic conditions (7), Sec. 24,

assuming that r(b) = 'r(nA

2. Complete the |)roor of Theorem 4 when the boundary conditions

are (a) the conditions (5), Sec. 24; (5) the periodic conditions (7),

Sec. 24, assuming that r{l)) = r(a).

Find the characteristic functions of each of the following special cases

of the Sturm-Liouville problem. Also note the interval and weight

function in the orthogomdity relation ensured by Tlieorem 3, and find

the normalizing factors.

3. X" + XX = 0; X'(()) = 0, X'{L) = 0.

An.^. Xn = cos {tittx/L) (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

).

4. X" + XX = 0; X((^= 0, X'(L) = 0.

Ans. <pn = V2/Lsin [{2n — l)7rx/(2L)] (n = 1, 2,
* •

• )•
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6. Z" + XX = 0; X(7r) - X(-7r), X'Ctt) = X\-ir),

Ans, {1, cos a;, cos 2Xj •
•

,
sin x, sin 2a;,

• *
* }.

6. X" + XX = 0; X(0) = 0, X'(l) + hX{l) = 0, where h is & con-

stant. Show in this case that Xn = sin anX, where an represents the

positive roots of the equation tan a = —a/h, an equation whose roots

can be approximated graphically. Also show that Xn is normalized by

multiplying it by V2h/ (h + cos^ oin).

7. {d/dx){x^X') -h Xa;X = 0; X(l) = 0, X(e) = 0. Note that the

equation here reduces to one of the Cauchy type after the indicated

differentiation is carried out.

Ans. ipn = (V^/a;) sin {mr log a;) (n = 1, 2,
• •

REFERENCES
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CHAPTER IV

FOURIER SERIES

26. Definition. The trigonometric series

(1) |ao + (ai cos x + hi sin x) + (ct2 cos 2x + hz sin 2x)

+ *•*+(«« cos nx + &n sin nx) + * •

is a Fourier series provided its coefficients are given by the

formulas

(2)

Cf/n

b,

= i f' fix) c
nj —V

^ J-TT

cos nx dx

f(x) sin nx dx

(n = 0, 1, 2,

(n = 1, 2,

),

),

where f(x) is some function defined in the interval (— tt, tt). In

particular, series (1) with the coefficients (2) is called the

series corresponding to f(x) in the interval (— tt, tt), written

(3) f{:v) ^ (an (^os nx + bn sin nx) (— TT < X < tt).

Formulas (2) for the coefficients arc special cases of those

for the generalized Fourier series in the chapter preceding. The
functions 1, cos x, sin Xj cos 2x, sin 2:c,

• • • constitute an orthog-

onal (but not normalized) set in (— tt, tt). This was noted in

Prob. 5, Sec. 25; but w(^ can easily show it here independently.

For if m, n = 0, 1 , 2,
• •

•
,
then

J*’"
(U)s mx cos nx dx = Oj

J sin mx sin nx dx = 0, if m n,

and whether m and n are distinct or not,

cos mx sin nx dx = 0,

53
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When m = n the first two integrals become

cos® nxdx = T

= 2t

sin^ nx dx = t.

if n 0,

if n = 0;

Considering (3) as an equality and multiplying first by
and integrating therefore gives formally

cos nx

cos nxdx = 7ra„ (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

Similarly, multiplying by sin nx and integrating gives

sin nxdx = (n = 1, 2,
• •

• )•

These are formulas (2) for the Fourier coefficients.
Again, the corresponding orthonormal set of functions is

1 cos X sin X cos 2x sin 2x

V’T Vw- \/^
’ '

and the Fourier constants c„ of f(x) corresponding to these
functions are the integrals of the products, or the inner products,

?
^ f®®

functions by f(x). So the Fourier series, with respect
to this set, corresponding to f(x), is

/W v^L, f(x') dx'

cos nx' j , cos nx

+ r Kx'f^dx'^^l
J-ir VtT VtT J

where xl is used for the variable of integration. This can be
written

(4) J{x) ~ ^ ^2
+ sin nxL fix') sin nx' d®'!;

which is the same as series (3) with the coefficients (2).



Note that the constant term is the mean value of f(x) over the
interval (— x, tt).

27. Periodicity of the Function. Example. Every term in
the above series is periodic with the period 2x. Consequently,
if the series converges to f(x) in the interval (-x, x), it must
converge to a periodic function with period 2x for all values of x.
Thus it would represent /(a:) for every finite value of x^ provided

Fi(}. 0 .

the definition of f(x) is extended to iiudude all values of x by
the periodicity relation

fix 2x) = fix).

Thus the Fourier ficries may conceivably serve cither of two
purposes: (a) to repr(\s(‘nt a fumddoii defined in the interval
(—X, x), for valu(\s of x in that iTit(*rval, or (/;) to represent a
periodic function, wil,li period 2x, for all value's of a:. It clearly
cannot repi’esent a function for all values of x if that function is

not periodic.

The particular interval (•— x, x) was introduced only as a
matter of convcmience. Wo shall soon s(^e that it is easy to
changes to any otlu'r finite^ interval.

It is not nec(>ssary lliat^ fix) be des(u‘ib(’;d l)y a single analytic
expiession, or that it be continuous, in order to determine th(^

coefficients in its Foui’ier series. Of course the mere fact that
the series can he written does not ensures its convergence or, if

convergent, that its sum will be fix). Conditions for this are
to be established in Sec. 33.
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Example. Write the Fourier series corresponding to the func-
tion /(a:) defined in the interval —tt < a; < ^ as follows:

/(a:) = 0

= X
when —T < a; ^ 0,

when 0 g a: < TT.

The graph of this function is indicated by the heavy lines in
i<lg. b. Ihe Founer eoeflicients are

dn _ 1 1
^TT

~ Z I
nxdx = - I^ J-r X Jo

cos nx dx

cos nx + nx sin nx

cos nir

n

(-1)” .

sin nx

X cos nx dx

~ T f
nxdx = - \ X sin nx dx

-IT Jo

~^ nx — nx cos naij =

The series is therefore

(1)
~

1 ..' J J
^^2 cosTia;-

=
4 + (sin a; - ^

cos a:^ - i sin 2x

+ sin 3a: - cos 3a:) - 1 sin 4a: -f • •
.

If this converges to f{x) when -ar < a: < tt, it also convergesor ^1 other values of a: to the periodic function representedby the dotted lines in the figure. Note that this periodic func-

sented by the senes at such points will be found later.
As an indication of the convergence of the series (1) to f(x)It IS instructive to sum a few terms of the series by composition

TT . 2= j + sin a; — - cos x
^ IT

1 ‘

2
sin 2x
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is a wavy approximation to the curve shown m the figure.

The addition of more terms from the series generally improves

the approximation.

PROBLEMS

Write the Fourier series corresponding to each of the following func-

tions defined for — tt < a; < tt. In a few of the problems, sum a few

terms of the series graphically; also show graphically the periodic func-

tion which is represented by the series provided the series converges to

the given function.

1. f(x) = X when —tt < x <7r. (Also note the sum of the series

(_l)nM
when z = ±7r.)

2. f{x) = e-® when —ir < z <7r,

2 sinh TT

Ans (zi):
.4̂ n

sin nx.

A ns.

iT

3. fix) = 1 when —tt < a: < 0; f{x) = 2 wlien 0 < :r < t.

2^t2j
1

4. fix) = 0 when —tt < a; < 0; fix) - sin .v when i) < z <t.
00

1,1. 2 COR 2nx
_ + 5

Hin .v--2i
1

An^.

28. Fourier Sine Series. Cosine Series. Wlnui fi — x) =

—fix), fix) is called an odd fiinc-tion; its graph is symmetric with

respect to the origin, and its int.cigral from — tt to tt is z(‘ro. When

fi — x) = fix), the function is even; it-s graph is symmetric to

the axis of ordinates, and

== 2 dx.

As oxamplds, the fund,ions x, x^, and x- sin kx iirci odd, while

], x^, cos kx, and x sin kx arc even.

Although most funcXions an^ ncii.hcr even nor odd, every

function can writ, tern as l.he sum of an (wen and an odd one by

means of the identity

/w =(1)
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When /(a;) is an odd function defined in (— tt, tt), formulas (2),

Sec. 26, for its Fourier coefllcients become

On = 0 (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ),

2
6n = -

Jo
f{x) sin nx dx (n = 1, 2,

• •
• ).

Hence its Fourier series reduces to

(2) fix) ~
^ J*

/(^O sin no;' drc'.

The series in (2) is known as the Fourier sine series. It can
clearly be written when fix) is any function defined in the

interval (0, tt), provided the integrals representing its coefficients

exist. Furthermore, when fix) is defined only in the interval

(0, x), an odd function exists in (— x, x) which is identical with

fix) in (0, x). If that odd function is represented by its Fourier

series, so is fix) in (0, x). Thus the question of convergence
of the sine series to fix) in (0, x) depends directly upon the

conditions of convergence of the series in the last section.

Similarly, when fix) is an even function defined in the interval

(— X, x), the coeflficients in its Fourier series are

2
«n = -

I fix) COS nxdx (n = 0, 1, 2 • •
• ),X Jo

= 0 (n = 1, 2,
•

•
)

;

and the series becomes the Fourier cosine series

(3) /(a:)
^

dx' + ^
cos nx

J*
f{x') cos nx' dx'.

When f{x) is defined only in (0, tt), this series can be written,
in general, and again the conditions under which it converges
to /(a:) will be known when the conditions are found for the more
general series in the last section.

For functions defined in the interval (0, tt), then, both the sine
series and the cosine series representations can be considered.
As indicated earlier, these are the series corresponding to f{x)

with respect to two different sets of functions, {\/^ sin nx\,

and {I/Vtt, cos nx) (re = 1, 2,
• •

• ), each of which is
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orthonormal in (0, tt). The series (2) and (3) can be written

more easily from this viewpoint; but in the theory of these series

it is important to consider them as special cases of the series in

Sec. 26.

Every term of the sine series is an odd function. So if the

series converges when 0 < a; < tt, it must converge to an odd

function with the period 27r for all values of x.

Similarly, if the cosine series converges, it must represent an

even periodic function with period 27r.

29. Illustration. Let us write (a) the Fourier sine scries, and

{b) th(^ Fourier cosine s('ri(‘s, corresponding to the function /(a:),

defined in the interval 0 < x < x as follows:

f{x) = X when 0 ^ :r < -;
£j

TT
== 0 when ^ < x x,

Zt

a. The coefficients in the sine series are

bn — -
I f(x) sin nx <hr = ~

I sin nx dx
X Jo tt Jo

1 f . nx fix\= —^ I 2 sill nx cos -TT I;

xti" \ 2t Z /

so the seric's is

/(•c) 2 / 2 . rtTT TT mr\ .

\ ( X M /I= - I 2 sin X - sin 2x — - sin 3a; — j sin 4a; +
X \ Z

2

9

X

4 )
If this sine s(;ries eonverg(\s i.o our function /(a;), it must also

represent the odd periodic extension of f{x) shown in Fig. 7.
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6. The coefficients in the cosine series are

2
Gq = —

T
X dx =

4

= -
I /(^) cos nx dx = -

\ X cos nx dx
TT Jo TT Jo

1 / mr . mr A

\ ^ L ^ / 2 mr . TT • UT 2 \

Therefore

j.
^

=
8
+-[(^- 2) cos X — cos 2x

-(i+i)

COS nx

cos 3a; +
Assuming its convergence to /(a;), this cosine series would

converge for all x to the even periodic function shown in Fig. 8.

PROBLEMS
Find (a)^ the Fourier sine series, and (6) the Fourier cosine series,

corresponding to each of the following functions defined in the interval
(0, tt). Assuming that each series represents its function within that
interval, show what function it represents outside the interval.

1- f{x) = X when 0 < x < tt, (Compare Prob. 1, Sec. 27.)
00 ^

Am. (a^ 2 (k\ cos (2n - l)x
^

) n 2 ~{2n - 1 )*^

2. f{x) = sin X when 0 < x < tt.

3. f(x) = cos X when 0

Ans. (a) sin x; (b) ~ ^TT TT

1

cos 2nx

4n‘‘^ — 1

< X <Tr.

Ans.
n sin 2nx ,,

,

4^2 _ I ; (0 ) cos X.
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4. f(^x) = TT — a; when 0 < x < tt.

, , ^
sin nx_ tt

,

4 cos (2n - 1)®
Am. (a) 2^ (&) 2 + ?^ “(Tn - 1)»

’

1 1

6.

/(®) = 1 when 0 < a: < Tr/2, f(x) = 0 when t/2 <x <ir.

, , . 2 A sin nx
Ans. (a) ^ - cos tJ

1

6. f{x) = X when 0 < a; < tt/^, /(a;) = tt — a; when 7r/2 < x Ktt.

. , N o -.wx /rx 8 ^*cos (4n’-^ 2)a:
Ans. (a) (Compare bee. 14); (o)

5
- ~^ ~~

(4n - 2)^
’

7.

/(a;) = e* when 0 < x <7r.

r X 2 r, . ^
u sin na:

®- X^ ^ n2 H- 1
»

1

... — 1 2 / iX 1
COS nx

8.

Obtain series (4), Sec. 2(5, for any function in (—tt, tt) from series

(2) and (3), Sec. 28, for odd and even functions, respectively, using

identity (1), Sec. 28.

30. Other Forms of Fourier Series. The Fourier series cor-

responding to any function F{z)j defined in the interval

— TT < Z < TT,

^ F{z') dz' + " j^eoH nz
J*

F{z') cos nz' rfz'

+ sin nz
/:

F{z') tsin Tiz' dz' .

Substituting the new variable x and the new variable of inte-

gration x' throughout, where

Lz f Lz'
X = —; X = ;

TT TT

and writing /(r) for F(Trx/L)y ihe abov(^ (correspondence becomes
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(1) /(a;).

, 1 r
fix') cos dx'

L h

+ sin —j--
\ ^fix') sin dx' .

The series in (1) is the Fourier series on the interval {—L, L)
corresponding to any function fix) defined in that interval.
The same substitution changes the sine series to one cor-

responding to a function /(a;) defined in the interval (0, L), or an
odd futLction in (—L, L)

:

(2) fix) ^ ^ sin fix') sin dx'.

It also changes the cosine series to the form

(3) /(*) ~ i <&'
+ 1
2

=r X'-'M ““^
corresponding to a function /(x) defined in the interval (0, L), or
an even function in {—L,L). The substitution simply changes
the unit of length on the x-axis.

Of course the forms (1) to (3) can also be written by noting
the orthogonality of the sine and cosine functions involved there
in the interval (—L, L) or (0, L). Let us obtain the series for
any interval (a, 6) in this manner.
Upon integrating, it will be found that

r* {2mnx\ ,

i “!> *

That is, the set of complex functions

/ (2mrix\\
(»-o, ±1, ±2, •

.

= 0 if m
= b — a if m = — n.

is orthogonal on the interval (a, &), in the Hermitian sense.
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Assuming a series representation of f(x) in terms of those

functions,

fix) = 2 ^ ^

the coefficients C„ can be found formally by multiplying through

by exp [—2m'7nx/ib — o)] and integrating. In view of the above

orthogonality property, this gives

J fix) exp dx = ib — a)Cm.

Thus, the exponential form of the Fourier series corresponding

to a function fix) defined in the interval (a, b) is

Grouping the terms for which the indices n differ only in

sign, (4) takes the trigonometric form^

(5)

2nwix' — x)
+ 4^2

of the Fourier scries corresponding to j{x) in (a, b). This can

be obtained as well from the earlier form (5), Sec. 26, for the

interval (— tt, tt) by making a linear substitution in the variables

X and x\

These additional forms of the series, therefore, arise from the

original form for the interval (— tt, tt) by changing the origin

and the unit of length on the a;-axis. So it is only necessary to

develop the theory of convergence of the series for the interval

(~ 7r, tt); the results will then be evident for the other forms.

Form (5) contains the earlier forms as special cases. The

series represents a periodic function with period (b — a), if

it converges. Therefore it can be considered as a possible

expansion of either a function which is periodic with period

{b - a), or a function which is defined only in the interval (a, b).

Both types of applications are important. In the second case.
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however, there may be many Fourier series representations of

the function; for the function can be defined at pleasure in

any extension of the interval, and the new series in the extended

interval may still represent its function. It would then represent

the given function in (a, h)

.

* PROBLEMS

1. Write formula (1) in the form corresponding to (3)-(2), Sec. 26;

also in the form corresponding to (5), Sec. 26.

2. Write formula (5) when a = 0, 6 = 2L, and compare it with for-

mula (1).

Write the Fourier series corresponding to each of the following

functions.

3.

f{x) = — 1 when —L < a; < 0, f{x) = 1 when 0 < x < L,

Ans

00

4^ 1

TT 2n — 1

.
(2n — l)7ra;

sin

4.

f{x) = \x\ when —L < x < L; that is, f{x) = —x in (—L, 0) and

(2n — l)7ra;

_J (2n - 1)2
1

6. f{x) = when —L < x < L.

Am. -3 +i;T^-^cos—

•

1

2 1 .

—5 cos mrx — - sin mrx
n

6. f{x) = a; + when —1 < x < 1,

go
/

1 ^

7. f{x) = 0 when —2 < x < 1, f{x) = 1 when 1 < a; < 2.

,
1 1^ if, mr

Ans. -r > - sin -17-
4 TT n *2

1
L

)•

mrx
,

cos —

+

I mr\ . mrxl
I cos UT — COS

j
Sin *

8. f(x) = 1 when 0 < a; < 1, fix) = 2 when 1 < a; < 3, and

fix -h 3) = fix) for all x.

A...
3 TT n

X L

"

2mr 2n7ra;
,
/ . 2nT\ . 2n7ra;

sin -g- cos—
+(,

1 -COS-
3-J

sm-^

/(^) = when 0 < x <1, using the exponential form of the

Fourier series.

31. Sectionally Continuous Functions. At this point let us

introduce some special classes of functions, the use of which will
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keep the theory which is to follow on a fairly elementary level
These classes will include most of the functions which arise
in the applications; but they are rather old-fashioned classes.
As we shall point out from time to time, our principal results can
be obtained for a considerably broader class of functions by
using somewhat more advanced methods of modern analysis.
A function is sectionally continuous, or piecewise continuous, in

a finite interval if that interval can be subdivided into a finite
number of intervals in each of which the function is continuous
and has finite limits as the variable approaches either end point
from the interior. Any discontinuities of such a function are
of the type known as ordinary points of discontinuity. Every
such function is bounded and integrable over the interval, its
integral being the sum of a finite number of integrals of continu-
ous functions.

The symbol /(a;o -t- 0) denotes the limit of /(a;) as x approaches
a:o from the right. For f{x<, - 0) the approach is from the left.
That is, if X is positive,

f{xa -b 0) = lim /(a-i) -f- X),
x^o

/(.To — 0) = lim f{xn — X).
X—>0

We define the right-hand derivative, or derivative from the right,
of /(a:) at xo as the following limit:

'

lim
+ X) — /(xq + 0)

X-.0 X
'

where X is positive, pi-ovided of course that this limit exists.
Similarly, the left-hand derivative is

x^o X
'

where X is again a irositivo variable.

^

It follows at once that if /(x) has an ordinary derivative
f (x) at Xn, then its derivativ(\s from the right and left both exist
there and have the e.<)mmon value f'(x„). But a function may
ave orio-sid(id derivatives without having an ordinary derivative.

For example, if

fix) = x“ when rr ^ 0,

= sin X when a: ^ 0,
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then /'(O) does not exist, but at the point a; = 0 the derivatives

from the right and left have the values 1 and 0, respectively.

Again, for the step function

f(x) = 0 when a; < 0,

= 1 when X > 0,

/'(O) does not exist, but its one-sided derivatives have the common
value zero.

All the functions described in the problems and examples

in this book are sectionally continuous and have one-sided

derivatives.

If two functions fi(x) and f2 (x) have derivatives from the

right at a point x = rco, so does their product. For the right-

hand derivative of their product is the limit, as X approaches

zero through positive values, of the ratio

fijxp -j- \)f2(xQ -f- X) — fi{xQ 4" 0)/2(3^o + 0)

X

This can be written

Mx, + X)
+

A

+ f2iXo + 0)

fi{xo H" X) — fijxp 4~ 0)

The limit of fi(xo + X) exists, and the limits of the two frac-

tions exist, since they represent the right-hand derivatives of

f2(x) and fi{x) at the point xq. Hence the limit of the ratio

representing the right-hand derivative of the product

/

1/2 exists.

In the same manner it can be seen that the left-hand derivative

of the product exists at each point where the two factors have

left-hand derivatives.

One further property will be useful, in connection with our

theorem on the differentiation of Fourier series (Chap. V).

Let f(x) be a function which is continuous in an interval

a ^ X ^ b, and whose derivative f{x) exists and is continuous

at all interior points of that interval. Also let the limits /'(a + 0)

and f(b — 0) exist. Then the right-hand derivative of f{x)

exists at a: = a, and the left-hand derivative exists at x = 6, and

these have the values /'(a + 0) and/' (6 — 0), respectively.
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Since f(x) is continuous, and differentiable when a < x < b,

the law of the mean applies. So, for every X (0 < X < 6 — a),

a number 0 (0 < 0 < 1) exists such that

f(a + X) - /(g)

X
= /'(a + ^X).

Since f(a + 0) exists, the limit, as X approaches zero, of the

function on the right exists and has that same value. The
function on the left must have the same limit; that is, the deriva-

tive from the right at rc = a has the value f(a + 0).

Similarly for the derivative from the left at x = b.

It follows at once that if f(x) and f(x) are sectionally continue

ouBj the one-sided derivatives of f{x) exist at every point.

32. Preliminary Theory. In order to establish conditions

under which a Fourier series converges to its function, a few

preliminary theorems, or lemmas, on limits of trigonometric

integrals are useful. The integrals involved in these lemmas
are known as Dirichlct’s integrals.

The lemmas here will be so formulated that they can also be

used in the theory of the Fourier integral (Chap. V). There

it is essential that the parameter k used in the first lemma be

permitted to vary continuously rather than just through the

positive integers. In the latter case (k = n) the limit in Lemma 1

would follow quite easily from equation (6), Sec. 21.

Lemma 1. If F(x) is sectionally continuous in the interval

a X ^b, then

(1) lim P F(x) sin kx dx = 0.
jfc->

«

Let the interval (a, h) be divided into a finite number of

parts in each of which F{x) is continuous, and lot (</, h) represent

any one of those parts. Then, if it is shown that

(2) lim f^F(x) sin kx dx = 0,

the lemma will bo prov(^d.

Divide the intcnval
(ff, h) into r equal parts by the points

^0 = (7, ^ 1
,
^ 2 ,

• •
*

j
Xr = h. Then the integral in equation (2)

can be written
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or

r-1

^

)

X*"'

+

X”"‘ sin hxdx\-

C^riymg out the first integration and using the fact that the
absolute value of an integral is not greater than the integral
of the absolute value of the integrand, we find that

(3)
I

/

1

I

F{x) sin fccc da: g ^ J F{x,)
" itt V I

^

cos hxi— cos hxi+i

k

+ J |[^(a:) — F(a:,-)] sin kx\ da:j-.

The oscfilation of F{x) in the interval {xi, xuri) is the difference
between the greatest and least values of the function in that
interval. Let i,, be the greatest osciUation of F{x) in any of the r
intervals (a:^ x^^), so that |i?’(a:) - f?’(a:,)| g ,, in each interval.
Also let Jd be the greatest value of |i;’(a:)| in the interval {g, h).
Then according to (3),

sin hx dx
^ I" ^rW+1 ”

- 2M
^

4- nr{h — g).

Now let r be selected as the largest integer which does not
exceed y/k. Then

2Jlf ^ S
k ~ Vk

and this approaches zero as k tends to infinity. But r tends to
in mty with k, and so Vr approaches zero too, because the
osci ation of a continuous function approaches zero uniformly
in all intervals of length (h - g)/r as r becomes infinite. Hence

lim ^ F(x) sin kx dx = 0;

so relation (2) is true, and the lemma is established.
Lemma 2. If F(x) is sectionally continuous in the interval

u = 3: — 0 and has a right-hand derivative at x = then
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(4)

The integral in (4) can be; writ,ton as I,he sum

(5)
£‘ f(+o, +£f.M+0)

Consider the first of thc^se integnils. We can write

Imi £ F(+0) d.v = /'’(+0) l»n = If(+0),k

since

Jo u 2

The function [F(.r) — /'’(+())]/.t in the second integral in (5)
is sectionally continuous in the interval (0, /;) since F(x) itself
is, and since

ii,„ f
a*—> fo .r

exists heeause F(x) has a right-hand deri valivu! at x = 0. Lemma
1 therefore apiilies t,o the secauul int.egra,! in (5), giving

k-i- 00 JQ ,V

The limit of exiuossion (5) is tJierefoio F(-{-())t/2; hence (4) is
true and t,h(‘ hunma is ])r()v<‘{l.

Lemma 3. If F(x) tti i^vciionaUy vontinuou.H in the interval
(a, 6) and has dmvnhves from (he rigid and left at a point x = Xo
where a < xo < h, then ’

0)].It. f"’”
- 'inx. +0) +7'fr.

-

I h(^ int(‘f2;ra,l in ((>) cmjj Ih' wnl.t(*n as sum

r Fix) dx + r"A'(.,-) dx.
,/x« X — X{)

Substitutiiif*; x' = x^ — x in tin* first, of ilu'se intc'grals, and
^ == 2: — .Co in s(‘(‘()nd, wo can \vritt‘ their sum as
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V(a;o - x') dx' + Fix" + Xo) dx".

Lemma 2 applies to each of the integrals here, and since

and

lim F{xfi — re') = i^(rco — 0),
a;'—>+0

lim Fix" + Xo) = Fixo + 0),
+0

the limit of their sum is [F(xo — 0) + F(xo + 0)]7r/2. State-

ment (6) in the lemma is therefore true.

33. A Fourier Theorem. A theorem which gives conditions

under which a Fourier series corresponding to a function con-

verges to that function is called a Fourier theorem. One such

theorem will now be established. The conditions are only

sufficient for the representation; necessary and sufficient con-

ditions are not known.

It will be convenient to consider the function as periodic with

period 27r.

Theorem 1. Letf(x) satisfy these conditions: (a) f(x + 2x) =f(x)

for all values of and (b) fix) is sectionally continuous in the

interval (— tt, tt). Then the Fourier series

(1) ^ao + (an cos nx + bn sin nx),

where

1 f’"
Un = -

1 fix) COS nx dx in = 0, 1, 2,
• •

),
^ J-TT

(2)

1
6n = - fix) sin nx dx (n =1,2, • • •

),

converges to the value

+ 0) +/(x - 0)]

at every point where fix) has a right- and left-hand derivative.

Condition (Jb) ensures the existence of the Fourier coefficients

defined by equations (2), since the products fix) cos nx and

fix) sin nx are continuous by segments and therefore integrable.

It was pointed out in Sec. 26 that series (1) with coefficients

(2) can be put in the form
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cos [m{x' — x)] dx\

The sum Sn{x) of the first n + 1 terms of the series can there-

fore be written

s„{x) =
^ J_

f(^')
{| +2 ~

Applying Lagrange’s trigonometric identity (Sec. 16) to the

sum of cosines here, we have

Snix) = i
TT

sin [(n + i)(x' - x)] , ,

2 sin — a;)]

The integrand here is a periodic function of x' with period 2t;

hence its integral over every interval of length 27r is the same.

Let us integrate over the interval (a, a + 27r)
,
where the number

a has been selected so that the point x is in the interior of that

interval; that is, a < x < a + ^tt.

Introducing the factor (x' — x) in both the numerator and

the denominator of the integrand, we have

1 si

(3) Sn(x) = ~ F(x')
r Ja

sin [{n + i)(x'
- a;)]

X — X

where

Now

(4) lim W) - toy(x')

Moreover, F(x') is written as the product of two functions

each of which is soctionally continuous in every interval and

has a derivative from the right and left at the point x' = x.

This was assumed in the theorem for the first factor /(x'),

and it is easily verified for the second. Therefore, F{x') is

sectionally continuous, and, according to Sec. 31, its derivatives

from the right and left exist at x' = x.

Therefore F{x') satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3 in which

xq — X and k = n + i. Applying that lemma to the integral

in equation (3), we have
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lim Sr^ix) = W<ix + 0) + F{x - 0)].
n—> 00

But according to equation (4),

Fix + 0) = fix + 0), Fix - 0) = fix - 0),

and therefore

lim Snix) = ^[fix + 0) + fix
—

0)].
7L—* so

This is the same as the statement in the theorem.

34. Discussion of the Theorem. At any point where the

periodic function f{x) is continuous,

fix + 0) = fix - 0) = fix) \

hence at such a point the mean value of the limits of the function,

from the right and left, is the value of the function. If the

one-sided derivatives of f{x) exist there, the Fourier series

converges to /(x).

Suppose Six) is defined only in the interval (— -tt, tt). Then
it is the periodic extension of this function which is referred

to in Theorem 1. Consequently, if Six) is sectionally continuous,

its Fourier series converges to the value

i[/(^ + 0) +/(x - 0)]

at each interior point where both one-sided derivatives exist.

But at both the end 'points x = ±Tr the series converges to the value

M/('^ — 0) +/(— TT + 0)],

provided /(x) has a right-hand derivative at x = —t and a

left-hand derivative at x = tt, because that is the mean value

of the periodic function at those points.

It follows that if the series is to converge to /(— tt -|-0)when

X = —X, or to /(x — 0) when x = x, it is necessary that the

function have equal limiting values at the end points of its

interval; that is,

/(—X + 0) = /(x — 0).

It was pointed out that the other forms of Fourier series

(Sec. 30) arise from the form used in Theorem 1 by changing

the unit or the origin of the variable x. The sine series and
cosine series are special cases arising when /(x) is an odd or an
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even function. Consequently the Fourier theorem applies to

these series at once with the quite obvious modifications neces-

sary because of the changes in the interval.

For the series corresponding to the interval (~L, L), for

example, the theorem becomes

Corollary 1. Let f{x + 2L) = f(x) for all x, and let f{x) be

sectionally continuous in the interval (—L, L). Then at any point

where f{x) has a right- and left-hand derivative, it is true that

(1) I
[/(:>: + 0) + /(a: -0)]

where

= 2ao + cos
mrx

+ bn sin
mrx\

J*
f{x) cos^^^dx

J ^

f{x) sin dx

(n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ),

(n = 1, 2,
• •

• )•

It should be observed here, as well as in Theorem 1, that the

existence of the one-sided derivatives is not required at all points

of the interval, but only at those points where representation (1)

is used. The funct.ion in tln^ interval (—L, L), for instance,

does not have one-sided dcu’ivatives at a: = 0. But, according

to our expansion th<H)]*(im, the Fouri(U’ s(n*ies corresponding to

this function must conv(u*go to at all points for which

—1/ ^ X <0 oi’ 0 < X ^ L, At .7; = 0 the convergence is not

ensured by our tlu^orc'm.

Again, if /(;r) is defined in the interval (0, L) and is sectionally

continuous there, its Fourier sine series

«

(2) ^ Ifn Sin -j™,

"i

where

= 7 r f{x) sin dx {n = 1, 2,
• •

• ),
Jo

converges to l-[f{x + 0) + f{x — 0)] at each ixiint. a: (0 < x < L)

where f(x) has one-sid(‘d derivatives. S(n-ies (2) obviously

always conv(‘rg(is to zero when .r = 0 and when x = L,
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Under the same conditions f{x) is represented by its Fourier

codue series in the interval (0, L)

:

(3) i[/(a: + 0)+/(:c-0)] +

(0 <x <L),
where

an = j f(x) cos dx (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

But in view of the even periodic function represented by the cosine

series, this series converges to/(+0) at the point a; = 0 when the

derivative from the right exists at that point. It converges to

/(L — 0) at the point x = L when f(x) has a left-hand derivative

at that point.

Broader conditions than these, under which the Fourier series

converges to its function, will be stated in the next chapter.

36. The Orthonormal Trigonometric Functions. Let us denote

by Ai the aggregate or space of all functions defined in the

interval (—L, L) which are sectionally continuous there and

which possess right- and left-hand derivatives at all points,

except the end points, of the interval. At the end points let

the derivatives from the interior exist. Also let every function

of the class Al be defined at each point x of discontinuity to

have the value ^[f(x 0) +/(a; — 0)], and at the end points

ir = ± L to have the value i[f(L — 0) -H 0)].

Then, according to Corollary 1, for every function /(a;) belong-

ing to the class Az, there is a series (the Fourier series) of the

functions sin (rnrx/L), cos (nirxfL) which converges in the ordi-

nary sense to f(x). This can be stated as follows in the termi-

nology of Chap. III.

Corollary 2. In the function space Az, the orthonormal set

consisting of all the functions

( 1 )
VIl' Vl

mrx 1 . nirx

“T
' vz ~r {n 1

,
2

, ),

is closed with respect to ordinary convergence. It is also complete.

The proof of completeness is left for the problems.

Similar statements can be made for functions defined in the

interval (0, L), with respect to either the set of sine functions

or the set of cosine functions.
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Note that the last corollary is a statement about functions

whose one-sided derivatives exist at all points of the interval, a

condition which is not used in Corollary 1.

Let us observe finally how the conditions of our Fourier

theorem apply to our examples. The function in the example

treated in Sec. 27 ;
namely,

f(x) = 0 when — tt < x ^ 0,

= X when 0 g a; < t,

is continuous in the interval (— tt, tt). It has one-sided deriva-

tives at all points. Series (1), Sec. 27, therefore converges to

f{x) at all points in the interval — tt < a: < t, according to

Theorem 1. At the points x = +7r it converges to the value

7r/2, since /(— tt + 0) =0 and /(tt — 0) == tt. The graph of the

periodic function shown there (Fig. 6) would be a complete

representation of the function represented by the series if the

points (±7r, 7r/2)j (±37r, t/2), • • • were inserted.

In Sec. 29 the cosine and sine series were found for the function

f(x) = X when 0 ^ a; <

= 0 when
^
< x ^ tt.

This function is sectionally continuous in the interval (0, t),

and its one-sided derivatives exist there. The sine series there-

fore converges to f(x) when 0 ^ a: ^ tt, except ^at x = 7r/2,

where it convc'rges to w/i. At x = 0 and a; = tt it converges to

/(-bO) and /(tt — 0), since these are both zero. The cosine

series for this function converges in just the same manner in the

interval (0, tt).

PROBLEMS

1. Show that each of the functions described in Probs. 1 to 4, Sec. 27,

satisfies the conditions under which the series found there converges to

the function, cxcei)t possibly at certain points. What is the sum of the

series at those points?

Ans. Prob. 1: x = ±t; sum = 0;

Prob. 2: X = ±7r; sum == coshar;

Prob. 3: X =0, ±7r; sum = f.

2. Solve Prob. 1 above for each of the functions in Probs. 1 to 7,

Sec. 29.
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3. Solve Prob. 1 above for each of the functions in Probs. 3 to 9,
Sec. 30.

4. If /(») = 0 when -1 < a: < 0, /(a:) = cos tx when 0 < a; < 1,

/(O) = § 1 /( 1 )
= ~h, and /(a; + 2) =/(a:) for’all x, show that

1
"

/(x) = ^
cos TTX + -2 i

sin 2mrx
"1

for all values of x.

6.

If f(x) = c!^- X when 0 g x g c/2, f{x) = x - 3c/4 when
c/2 S * S c, show that

COS
(4n — 2)Trx

for all X in the interval 0 ^ a; ^ c.

6. If f(x) = x^ when —1 < a; ^ 0, f{x) = 0 when 0 ^ a? < 1,

/(!•) = lj and f{x + 2) = f(x) for all x, find its Fourier series and show
that it converges to f{x) for all values of x,

7. Prove that the orthonormal set of functions in Corollary 2 is

complete in the function space Al, (Compare Sec. 22; show that any
function in Al which is orthogonal to every member of the set must be
identically zero.)

8. State and prove the corollary, corresponding to Corollary 2, for
functions defined in the interval (0, L), with respect to the orthonormal
set of functions { ^/2/L sin {mrx/L) }

.

9. Show that the series

^
. mrx \

j{x) sin dx I

of squares of the coefficients in the Fourier sine series converges when-
ever /(a;) is bounded and integrable on the interval (0, L), and that

2 - 1

[See formula (5), Sec. 21.]

10.

Show that the series

1
2
0

nirx
,

cos ~Y~ dx
)

involving the squares of the coefficients in the Fourier cosine series,
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converges whenever /(*) is bounded and integrable in the interval
(0, L), and that

1 2

2 ^ ^ I I

1 c/0

(Compare Prob. 9.)

11. If f(x) is bounded and integrable in the interval (—L, L), show
that the series

^ ^

a* + 6®,

where an and bn are the coefficients in Fourier series (1), Sec. 34, con-
verges to a sum not greater than

J J ^
[/(*)]* dx.

(Compare Prob. 9.)

12. For every function which is bounded and integrable in the interval
(~L, L), the Fourier coefficients an and in series (1), Sec. 34, approach
zero as n tends to infinity. Show how this follows from Prob. 11.
When the function is sectionally continuous, show that the result for
follows also from Lemma 1.

13. The coefficients an and bn, in Corollary 1, are those for which the
sum of any fixed finite number of terms of the series written there will be
the best approximation in the mean to f(x), in the interval (-L, L).
Show how this follows as a special case of Theorem 1, Chap. III.

14. Find the values of Ai, As, and A3 such that the function

2/
= Ai sin y 4- As sin^ -f- A3 sin^

will be the best approximation in the mean to the function f{x) = 1,
over the interval (0, 2) (compare Prob. 13). Also draw the graph of y,
using the coefficients found, and compare it to the graph oi f{x).

Ans. A, = 4/7r, A. = 0, A3 = 4/(37r).
16. Show that it follows from the expansion in Prob. 5, Sec. 30, by

setting a; = L, that

Similarly, show that



CHAPTER V

FXJRTHER PROPERTIES OF FOURIER SERIEIS;

FOURIER INTEGRALS

36. Differentiation of Fourier Series. We have seen that the

Fourier series representation of the function f{x) = x is valid

in the interval —tt < x < t; thus (Prob. 1, Sec. 29)

X = 2(sin X — sin 2a; + -ff
sin 3a; — * •

• )

when — TT < X < T. But the series obtained by differentiating

this series term by term, namely,

2(cos X — cos 2x -|- cos 3a; -- • *
* )>

does not converge to the derivative of x in the interval (— tt, x).

The term cos nx does not approach zero as n tends to infinity

;

hence the series does not converge.

For all values of x, the above series for the function f{x) = x

represents a periodic function with discontinuities at the points

a; = ±x, ±3x, • • * . We shall see that the continuity of the

periodic function is an important condition for the termwise

differentiation of a Fourier series. A complete set of sufficient

conditions can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1. Let f(x) be a continuous function in the interval

—x g a; ^ X such that /(x) = /(—x), and let its derivative f{x)
be sectionally continuous in that interval. Then the one-sided

derivatives of f{x) exist (Sec. 31), and hence f(x) is represented by

its Fourier series

00

(1) f{x) — iao + (Un cos nx + hn sin nx) (—x ^ a; ^ x),

where

if’" 1
(2) Un = -

I f{x) cos nx dx, bn — -
\ f{x) sin nx dx,

and at each point where fix) has a derivative that series can be

differentiated termwise; that ^s,

78
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(3)

f(x) = ^
n{ — an sin nx + hn cos nx) (~t < z < r).

Since f(x) satisfies the conditions of our Fourier theorem, it

is represented by its Fourier scries at each point where its deriva-

tive /"(:r) exists. At such a point /'(rr) is continuous, so that

(4) f(x) =
-^a'o + ^ (a' cos nx + 6^ sin nz),

where

1 I
(5) a' - - I f(x) cos nx dx, 6' = - I f{x) sin nx dx.

These integrals can be integrated by parts, since f(x) is con-
tinuous and /'(a:) is scctionally continuous. Therefore

a' =-

(6)

f(x) cos no;

j

[/W — K-tt)] -h n6„.

TT

COS mr

This reduces to nbn because of our condition that/(7r) = /(— tt).

Furthermore, aj = 0, Likewise,

^ [^/(^)
sin n.r

j
~

^ J
= —nan.

Substituting theses values of a' and into equation (4), we
have

00

f{x) = ^ (ni>„ cos no: — nan sin nx).

This is the equation (3) which was obtained by differentiating

(1) term by term; luaua' the theorem is proved.

It is important to obsc^wc^ that, according to equation (6), the

Fourier series for f(x) does not reduce to series (3) obtained by

termwise differentiation if the function fails to satisfy the condition

/W = /(-tt).

This condition cnsurc\s the continuity of the periodic extension

of/(x) at the points x = ±7r, and therefore at all points, in view
of the continuity of f{x) in the interval (— tt, tt).
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At a point where f{x) has a derivative from the right and
from the left, but no ordinary derivative, we can easily see

from the above proof that termwise differentiation is still valid

in the sense that

00

i[f{^ + 0) + f(x — 0)] = V n(— an sin nx + bn cos nx).
r

Since this is true for the periodic extension of f(x), the derived
series converges at the points x = ± 7r to the value

i[/'(-7r + 0)

if f(x) has a right-hand derivative at -tt and a left-hand deriva-
tive at TT. We are assuming the continuity of the periodic

extension of f(x) at all points, of course.

Theorem 1 applies with the usual changes to the other forms
of Fourier series.

PROBLEMS
1. Show that the series in Prob. 4, Sec. 27, can be differentiated term

by term, and state what function is represented by the derived series.

(Compare Prob. 4, Sec. 35.)

2. In the problems, Sec. 29, obtain the series in Prob. 3a by differen-

tiating the series in Prob. 2b. Note that this is permissible according
to Theorem 1; but we cannot reverse the process and’^btain the latter
series by differentiating the former.

3. In Probs. 1 to 7, Sec. 29, which of the series can be differentiated
termwise? Am. 1(6); 2(a), (6); 3(6); 4(6); 6(a), (6); 7(6).

4. Show that in Probs. 4 and 5, Sec. 30, the series are termwise
differentiable.

6. Show that the Fourier coefficients Un and bn for the function f(x),
described in the first sentence of Theorem 1, satisfy the relations

lim nan = 0, lim n6„ = 0.
n—

>

<50 n—^ 00

37. Integration of Fourier Series. Termwise integration of
a Fourier series is possible under much more general conditions
than those for differentiation. This is to be expected, because
an integration introduces a factor n in the denominator of the
general term. It will be shown in the following theorem that
it is not even essential that the original series converge to its

function, in order that the integrated series converge to the
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integral of the function. Of course, the integrated series is not a
Fourier series if Uo 9^ 0, for it contains a term a^xl2.

Theorem 2. Let f(x) he sectionally continuous in the interval

(-“TT, tt). Then whether the Fourier series corresponding to f(x),

00

(1) /(^) ~ ^ {an cos nx + bn sin nx),

converges or not, the following equality is true:

(2) ^
00

+ X ” " ^^)]jT ^

when —T S X ^ TT, The latter series is obtained by integrating

the former one term by term.

Since /(r) is sectionally continuous, the function F{x)j where

(3) F{x) = dx — ^a(sx,

is continuous; moreover

F''{x) = f{x) - ^ao,

except at points where f{x) is discontinuous, and even there

F{x) has right- and left-hand derivatives. Also,

F{t) = j"_^f{x) dx — -^aoTT = aoTT — -^aoTr = -^aoTr,

and F(— tt) = ^Uott; hence F(t) = F{—7r). According to our
Fourier theorem then, for all x in the interval — tt ^ x ^ tt, it is

true that
00

F{x) = -^Ao + ^ (An cos nx + Bn sin nx),

where

1 T’" 1
An = - I i^(x) cos nx dXj Bn ^ -

I
F{x) sin nx dx.

^ J-ir T J -n

Since F{x) is continuous and F^x) is sectionally continuous,

the integrals for An and Bn can be integrated by parts. Thus if

n 0,
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= -^ F{x) sin na;
j

F'{x) sin nx dxUK I J_, rnrj-^

= -
t]

=
-I

Similarly, = a„/n; hence

1
*

1
(4) F{x) = 2

^0 + - (fln sin nx — hn cos nx).

1

But since F{r) = -^oott,

i aoTT = i Ao — i bn cos nw.

1

Substituting the value of Aq given here in equation (4),

F(x) 1“ + n ^^)]*
"i

In view of equation (3), equation (2) follows at once.

The theorem can be written for the integral from Xq to a*, when
—TT S Xq ^ T and — TT ^ x ^ TTj hj noting that

jrV(a:) dx = f^Jix) dx - dx.

The other forms of Fourier series can be integrated termwise
under like conditions, of course.

Still more general conditions under which the Fourier series

can be integrated term by term will be noted in Sec. 39.

PROBLEMS
1. By integrating the expansion found in Prob. 4, Sec. 27, from — tt

to a;, obtain the expansion

w/ N 1 1 1
=

:;: + 9“9Cosa;T L A TT

sin 2nx
— 1^

where —

t

^ a; ^ tt, andF(a;) = Owhen —tt ^ a; ^ 0, F(a;) = 1 — cos a;

when 0 ^ rc ^ T.

2. Integrate the series obtained in Probs. 1 and 3, Sec. 27, from 0 to x,

and describe the functions represented by the new series.

38. Uniform Convergence. If An and (n = 1, 2,
• *

•
,
m)

represent any real numbers, the equation
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Til Tti m jn

2 = x^TAI + 2x^ + X ^« = 0
1 111

cannot have distinct real roots. In fact, if it has a real root

X = rco, then AnXo + Bn = 0 for all n, and the ratio Bn!An must

be independent of n. The discriminant of the quadratic equa-

tion in X is therefore negative or zero; that is,

(

m m m

With the help of this relation, known as Cauchy^s inequality,

we can readily show that the convergence of the Fourier series

to the function f{x) described in Theorem 1 is absolute and

uniform.

Broader conditions for uniform convergence will be cited in

the next section. But it should be noted that a Fourier series

cannot converge uniformly in any interval containing a dis-

continuity of its function, since a uniformly convergent series of

continuous functions always converges to a continuous function.

Theorem 3. Let f(x) be a continuous function in the interval

—IT ^ X ^ TT such that /(tt) = /(— tt), and let its derivative f{x)

be sectionally continuous in that interval. Then the Fourier series

for the function f{x) converges absolutely and uniformly in the

interval (—tt, tt).

The theorem will bo proved if wc can show that for each

positive number e an integer mo, independent of x, can be found

such that

w'

^ \an cos nx + bn sin nx\ < e

m

when m > mo, for all m' > m. The term between the absolute

value signs represents, of course, the general term in the Fourier

series corresponding to f(x). Since it can be written as

\/a| + bl cos (nx — 6) = arctan

it is clear that

|an cos nx + bn sin nx\ ^
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SO it will suffice to show that

(2)

m

X + b* < « {m > mo, m' > m).

In the proof of Theorem 1 we found that

(3) < = n6», = — ncn,

where a'„ and fc' are the Fourier coefficients of the function /'(a;).

Therefore

2 = 2 ^ v«)^ + (&;)*

Applying inequality (1) to the last sum, we have

^
m' m' . i

(4
) 2 ^ 2 •'‘mm '

Bessels inequality (4), Sec. 21, applies to the bounded inte-

grable function f{x), with respect to the orthonormal set of

functions

giving the relation

2
"i

2 dx

for every integer rnf

.

Let M denote the member on the right

here
;
then the second sum on the right of inequality (4) does not

exceed the number M,
Now the series

converges; so for any positive number e^/M an integer mo can
be found such that

m
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when m > mo, for all m' > m; and mo is clearly independent of
X, For this choice of mo, the right-hand member of inequality (4)
is less than €, so that inequality (2) is established and the theorem
is proved.

But in view of inequality (2) we have also shown that, under
the conditions in Theorem 3, the series

00

^ Val + b^

always converges. Consequently each of the following series

converges:

i) l«.|, |) l&nl-

It is of interest to note that the Parseval relation (3), Sec. 22,
applies to the class of functions described in Theorem 3 with
respect to the orthonormal set of trigonometric functions (5).
This follows by multiplying the Fourier series expansion of f{x)
by f{x)j thus leaving it still uniformly convergent, and integrat-
ing, to obtain

[f(^)V dx = ^ao dx + j^cin cos nx dx

f(x) sin nx dxj.

In view of the definitions of a„ and hn, this can be written

+ i) (a5 + K)
]

This is the Parseval relation.

PROBLEM
Show that if a class of functions satisfies the Parseval relation, the

orthonormal set is closed with respect to the limit in the mean (Sec. 22).

Hence deduce that set (5) is closed in that sense, for the class of all

functions satisfying the conditions in Theorem 3.

39. Concerning More General Conditions. The theory of

Fourier series developed above will be sufficient for our purposes.
Let us note at this point, however, a few of the many more
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general results which are known. These will be stated without

proof, since our purpose is only to inform the reader of the

existence of such theorems. They cannot be stated in their

most general form, usually, without introducing Lebesgue

integrals in place of the Riemann integrals considered here.

a. Fourier Theorem, Let /(rr) denote here a periodic func-

tion with period 2tj and let f(x) dx exist. If the integral is

improper, let it be absolutely convergent. Then the Fourier

series corresponding to f(x) converges to the value

M^ + 0) +Kx-0)]

at each point x which is interior to an interval in which /(x) is of

bounded variation.*

b. Uniform Convergence, If the periodic function /(rc) described

under (a) is continuous and of bounded variation in some interval

(a, 6) then its Fourier series converges to f{x) uniformly in any

interval interior to (a, 6).t

We have noted earlier that the partial sums Sn{x) of a Fourier

series cannot approach the function f{x) uniformly over any

interval containing a point of discontinuity of f{x). The nature

of the deviation of 8n{x) from /(a;) in such an interval is known
as the Gibbs 'phenomenon,\

c. Integration, The Parseval relation

I /_, = I
a§ +2 + ^»)>

is true whenever f(x) is bounded and integrable in the interval

( — TT, 7r).§ That is, the series of squares of the Fourier coefl&cients

of f{x) on the right of equation (1) converges to the number on

the left.

Now let an and Sn be the Fourier coefficients of a function

<p(a:), bounded and integrable in the interval (— tt, it). Then

{an + oin) and {bn + ^n) are the coefficients of the function

U + <p), and according to equation (1) we have

* See first the proof in Ref. 2 at the end of this chapter.

t For a proof, see Ref. 2.

t See Ref. 1.

§ See first the proof given in Ref. 2.
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; f [f{^) + vix)? dx
^ J-T

eo

= 2
“I" "I"' “I" W^]*

"i

Tjikewise

<i£3(a;)]^ dx

CO

= i (cto — ao)® +2 [(a™ — ««)* + {b„ — /3„)2],

and by adding the last two equations we find that

(2) + &n/3n).

In form (2) of the Parseval formula >suppose that

(p(x) = g(x) when —
tt < x <

= 0 when t < x < tt (—tt ^ ^ ^ tt),

where g(x) Is bounded and integrablo in the interval (— tt, tt).

Then

1 r
{/(r) cos nx dxj p,--fTT J-x

g(a:) sin no; dx,

and form (2) becomes

(3) J f(x)g(x) dx = ^-ao I g{x) dx
-TT J

+ f7 (r) cos nx dx + ?)‘L g(x) sin no:

So it follows from statement (c) that if the Fourier series cor-

r(\sponding to any bounded intcgrable function f(x) is multiplied

by any other function of the same class and then integrated

term by term, the resulting series converges to the integral of the

product /(a;)^(a;). When g(x) = 1, we have a general theorem

for the termwise integration of a Fourier series.
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PROBLEM

Assuming statement (c), show that it follows that the set of func-

tions (5), Sec. 38, is closed, in the sense of convergence in the mean,

with respect to the class of bounded integrable functions in the interval

(—TT, tt). (Compare the problem at the end of Sec. 38.)

40. The Fourier Integral. The Fourier series (Sec. 30) cor-

responding to/(rc) in the interval (—L, L) can be written

It converges to ^[fix + 0) + fix — 0)] when —L < x < L,

provided fix) is sectionally continuous and has right- and left-

hand derivatives in the interval (—L, L). If fix) satisfies those

conditions in every finite interval, then L may be given any fixed

value, arbitrarily large but finite, in order that we may obtain

a representation of fix) in a large interval. But this series

representation cannot be valid outside that interval unless fix)

is periodic with the period 2L, since series (1) represents only

such functions.

To indicate a representation which may be valid for all real

X when /(a;) is not periodic, it is natural to try to extend series (1)

to the case L = oo . The first term would then vanish, assuming

that
^ fix) dx converges. Putting Aa = tt/L, the remaining

terms can be written

12 J* J{^')
cos (x' - x)

j
dx'

80 /•i

= ^
Ao! r f{x') cos [nAa(x' — x)] dx'.

^ —L

80

The last series has the form ]^F(nAa:)Aa:, where

Fioi) = J^^fi^') cos [a(x' — x)] dx';

hence when Aa is small, it may be expected to approximate the

integral Fia) da. (Note, however, that its limit as Aa
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approaches zero is not the definition of this integral; further-

more, when Aa approaches zero, L becomes infinite, so F{a) itself

changes.) But if the process were sound, when L becomes
infinite series (1) would become

-
I

da
\ f(x') cos [a(x' — x)] dx'.

Jo J- 00

This is the Fourier mtegral of f{x). Its convergence to f{x)

for all finite values is suggested but by no means established

by the above argument. It will now be shown that this repre-

sentation is valid when f{x) satisfies the conditions in the follow-

ing Fourier integral theorem:

Theorem 4. Let f(x) be sectionally continuous in every finite

interval (a, 6), and let
^

\f(x)\dx converge. Then at every 'point

;c(— CO <:r< oo), where f{x) has a right- and left-hand deriva-

tive, f{x) is represented by its Fourier integral as follows:

(2) i[f(z + 0) +f(x-0)]

= -
I

da 1 f(x') cos [a(x' — x)] dx'.

In every interval (a, b),f{x) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3,

8ec. 32, so that

(3) I [fix + 0) +fix - 0)1 = lim r fix') -

~
dx’

at any imini, x ia < x < h), whore /(a;) has a right- and left-hand

derivative. Now

(4) fix')
sin [a(a/ - a^)]

s:

Whenever a < x,

/: fix')
X ~ X

and the latter intc^gral converges because |/(a;)| dx does.
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Similarly for the last integral in equation (4), when h > x.
Hence for any e > 0 a positive number N can be found such that

< “"AT and b > Nj the first and last integrals on the right
of equation (4) will each be numerically less than e/3. The
second integral there can be made to differ from the value

+ 0) — 0)] by an amount numerically less than
^/3 by taking a sufficiently large, according to equation (3).
Hence the integral (4) differs numerically from the above value
by an amount less than e for all a greater than some fixed number;
that is,

S“.J." - 1 [/(« + 0) +/(* - 0)1.

Writing the fraction in the integrand as an integral, and divid-
ing by TT, this becomes

2
f/(^ + 0) + f(x — 0)]

= I
j" cos W{x' - a:)] da'

" 1^, X X X_ .
- ^)] dx'.

The inversion of order of integration in the last step is valid
because the integrand does not exceed |/(a:0| in absolute value, so
that the integral

j ^ fix') cos Wix' - x)] dx'

converges uniformly for all a'.* The last equation is the same
as statement (2) in the theorem.

Fourier integral theorems with somewhat broader conditions
on fix) are also known. The more modem theorems take
advantage of the use of Lebesgue integration.

PROBLEMS
1. Verify the Fourier integral theorem directly for the functionm = 1 When -1< ^ < I, fix) = 0 when a: < - 1 and when x > 1 .

ihe following integration formula, usually established in advanced
calculus, will be useful:

* See, for instance, p. 199 of Ref. 1.
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Jo * 2

= 0 if ^ = 0,

=^ if ifc < 0.

Ilow that the function f(x) =0 when x < 0, /(x) = e"* when
-
/(O) = is represented by its Fourier integral; hence show that

iegral

X
cos oiX a sin ax

1 + da

y. value 0 if re <0, 7r/2 if rc = 0, and if re > 0.

how that the Fourier integral of the function /(re) = 1 does not

ge.

Other Forms of the Fourier Integral. Let /(rc) be an odd

:hi which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4. Then

(rr') cos [a(x' — rc)] dre'

/(x') cos [a(a:' — x)] dx' + I f{ — y) cos [a(y + x)] dy

j
fix') cos [a(x' — x)] dx' — J

f(x') cos \a{x' + x)] dx'

00

5 sin <xx
I

/(rr') sin ojrc' dx'

.

Jo

i he Fourier integral formula becomes

[/(•^ + 0) +/(^ “ 0)]

sin ax da sin ax' dx'.

; is the Fourier sine integral^ corresponding to the Fourier

M’ies. If /(rc) is defined only when rc > 0, formula (1)

<1 provided /(rc) is piecewise continuous in each finite

1,1 in rc ^ 0 and has a right- and left-hand derivative

point a: (x > 0), and provided |/(:c)| dx converges.

larly if f{x) is an even function satisfying the conditions

orcun 4, it is rci)resented by its Fourier cosine integral:
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(2) + 0) +/(a: - 0)]

2 r “ r
~ X Jo Jo

Under the conditions just given for the sine integral, formula (2)

^ also valid if /(a:) is defined only when a; > 0. Moreover, the
integral converges at a: = 0 to /(+0) provided /(a:) has a right-
hand derivative there.

By writing cos [ol(x' — x)] in terms of imaginary exponential
functions, the integral formula of Theorem 4 can be reduced to

(3) 2 H" 0) + /(a: — 0)]

~ ^X «
/(a:') dx'.

This is the exponential form of the Fourier integral of the func-
tion fix) defined for all real values of x.

If gia) is a known function when a > 0, note that the integral
equation

(4) fix') sin ax' dx' = gia),

can be solved easily for the unknown function fix) (a: > 0),
provided that function is one of the class for which the Fourier
integral formula (1) is true. For by multiplying equation (4)
through by sin aa; and integrating with respect to a over
the interval (0, oo) we have, in view of formula (1),

(5) fix) = gia) sin ax da ix > 0).

Of course this formula would give the mean value oi fix) at a
point of discontinuity.

The integral in equation (4) is called the Fourier sine transform
of fix) Formula (5), which gives fix) in terms of its transform
g{a), has precisely the same form as equation (4).

In view of formula (2), the sine functions can clearly be
replaced by cosines in equations (4) and (5).

PROBLEMS
1. Show that the formula in Theorem 4 reduces to formula (2) when

fix) IS an even function.
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2. Transform the formula in Theorem 4 to the exponential form (3).

3. Apply formula (2) to the function f{x) = 1 when 0 ^ x < 1,

f{x) — 0 when a; > 1, and hence show that

sin oc cos ax . t , « . ^ .

da = - when 0 ^ a; < 1,
a 2

==
I

when a; = 1,

= 0 when a; > 1.

4

.

Apply formula (1) to the function /(rc) = cos x, and thus show
that

i
^ smax j T ^ A
-r-T—T~ da = cos x if a; > 0.
1:^ + 4 2

6.

By applying formula (1) to the function J{x) = sin x when

0 ^ a; ^ TT, f{x) = 0 when x > t, show that

X
sin ax sin Tra

1 —
da

TT .

=
g
sm a;

= 0

if 0 ^ a; ^ TT,

if X > T.

6. Apply formula (2) to the function f(x) of Prob. 5 and obtain

another integration formula.

7. Show that the solution of the integral equation

sin oca; da; = g{<x)j

where g{a) = 1 when 0 < a < tt, g(a) = 0 when a > tt, is

. 2 1 — cosTra;
/w = -—i

—

8.

Show that the integral equation

(x > 0).

has the solution

f(x) cos ax dx = e~^

(x > 0).
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CHAPTER VI

SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS BY THE
USE OF FOURIER SERIES AND INTEGRALS

42. Formal and Rigorous Solutions. In an introductory

treatment of boundary value problems in the partial differential

equations of physics, it seems best to follow to some extent

the plan used in introductory courses in ordinary differential

equations; that is, to stress the method of obtaining a solution

of the problem as stated, and give less attention to the precise

statement of the problem that would ensure that the solution

found is the only one possible. But it is important that the

student be aware of the shortcomings of this sort of treatment;

hence some discussion of the rigorous statement and solution of

problems will be given. The subject of boundary value problems

in partial differential equations is still under development; in

particular, the uniqueness of the solutions of some of the impor-

tant types of problems has not yet been satisfactorily investigated.

In ordinary differential equations, the solution for all x ^ 0

of the simple boundary value problem

y'{x) = 2, j/(0) = 0,

would generally be given as = 2x, because it is understood

that y{x) must be continuous. Without such an agreement,

however, the function y = 2x c when x > 0, y = ^ when
X = 0, is a solution for every constant c; that is, the solution is

not unique. Even when the boundary condition is written

2/(+0) = 0
,
the solution could be written, for instance, as 2/

= 2x

when O^x^a, 2/
= 2x + c when x > a, unless ^(x) is required

to be continuous for all x ^ 0.

Such tacit agreements necessary for the existence of just

one solution are not nearly so evident in partial differential

equations. Furthermore, if the result is found only in the

form of an infinite series or integral, it is sometimes quite difficult

94
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to determine the precise conditions under which that series qr

integral converges and represents even one possible solution.

The treatment of an applied boundary value problem is only

a formal one unless it is shown (a) that the result found is actu-

ally a solution of the differential equation and satisfies all the

boundary conditions, and (h) that no other solution is possible.

The physical problem will require that there should be only

one solution; hence the mathematical statement of the problem

is not strictly complete unless the uniqueness condition (b) is

satisfied.

43. The Vibrating String. The formula for the displacements

y(Xj t) in a string stretched between the points (0, 0) and (L, 0)

and given an initial displacement y = f{x) was found in Sec. 13

to be
«a

, . nirx nvat
(1) y ^ ^ “27 "X”’

"i

where

. P J-, s • nirx j
j fix) sm -j- dx.

The function fix) must of course be continuous in the interval

0 ^ x ^ L and vanish when a; = 0 and x = L. In addition,

let /(a:) be required to have a right- and hift-hand derivative at

each point. Then the Fourier sine scries obtained when t = 0

in formula (1) does converge to fix); hemeo this initial condition

is actually satisfied. Thus an important improvement in the

formal solution is made' possible by the theoi’y of Fourier series.

The nature of the problem recjuires the solution yix, t) to be

continuous with respect to x and t. Since yix, t) is to satisfy

the equation of motion

(2)

d'^y „ d^y
il > 0, 0 < X < L),

and all the boundary conditions

3/(0 ,
t) - 0, yiL, L) - 0,

. 0
,

0) - m.

some conditions relative to the existence of its derivatives

must also be satisfied. We shall now examine the function
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defined by formula (1) to see if it is actually a solution of our

problem.

The Solution Established. It is possible to sum the series in

formula (1); that is, to write the result in a closed, or finite,

form. This will it much easier to examine the function

yix, t).

Since

2 sin^ cos^ = sin (:r - ai)] + sin (:r + ao]^

equation (1) can be written

(3) = §2 [t
~

+ ^^A.sm^^(x + at)

The two series here are those obtained by substituting (x — at)

and (a: + at), respectively, for the variable x in the Fourier

jaiTift series for f{x). Since the sine series represents an odd

periodic function, the last equation can be written

(4) y = Wix - at) + F{x + at)],

where the function F(x') is defined for all real values of x' as the

odd periodic extension of f{x') ;
that is.

Fix’) = fix') iiO ^x' ^L,
Fi-x') = -Fix’),

and
Fix' + 2L) = Fix') for all x'.

The function fix) is continuous in the interval (0, L) and

vanishes at the end points; hence Fix') is continuous for all x .

According to our Fourier theorem, the two sine series in equation

(3) converge to the functions in equation (4) whenever fix) has

one-sided derivatives. The same function yix, t) is then repre-

sented by each of the three formulas (1), (3), and (4); moreover,

according to (4), yix, i) is a continuous function of x and t for

all values of these variables.
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By differentiating equation (4) we can easily see that y{x^ t)

satisfies differential equation (2) whenever the derivative F"{x')

exists. When it is observed that F\x^) and F'\x') are even

and odd functions, respectively, it can be seen that the second

derivative exists for all x' provided f{x) has a second derivative

whenever 0 < x < Lj and provided that the one-sided derivatives

of f'{x) at the end points a: = 0 and x = L exist and have the

value zero.

Under these rather severe conditions oi\f(x)j then, our func-

tion y{x, t) satisfies the equation of motion for all x and t, and

it is also evident from equation (4) that dy/dt is continuous

and vanishes when t = 0. The remaining boundary conditions

are clearly satisfied, in view of either equation (1) or (4); hence

y{x, t) is established as a solution.

If we permit /'(x) and/"(x) to be only sectionally continuous,

or if the one-sided second derivatives of f(x) do not vanish at the

points X = 0 and x = L, then at each instant t there will be a

finite number of points x at which the second derivatives of

y{x, t) fail to exist. Except at these points, differential equation

(2) will still be satisfied. In this case we have a solution of our

problem in a broader sense.

In cither case an examination of the uniqueness of the solution

found would bo necessary to make the treatment of the problem

complete.

An Approximate Solution. Except for the nonhomogeneous

boundary condition

(5) ?y(^, 0) = f{x),

our boundary value problem is satisfied by the sum of any

finite number of terms of the scries in equation (1), say

(6) yN —
N

2 A n sin
mrx

cos
mrat

where N is some intc^gcu*. In place of condition (5) this function

satisfies the condition
N

(7) yN{x, 0) = ^ An sm -j~-

1

The function T/yfr, f) has continuous derivatives of all orders.
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The sum in condition (7) is that of the first N terms of the

Fourier sine series for f{x). According to Theorem 3, Chap. V,

that series converges uniformly to f{z) provided f{x) is con-

tinuous by segments. Hence, by taking N sufficiently large,

the sum can be made to approximate f{x) arbitrarily closely for

all values of x in the interval 0 ^ x ^ L.

The function yN(Xy t) is therefore established as a solution of

the “approximating problem, obtained by replacing condition

(5) of the original boundary problem by condition (7).

Similar approximations can be made to the problems to be

considered later on. But the remarkable feature in the present

case is that the approximating function yN{Xj t) does not deviate

from the actual displacement y(Xj t) by more than the maximum
deviation of ynixy 0) from /(a:). This is true because yN(x, t) can

be written

j/w = 5 +2 \t

and each sum here consists of the first N terms of the sine series

for the odd periodic extension of /(a:), except for substitutions of

new variables. But the greatest deviation of the first sum from

F{x — at), or of the second from F(x + at), is the same as the

greatest deviation of yN{x, 0) from/(x).

PROBLEMS

1. Show that the motion of every point of the string in the above

problem is periodic in t with the period 2L/a.

2. The position of the string at any time t can be found by moving

the curve y = iFix) to the right with the velocity a and an identical

curve to the left at the same rate and adding the ordinates, in the

interval 0 ^ a; ^ L, of the two curves so obtained at the instant t.

Show how this follows from formula (4).

3. Plot a few positions of the plucked string of Sec. 14, using the

method of Prob. 2 above.

44. Variations of the Problem. If each point of the string is

given an initial velocity in its position of equilibrium, the bound-

ary value problem in the displacement y(x, t) is the following;
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2/(0, t) = 0, y(L, t) = 0,

y{x, 0) = 0, = g{x).

As before, functions of the form y = Xix)T{t) which satisfy

the differential equation and all the homogeneous boundary
conditions can be found. Writing the series of these particular

solutions, we have
00

2 . . mrx . mrat
An Sin -j- sin ~j~-

1

The final condition, that dyfdt = g(x) when ^ = 0, shows that

the numbers mraAnJL should be the Fourier sine coefficients of

g{x)
;
hence the solution of the problem becomes

0) sin
mrx'

~ir
dx'.

By the method of the last section, dy/dt can be written here

in terms of the odd periodic extension G(x') of the function

g(x'). This leads to the closed forms

(2 ) 2/ = 2 + ^^0 ] dt'

of solution (1). The det.ails of these derivations are left for the

prol)lems.

Superposition of Solutions. If the string is given both an

initial dis])lacemont and initial velocity, the last two boundary
conditions become

(3) y(x, 0) = fix), = 0(^)-

All the other conditions of th(^ liiu^ar boundary problem are

homogeneous. They are satisficed by the solution of the problem

of the proceeding scection and by solution (2) above, and therefore

by the sum of those two funci,ions, namely

1 1

(4) y = 2 ^ J t
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When t = 0, the first function of the sum becomes f(x) and the

second vanishes; hence the first of conditions (3) is satisfied.

Likewise it is seen that the second of those conditions is satisfied,

and therefore equation (4) is the required solution.

In general the solution of a linear problem containing more

than one nonhomogeneous boundary condition can be written

as the sum of solutions of problems each of which contains only

one nonhomogeneous condition. Of course we cannot always

find the solutions of the simpler problems which are to be super-

posed in this way.

Units. It is often possible and advantageous to select units

so that some of the constants in our problem become unity.

For example, if we write r for the product (at), the equation of

motion of the string reduces to

dr^

Such changes sometimes help to bring out reductions in compu-
tation, or general properties of the solution.

Since the boundary problem of the last section, for example,

does not involve the number a when the problem is written in

terms of r and x, its solution must be a function only of x, L, and
the product (at). This conclusion is possible without our

knowing the formula for the solution. But is proportional

to the tension in the string; hence if yi(x, t) and y2(x, t) are the

displacements when the tension has the values Pi and P2, respec-

tively, then

(5) yi(x, ti) = y2(x, U) if iiVPi =

That is, the same set of instantaneous positions is assumed by
the string whether the tension is Pi or P2, but the times U and
^2 required to reach any one position are in the ratio \/P2/Pi.

Nonhomogeneous Differential Equations. The substitution of a

new unknown function sometimes reduces a linear differential

equation which is not homogeneous to one which is homogeneous,
so that our method of solution can be employed.

To illustrate this, consider the problem of displacements in a
stretched string upon which an external force acts proportional

to the distance from one end. If the initial displacement and
velocity are zero, the units for t and x can be so selected that the
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problem becomes

0 = S + (0 < a; < 1, « > 0),

2/(0, t) = 0, y(l, t) = 0,

yix, 0)
= 0

,

—
q\
-- = 0.

In terms of the new function F, where

2/(x, t) = Y{x, t) +
and is to be determined later, the differential equation

becomes

d^F d^Y
(0 < a; < 1, i > 0).

This will be homogeneous if

(6) ^"{x) — —Ax (0 < re < 1).

The first pair of boundary conditions on F are

F(0, t) + ^(0) = 0, F(l, t) + ^(1) = 0;

hence these are homogeneous if

(7) ^(0) = 0, V^(l) = 0.

In view of conditions (6) and (7),

(8) Hx) = '^{x-x^) (0<a:<l),

and with this choice of i// th(^ problem in F becomes a special

case of the problem in the preceding s(Hition; for the initial

conditions arc

Y{x, 0)
= = 0 .

The solution of our problem in forccKl vibrations therefore can

be written .

(9) 2/
= ^|/{x) - - 0 + + 0],

when^ is th(i odd i)eriodic extension of tlu^ function yl/{x')

defined by (Hpiation (8) in the interval (0, 1).
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PROBLEMS*

1. Carry out the details in the derivation of formula (1).

2. Write out the steps used in deriving formulas (2) from (1).

3. Show that relation (5) fails to hold between the displacements of a

given string under different tensions if the initial velocity is the same

in both cases and not zero. What change in initial velocity must accom-

pany an increase in tension to cause a more rapid vibration with the

same amplitude?

4. A string is stretched between the points (0, 0) and (1, 0). If it is

initially at rest on the ic-axis, find its displacements under a constant

external force proportional to simrx at each point. Verify your solu-

tion by showing that it satisfies the equation of motion and all boundary
conditions'. Ans. y = A/('7rW) sin7ra;(l — cos rat),

6. A wire stretched between two fixed points of a horizontal line is

released from rest while it lies on that line, its subsequent motion being

due to the force of gravity and the tension in the wire. Set up and
solve the boundary value problem for its displacements. Show that its

solution can be written in the form (9), if a = 1 and \p{x) = — Lx)g/2

in the interval (0, L), where g is the acceleration of gravity.

45. Temperatures in a Slab with Faces at Temperature Zero.

Let a slab of homogeneous material bounded by the planes

rc = 0 and x = t have an initial temperature u = f{x)j varying

only with the distance from the faces, and let its two faces bo

kept at temperature zero. The formula for the temperature u
at every instant and at all points of the slab is to be determined.

In this problem it is clear that the temperature is a function

of the variables x and t only; hence at each interior point this

function u{Xj t) must satisfy the heat equation for one-dimen-

sional flow,

/i\ du . d^u ^
(1) (0 < x < T, « > 0).

In addition, it must satisfy the boundary conditions

(2) w(+0, t) = 0, u{ir - 0, 0 = 0 (^ > 0),

(3) u{x, +0) = f{x) {0 < X <Tr).

The boundary value problem (l)-(3) is also the problem
of temperatures in a right prism or cylinder whose length is tt

* Only formal solutions of the boundary value problems here and in the
sets of problems to follow are expected, unless it is expressly stated that the
solution is to be completely established.
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(taken so for convenience in the computation), provided its

lateral surface is insulated. Its ends re = 0 and x = t are held at

temperature zero and its initial temperature is /(x).

To find particular solutions of equation (1) that satisfy

conditions (2), we write u — X{x)T(t). When substituted in

equation (1), this gives XT' = kX"T, or

X" _ T'

~T
Since the function on the left can vary only with x and the one

on the right only with t, they must both equal a constant a;

that is,

(4) Z" - 6.Z = 0, r - akT = 0.

Moreover, if the function XT' is to satisfy conditions (2), then

(5) Z(0) = 0, Z(r) = 0,

provided X{x) is a continuous function.

The solution of the first of differential equations (4) that

satisfies the first of conditions (5) is Z = Ci sinh x\/aj and this

can satisfy the second of conditions (5) only if

a = — (n = 1, 2,
• •

• ).

Then Z = Cg sin nx. The solution of th(^ second of equations

(4) is, then, T — Hence the solutions of equations (1)

and (2) of the form u ~ XT arc

(6)
sin n.r (7i = 1

, 2,
•

•
),

where the constants hn are arbitrary.

Clearly no sum of a finite number of functions (6) can satisfy

the nonhomogeneoiis condition (3) unless f{x) happens to be a

linear combination of sines of multiples of x. But the infinite

series of those functions,
PO

(7) 74 (.r, /.) = ^ sin nx.

does in g(‘n(n-al reduce t,() /(.r) in (0, tt) wlnm I = 0, provided the

coefficients are theses of the Fourier sine series for/(x)
;
namely.

rTT Jo
/(.r) sin nx dx (n = 1,2,b
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More precisely, if f{x) is sectionally continuous and has one-

sided derivatives at all points in (0, t), then

00

0) = ^bn sin nx = i[f(x + 0) fix — 0)] (0 < a; < tt),

and this represents fix) at each interior point where fix) is

continuous.

With those mild restrictions on fix), then, the solution of the

problem is

(8) uix, 0 = ^
sin nx

J
/(x') sin nx' dx',

provided this series converges to a function uix, t) such that

w(x, +0) = nix, 0) when 0 < a; < tt, ^^(+0, t) = t^(0, t) and
2^(7r — 0, t) = uiir, t) when t > 0, and provided the series can
be differentiated termwise once with respect to t and twice

with respect to x when t > 0 and 0 < x < t. It will be shown
in the next section that the series does satisfy those conditions.

PROBLEMS

1. Solve the above problem if the faces of the slab are the planes
a; = 0 and x — L,

A r A ^ f nVkt\ . mrx . nwx'
Ans. uix, 0 =

i;^ exp ^
jj-J

sin fix') sin dx'.

2. Find the formula for the temperatures in a slab of width L which
is initially at the uniform temperature Uq, if its faces are kept at tem-
perature zero.

Am. u{x,0=^2 (2n - \)Vkt
sin

(2n — l)7ra;

L

3. The initial temperature in a bar with ends x = 0 and a; = tt is

u = sin X. If the lateral surface is insulated and the ends are held at
zero, find the temperature uix, t) . Verify your result completely. How
does the temperature distribution vary with time?

Ans. u = sin x.
4. Write the solution of Prob. 1 if fix) = A when 0 < a; < L/2

fix) = 0 when L/2 < x < L.

Ans. - M^ sin’^ inw/A) ( nVki\
. mrx

TT ^ n ^ L^ y
~17‘
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6. Two slabs of iron, each 20 cm. thick, one at temperature 100®C.
and the other at temperature 0°C. throughout, are placed face to face

in perfect contact, and their outer faces are kept at 0°C. (compare
Prob. 4). Given that k = 0.15 c.g.s. (centimeter-gram-second) unit,

find to the nearest degree the temperature 10 min. after contact was
made, at a point on their common face and at points 10 cm. from it.

Ans. 37°C.; 33*^0.; 19°C.

6, If the slabs in Prob. 5 are made of concrete with h = 0.005 c.g.s.

unit, how long after contact will it take the points to reach the same
temperatures found in the iron slabs after 10 min.? Ah's, 5 hr.

46. The Above Solution Established. Uniqueness. It is not

difficult to show that the series found in Sec. 45, namely

00 1

(1) ^ sin nx,

represents a function u{x, t) which satisfies all the conditions

of the boundary value problem, provided the initial temperature

function /(x) is sectionally continuous in the interval (0, tt) and

has one-sided derivatives at all interior points of that interval.

For the sake of convenience, we define the value of J{x) to be

\[f{x + 0) +f{x — 0)] at each point x where the function is

discontinuous.

Since l/(x)l is bounded,

\hJ = “ f f{x) sin nxdx ^ - f \f(x)\ dx < M,
TT

I
Jo ^ Jo

where M is a fixed number independent of n. Consequently, for

each to > 0,

nx\ < when t ^ U,

Th(‘. series of the constant terms converges; hence, accord-

ing to the Weierstrass M-test, scries (1) converges uniformly

with respect to x and t when ^ ^ ^o, 0 ^ x ^ tt. Also, the terms

of series (1) are continuous with respect to x and t, so that

the function u{Xj t) represented by the series is continuous for

those values of x and 1] consequently, whenever t > 0,

u(+ 0, 1) = u{0, t) = 0,

u('7r — 0, i) = ^^(7^, t) = 0.
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The terms of the series obtained by differentiating (1) with
respect to t satisfy the inequality

sin nx\ < when ^ ^o-

Since the series whose terms are also converges, accord-

ing to the ratio test, that differentiated series is uniformly
convergent for all t ^ U- Hence series (1) can be differentiated

termwise; that is,

00

^ sin nx) (t >0).
"l

In just the same way it follows that the series can be differenti-

ated twice with respect to x whenever t > 0, and since each
term of series (1) satisfies the heat equation, the function u(x, t)

must do so whenever t > 0 (Theorem 2, Chap. I).

It only remains to show that u(Xj t) satisfies the initial condition

(2) u{x, +0) = f{x) (0 < rr < tt).

This can be shown with the aid of a test, essentially due to
Abel, for the uniform convergence of a series. At this time
let us show how the test applies to the present problem, and
defer the general statement of the test and its proof to the
following chapter (see Theorem 1, Chap. VII).

00

For each fixed x (0 < a: < tt), the .scrios ^ hn sin nx con-

verges to f{x). According to Abel’s test, the new series formed
by multiplying the terms of a convergent series by the cor-
responding members of a bounded sequence of functions of t,

such as whose functions never increase in value with n,
converges uniformly with respect to t. Series (1) therefore con-
verges uniformly with respect to t when 0 ^ t ^ ti, 0 < x < tt,

for every positive h.

The terms of series (1) are continuous functions of t; hence
the function u{x, t) represented by that series is continuous with
respect to t when t ^ 0 and 0 < a: < x. Therefore

u(x, -t-0) = u{x, 0),

and condition (2) is satisfied because u{x, 0) = f{x) (0 < x < x).
The function u{x, t) is now completely established as a solution

of the boundary value problem (l)-(3), Sec. 45.
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It is necessary to add to the statement of the problem some
further restrictions as to the properties of continuity of the
function sought, before we can prove that we have the only
solution possible. We illustrate this by stating one complete
form of the problem. For the sake of simplicity, we shall impose
rather severe conditions of regularity on the functions involved.

A Complete Statement of the Problem. Let the function u(Xy t)

be required to satisfy the heat equation and boundary conditions

as given by equations (1) to (3), Sec. 45, in which the function

f{x) is now supposed continuous in the interval 0 ^ x ^ tt. We
also assume that /(O) = /(tt) = 0, and that f(x) is sectionally

continuous in the interval (0, tt). In addition let it be required

that u{Xj t) be continuous with respect to the two variables

rr, t together when 0 ^ a; g tt, < ^ 0, and that the derivative

du/dt be continuous in the same manner whenever t > 0.

We can show that there is just one possible solution of this

problem, and that solution is the function represented by series

( 1 ).

It was shown above that that function satisfies the heat equa-

tion and boundary conditions; also, that the series for du/dt

converges uniformly with respect to x and t together when
0 g a: i T, t U {to > 0). Since the terms of the derived

series arc continuous functions of x and t together, it follows that

du/dt is continuous with respect to both variables together

whemwer t > 0, Q ^ x ^ t.*

The continuity of the function when 0 ^ x g tt and i ^ 0

follows again from our form of AbcLs test. For the conditions
eo

on/(x) ensure the uniform convergence of the series^ sin nx.

In this case the introduction of the factors into the terms

of that series produces a series which is uniformly convergent

with respect to x and t together, when 0 ^ a: ^ tt, 0 g ^ ^ ii,

for every positive ti. Hcuicc scries (1) has this uniform con-

vergence, and the continuity follows as before.

The function defined by scries (1) therefore satisfies all the

conditions of the problem. Of course, the derivative d^u/dx^ is

continuous in the same sense as du/dt, since these two deriva-

tives differ only by the factor k.

* Concerning the continuity of a series with respect to more than one

variable, see the remarks preceding Theorem 1, Chap. VII.
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It is not difficult to show that two distinct functions, satisfying
all the requirements made upon u(x, t) in the above statement
of the problem, cannot exist. The complete statement and
proof of this uniqueness theorem will be given later (Theorem 2
Chap. VII). If we accept this statement for the present, the
only possible solution of our problem has been found.

47. Variations of the Problem of Temperatures in a Slab.
With only slight modifications in the method, the temperature
distribution can be found for the slab of Sec. 45 when the faces
are subject to certain other conditions, or when the heat equation
is modified.

a. One Face at Temperature A. To find the temperature
u{x, t) in a slab with initial temperature f(x) when the face
r = 0 is held at zero and the face a: = tt at constant temperature
A, a simple transformation can be used to obtain the result from
that of Sec. 45.

Here u(x, t) must be a solution of the boundary value problem

It
~

^Ix^
m(+0, t) = 0, u{Tr T- 0, t)

U{x, +0) = Six).

(0 < a; < r, t > 0),

It follows that the function

(1) vix, t) = uix, t) — —X,
TT

must satisfy the conditions

ay _
at

“ * dx^
(0 < r < T, t > 0),

*'(+0, t) = 0, y(x — 0, t) = 0,

vix, +0) = fix) --X.
TT

This is the boundary value problem of Sec. 45 with fix) replaced
by fix) — AxIt, so that its solution is

vix, t) sin nx
Ax'

'

TT
sin nx' dx'.

Substituting this for v(Xj t) in equation (1) and carrying out
part of the integration, we obtain the following solution of the
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problem:

{)
— — X

TT

h. Insulated Faces. Find the temperature u(x, i) in a slab

with initial temperature f{x) if the faces a: = 0 and a: = ir are

thermally insulated.

Since the flux of heat through those faces is proportional to

the values of du/dx there, the boundary value problem can be
written

(2)

du _ , dhi

It
~ ^ (0 < a: < T, i > 0),

(3)

(4)

d^(+0, t) _
dx

0
,

duiir — 0, t) ^ ^
dx

u(x, +0) = fix)

it > 0),

(0 < a: < t).

Sotting u = Xix)Tit), it is found that the functions

cos nx (n = 0, 1, 2, )

satisfy the homogeneous conditions (2) and (3). The infinite

scries of those functions satisfies condition (4) as well, provided

the coefficients o„ arc those in the Fourier cosine series correspond-

ing to fix). So if fix) satisfies the conditions of our Fourier

theorem, the solution of the problem is

(5) uix, t)

c. One Face hisulated. If the face x = 0 is held at tempera-

ture zeu’o and the face x = x is insulated, the problem can be

reduced to one in which both faces arc hold at zero.

Let the slab be extended to x = 2t with the face x = 2x

hedd at temperature zero, and let the initial temperature of the

iK^w slab be symmetric with respect to the plane x = x. Then,

when X < X < 2x, the initial temperature is /(2x — x), where

fix) is the initial temperature of the original slab. In the
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physical problem the symmetry indicates clearly that no heat

will flow through the plane a; = tt. When the solution is found,

it can be verified that dujdx = 0 when x — t.

According to Prob. 1, Sec. 45, the temperature in the extended

slab is

. nx' j .

x') sin dx^ .

By substituting a new variable of integration in the second

integral, this can be reduced to

2
i{x^ ^)

= _ % I sin rrinX^ dx',

n = l

where rrin = (2n — l)/2. When 0 ^ x ^ t, this is the solution

of problem c.

d. The Radiating Wire. Suppose the diameter of a wire or

bar is small enough so that the variation of temperature over

every cross section can be neglected. If the lateral surface is

exposed to surroundings at temperature zero and loses or gains

heat according to Newton^s law, the heat equation takes the

form

(6 )

du _ . d^u
hu.

where x is the distance along the wire and his a positive constant.

Newton's law of surface heat transfer is an approximate law

of radiation and convection according to which the flux of

heat through the surface of a solid is proportional to the differ-

ence between the temperature of the surface and that of the

surroundings. It is generally valid only for small temperature

differences; but it has the advantage over the more exact laws

of being a linear relation. That the heat equation does take

the form (6) when such surface heat transfer is present can be

seen from the derivation of the heat equation (Sec. 9).

When the ends x = 0, a; = tt, of the radiating wire are kept

at temperature zero and the initial temperature is fix), the

temperature function can be found by the method of Sec. 45.
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The result is

(7) u{x, t) = e-^^Uiix, t),

where Ui(x, t) is the function u in equation (8), Sec. 45.

When the ends are insulated, the result is

(8) u{x, t) = t),

where t) is the function u in equation (5) above.

PROBLEMS

1.

Derive the solution of the problem in Sec. 476 above when the faces

are x — 0 and x = L.

Ans, ^

+ 12 '

nhrm
L2 cos cos

mrx
dx\

2. Show that the result of Prob. 1 can be completely established as a

solution of the boundary value problem by the method of Sec. 46.

3. Solve the problem in Sec. 47c above for a slab of width L with the

face X = L insulated. It will be instructive to carry out the solution

directly l)y obtaining particular solutions u = XT, without using the

method of extension, noting the orthogonal functions generated by the

dilTerential ecpiation in .Y and its boundary conditions (compare Sec. 25).

A ns. u = i2'
rj = 1

r\lnX
I

Jo
fix') sin m-nx' dx'

,

where irin — in — lf2)Tr/L.

4.

Derive formula (7).

6. Derive formula (S).

6. Use the sul)stitution v = to simplify equation (6) and, by

writing the boundary value problem in terms of v{x, t), obtain formulas

(7) and (.S) from known results.

7. For a wire in which heat is being generated at a constant rate,

while the lateral surface is insulated, the heat equation takes the form

du _ ^
dt

~~
dx'^

where B is a positive constant. If the ends x = 0 and x = tt are kept

at temperature z(^ro and the initial temperature is f(,x), set up the

boundary value problem for u{x, t) and solve it. Note the result when
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f{x) = Bx(t — x)/{2k). Suggestion: Apply the method used in Sec. 44

to reduce the nonhomogeneous differential equation to a homogeneous

one.

Ans, u = ^ {tt — x)

+12 e-n^ki gin nx
riBx' . ,

j.
)+f(x') sin nx' dx'.

is insulated, instead of being8. Solve Prob. 7 when the end x = ir

kept at temperature zero.

9. A wire radiates heat into surroundings at temperature zero. The
ends a; = 0 and x = t are kept at temperatures zero and A, respectively,

and the initial temperature is zero. Set up and solve the boundary

value problem for the temperature u(Xj t). Suggestion: Substitute

V = u + yp{x)j then determine ^ so that hj/" — = 0 and ^(0) = 0,

^(tt) = -A.

Ans. ^ ^ ^ sinh xVWk m
sinh ry/hjk “x

n( — 1)^

A + kn^
e-n^kt gin nx.

10.

The face a; = 0 of a slab is kept at temperature zero and heat is

supplied or extracted at a constant rate at the face a; = tt, so that

du/dx — A when a; = tt. If the initial temperature is zero, derive the

formula

“ = ^2 (i -^1)2 ® ~

for the temperatures in the slab, where the unit of time has been so

chosen that k = 1.

48. Temperatures in a Sphere. Let the initial temperature in

a homogeneous solid sphere of radius c be a function /(r) of the
distance from the center, and let the surface r = c be kept at

temperature zero. The temperature is then a function u(r, t),

of r and t only, and the heat equation in spherical coordinates
becomes

du _ k d^(ru)

dt r dr^

The boundary conditions are

u(c — 0, t) = 0

uir, +0) =/(r)
{t > 0),

(0 < r < c).
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If we set v{r, t) = ru{r, i), the boundary value problem here

can be written

dv
j
dH

t) = 0, v{c — 0, i) = 0,

v(r, +0) = 7/(r),

where the condition z^(+0, f) = 0 is included because u(r, t)

must be bounded at r = 0. Except for the presence of r instead

of X and r/(r) instead of /(x), this problem is that of the tempera-

tures in a slab of width c. Hence the temperature formula

for the sphere can be written at once (Prob. 1, Sec. 45). It is

( 1 )

n‘v^kt

Sin
mrr

J
r'f{r') sin dr'.

PROBLEMS

1.

Find the temperatures in a sphere if the initial temperature is zero

throughout and the surface r = c is kept at constant temperature A.

Ans. u(r, t) — A + 2Ac
TT n

nhr^kt

Sin

2. Prove that the sum of the temperature function found in Prob. 1

and the function given by formula (1) above represents the temperature

in a sphere whose initial temperature is/{r) and whose surface is kept

at temperature A.

3. An iron sphere with radius 20 cm., initially at the temperature

100°C. throughout, is cooled by keeping its surface at 0°C. Find to

the nearest degree the temperature at its center 10 min. after the cooling

begins, taking k = 0.15 e.g.s. unit. 22°C.

4. Solve Prob. 3, assuming that the sphere is made of concrete with

k = 0.005 e.g.s. unit. Ans. 100°C.

6. The surfaces r = 5 and r = c of a solid in tlic form of a hollow

sphere are kept at temperature zero. The initial temperature of the

solid is /(r) {b < r < c). Derive the following formula for the tem-

peratures u(rj t) in the solid:

nVkt
(c - hr

. mr(T — h)
sin —i—

j

c — b

nrir — h)
r/(r) sill

- — dr.

where
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6. Show that when the surface of a sphere is insulated, the solution

of the temperature problem no longer involves the expansion of rf(r) in

a Fourier series, but an expansion in a series of the functions sin anr,

where an are the roots of the mixed equation tan ac = ac. Show why
these functions form an orthogonal set in the interval 0 < r < c

(Sec. 25).

49. Steady Temperatxxres in a Rectangular Plate. Let u{x, y)

be the steady temperature at points in a plate with insulated

faces, the edges of the plate being the lines (or planes) a; = 0,

X = a, y — Of and y = b. Let three of the edges be kept at

temperature zero and the fourth at a fixed tenaperature distribu-

tion. Then u{Xj y) is the solution of the following problem:

S + (0<a;<a,0<2/<&),

(2) w(-l-0, y) = 0, u(a - 0, ?/) = 0, (0 < y < 5),

(3) u(x, 6 — 0) = 0, u(x, +0) = f(x), (0 < a: < a).

Since special case (1) of the heat equation is also a case of

Laplace’s equation, the function u(x, y) is also the potential

in the rectangular region when the potential on the edges is

prescribed by conditions (2) and (3). The region also may be

considered as an infinitely long rectangular prism, or the right

section of any prism in which the potential or steady temperature

depends only upon x and y.

Setting u — X(x)Y(y)j the functions

sin^ sinh (y - C')

j
(n = 1, 2,

•
•

)

are found as solutions of (1) which satisfy conditions (2), for

every constant C. If C = 6, they also satisfy the first of con-

ditions (3), and the series

u = An sin sinh ( 2/
— b)

j

satisfies the nonhomogeneous condition in (3) provided

fix) = —^ sinh sin (0 < re < a).

1

According to the Fourier sine series, this is true if the coeffi-

cients An are determined so that
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— An sinh
mrh

a

. mrx
sill

a
dx.

So the formal solution of the problem can be written

Our result can be completely established as a solution of the

problem (l)-(3) by the method used in Sec. 46. But in this

case let us defer that part of the discussion, along with a com-

plete statement of the problem which ensures just one solution^

until a later time when the necessary tests have been derived

(Sec. 59).

PROBLEMS

1.

Find the solution of the above problem if u(x, y) is zero on aU edges

except X = a, and u(a, y) = g(y).

A ns.
sinh {'rnrx/h) . 7ify

sinh ~{nTir/b) b
g{y') sill

2. When the temperature distributions on all four edges are given,

show how the formula for the steady temi)eratures in the plate can be

written by combining results already found.

3. What is the steady teni})eraturG at the center of a square plate

with insulated faces, (a) if three edges are kept at ()°C. and the fourth

at 100°C.; (h) if two adjacent edges arc kept at ()°C. and the others at

100°C.? Suggestion: Superpose the solutions of like problems here to

obtain the obvious case in which a.ll four edges are kept at 100°C.

(a) 2r)°C.; (6) 50°C.

4. A square plate has its faces and its edgci y
— 0 insulated. Its

edges rc = 0 and x — ir are kept n.t temperature zero, and its edge y — t

at temperature fix). Derive the formula for its stc^ady temperature.

Ans. u{x, y) = sin nx
j

fy^x') sin 7ix' dx'.
TT eosh UT ’’

6. Derive the formula for the electric ])otential v) the space

0 ^ a; ^ A, y ^ 0, if the plaints x = 0 and x — L are kept at zero

potential and the points of the plane y — 0 at the potential f(x), if

V{x, y) is to be bounded as y becomes infinite.

Ans. V{x, y) = Y= 12 '

niry
" L Sin r

. mrx'
fix') sin dx'.
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Find the electric potential in Prob. 5 if the planes x = 0 and x = Ly

instead of being kept at potential zero, are insulated, so that the electric

force normal to those planes is zero; that is, dV(dx = 0. Also state

this problem as a temperature problem.

Am. V(jXyy)

J
2 UTX . rvKx’

,

+ j e ^ cos -jj-
J

]{x ) cos •

7. Solve Prob. 5 if the electric potential is zero on the plane x = 0

and the electric force normal to the plane x — Lis zero.

8. Find the steady temperatures in a semi-infinite strip whose faces

are insulated and whose edges x = 0 and rc = tt are kept at temperature

zero, if the base ^ = 0 is kept at temperature 1 (Prob. 5).

Am. u(x, 2/)
= ” sin X + ^

sin 3a; + ~ sin 5a; + • •

9.

In the power series expansion of [log (1 + s) — log (1 — z)]

(Isj < 1), set 2! = and equate imaginary parts to find the sum of the

series

S = r sin ^ sin Z(p + ir® sin 5^ + • •
•

;

also note that

log [p(cos 6 + i sin d)] = log (pc*^) = log p + iSj

and therefore show that

S = 1 ,
2r sin (p

2
^.rctan

^2
*

Thus show that the answer to Prob. 8 can be written in closed form as

follows:

y) = " arctan
sin X

sinh y

Verify the answer in this form. Also trace some of the isotherms,

y) ~ Si constant.

60. Displacements in a Membrane. Fourier Series in Two
Variables. Let z represent the transverse displacement at each

point (x, y) at time t in a membrane stretched across a rigid

rectangular frame in the a;2/-plane. Let the boundaries of the

rectangle be the lines a; = 0, a; = a;o, 2/
= 0, and y = 2/0 . If the

initial displacement z is a given function /(a;, 2/), and the mem-
brane is released from rest after that displacement is made, the
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boundary value problem in z(x, y, t) is the following;

^ ^ dt^ \dx^ dy^)’

z{xo, y, t) = 0;

2/0, t) = 0;

= 0, z{x, y, 0) = fix, y).

s(0, y, t) = 0,

zix, 0, t) = 0,

dzjx, y, 0)

di

In order that the product z = Xix)Yiy)Tit) be a solution

of equation (1), its factors must satisfy the equation

n - El
a^T X ^ Y'

All three terms in this equation must be constant, since they are

functions of x, and t separately. Write

then

r' = -a\a^ + ^^)T.

The solutions of these three equations, for which z = XYT satis-

fies all the homo^yeneous boundary conditions, are

X = sin ux, Y = sin fiy, T = cos {a's/a^ + ^^t),

where a — niTlxoj and (3 = mr/yo (m, n = 1, 2,
• •

• ).

So ib(^ function

(2 )

/ . ,
n^\ . Txiirx . niry

cos I Tvat ^ q—s 1
sm—

-

\ yl) ^0 2/0

satisfi('s ecpiai-ion (1) and all the boundary conditions, formally,

provided the co(^ffici(^nts can be determined so that z = y)

when /. = 0; that is, provided

22 ^-

m = 1 // = 1

. rmrx . mry
sin sin

3^0 2/o
(3) fix, y)

m = X // = 1

(0 ^ X ^ Xo, 0 ^ 2/ ^ 2/o)-

By formally pjroupinp; the terms of the series, equation (3)

can he written
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For each fixed y between zero and 2/0 this series is the Fourier
sine series of the function f{x, y) of the variable a; (0 ^ a; g Xo),

provided the coefficients of sin (mTx/xo) are those of the Fourier
sine series. So equation (4) is true in general if

(5) sin

n = l

nry

2/0

O (*XQ

-sX
. miTX , ,

sin dx\
Xo

Again, using the formula for the Fourier sine coefficients of the
functions Fm(y)y where

Pm(y) = - f(^'> y) sin dx' (0 ^ 2/ ^ j/o),

expansion (5) is valid if

= - rV™(2/') sin^dy'.
2/0 Jo 2/0

The series in equation (3) is then a Fourier sine series in two
variables for /(x, y) provided its coefficients have the values

(6)

i 4 r^® , r®® V . rmrx . niry ,

Atnn =—
I dy f(Xj y) sm sin—^ dx.

^o2/o Jo Jo ^ xo 2/0

The formal solution of the membrane problem is then given
by equation (2) with the coefficients defined by equation (6).

According to equation (2), the displacement z is not in general
periodic in t, since the numbers [(mVx?) + in^/yl)]^ do not
change by multiples of any fixed number as the integers m and n
change. Consequently the vibrating membrane, in contrast to
the vibrating string, will not generally give a musical note. It

can be made to do so, however, by giving it the proper initial

displacement.

If, for instance, for any fixed integers M and iV,

2 (x, 2/, 0) = A sin
Mirx

Xq

. Niry
sin—

2/0

then the displacement (2) is given by a single term

:

y, t) = A cos
( ^/— H ^ )

sin
\ \ ^0 2/0 /

In this case z is periodic in t with the period

Mttx

Xq
sin

Niry

{2/a){Myxl + Nyy%)-K
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PROBLEMS

1. Solve the above problem if the membrane starts from the position

of equilibrium, 3 = 0, with an initial velocity at each point; that is,

- "fe »)

2. The four edges of a plate tt units square are kept at temperature

zero and the faces are insulated. If the initial temperature is f{x, y),

derive the following formula for the temperature u{x, y, t)

:

to 00

w — ^ sin mx sin ny,
m = 1 71 = 1

where

4 f’"
, I

sin ny dy I /(a:, y) sin mxdx,
Jo Jo

3. When f{x, y) = Ax, show that the solution of Prob. 2 is

u = uiix, t)u<i{y, t), where

1+1

— c

(-1)"

n

sin nx,

.-nSfcf Yiy,

Show that Ui and w-- represent temperatures in cases of one-dimensional

(low of heat with initial temperatures Ax and 1, respectively.

4.

Solve Prob. 2 if, instead of being kept at temperature zero, the

edges arc insulated. Note the result when /(x, y) == 1.

6. If the faces x = 0, x = tt, y = 0, y = ir, z = 0, z == r of o. cube

are kept at temperature zero an<l the initial temperature is given at each

point u(x, y, z, 0) = f{x, ?/, z), show that the temperature function is

Uix, //, 2
, 0 == X XX

7n — \ 71—1 /> = 1

when^

I I I Vy
^

Jo Jo Jo

6. When/(x, ?/, z) = 1, show that the solution of Prob. 5 reduces to

u = uAx, t)u 2 (y, t)u 2 (z, t), where the function Ui is defined in Prob. 3.
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61. Temperatures in an Infinite Bar. Application of Fourier

Integrals. Let the length of a homogeneous cylinder or prism

be so great that it can be considered as extending the entire

length of the rr-axis. If the lateral surface is insulated and the

initial temperature is given as a function f(x) of position along

the bar, the temperature u{Xj t) is the solution of the following

boundary value problem:

(1)
(-00 <a;< oo,f>0),

(2) nix, +0) = /(x) (—00 <x < oo).

Particular solutions of equation (1) which are bounded for all

X and ^ ^ 0) are found by the usual method to be

(3) cos [ol{x + C)],

where a and C are arbitrary constants. Any series of these

functions, formed in the usual manner by taking a as multiples

of a fixed number, would clearly reduce to a periodic function

of X when t = 0. But f{x) is not assumed periodic, and con-

dition (2) is to be satisfied for all values of x) hence it is natural

to try to use the Fourier integral here in place of the Fourier series.

Since function (3) is a solution of equation (1), so is the

function

- cos [a{x' — x)],
TT

where the parameters x' and a. are independent of x and t. The
integral of this with respect to these parameters,

1 “ ^00

(4) u{x, 0 = “
I

da
\

cos [a{x' — a;)] dx'
,

TTJO J- 00

is then a solution of equation (1) provided this integral can be

differentiated twice with respect to x and once with respect to t

inside the integral signs.

When i = 0, the right-hand member of equation (4) becomes
the Fourier integral corresponding to f{x). Hence if f{x) satisfies

the conditions of the Fourier integral theorem, and if the function

u{x, t) defined by equation (4) is such that u{x^ 0) = uix, -1-0),

then

+0) =^[/(x + 0)-h/(a:-0)],

and this is condition (2) at each point where f{x) is continuous.
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The solution of the problem is therefore given, at least formally,

by equation (4) . By inverting the order of integration and using

the integration formula

cos - X) da = exp
[
- H > 0),

equation (4) becomes

This can be still further reduced by using a new variable of

integration where

x' — X
^ " ViH'

this gives

(6) u(x, t) =
V TT

When f(x) is bounded for all values of x and integrable in

every finite interval, it can be shown that the function defined

by equation (5) satisfies equation (1) and condition (2).* Under

those conditions, then, the required solution is given either by

equation (5) or by equation (6).

PROBLEMS

j
f(x + 2 y/ki

1. Derive the temperature function for the above bar if /(x) is periodic

with period 27r.

1

Ans. u(x, 0 —
4^^ I /(^O dx'

00

1

2. U fix) == 0 when x < 0, and fix) = 1 when x > 0, show that the

temperature formula for tlio infinite bar becomes, for ^ > 0,

••ir

fix') cos [nix' — x)] dx'.

2y/kt

1
, _1 r a:

^
_x^

2 V^r .2 Vkt 3(2 VkAY 5 • 2!(2 VW
* For a proof, see p. 31 of Ref. 1 at the end of this chapter.
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3. One very thick layer of rock at 100°C. is placed upon another of

the same material at 0®C. lik = 0.01 c.g.s. unit, find the temperatures

to the nearest degree at points 60 cm. on each side of the plane of con-

tact, 100 hr. after contact is made. Ans. 76°C.; 24®C.

62. Temperatures in a Semi-infinite Bar. If the bar of the

foregoing section extends only along the positive half of the

a;-axis and the end a; = 0 is kept at temperature zero, the bound-

ary value problem in the temperature function u(Xj t) becomes

the following:

(1)
du , d^u

dt~ dx^
(x > 0,t> 0),

(2) u{+0, t) = 0 (t > 0),

(3) u(x, +0) = f{x) (x > 0).

The solution can be formed from the function sin ax^

which satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Multiplying this by
(2/7r)/(x') sin ax' and integrating with respect to the parameters

a and x'j which are independent of x and the function

2 r ” r
*

(4) u{Xj 0 = "
I

sin ax da I f{x') sin ax' dx'
^ Jo Jo

is found. When t = 0, the integral on the right reduces to

the Fourier sine integral of f{x), which represents f{x) when
0 < x < 00 .

If we write

2 sin ax sin ax' — cos [a{x' — a:;)] — cos [a{x' + a;)],

the integration formula used in the foregoing section can be

applied to reduce formula (4) to the form

-L(x -

^kt

when i > 0. This can be written

[ (x + x')n) J /

(6) uix, t) = r e-Pf{x -t- 2 VB J)V’T LJ -X
2\/kt

-J
iVkt
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These results can also be found directly from those of the last

section by making f{x) there an odd function. Under the
conditions stated in the preceding section, function (5) then
satisfies all the conditions of the problem.

PROBLEMS

1. When /(a:) = 1, prove that the temperature in the semi-infinite bar,

or in a semi-infinite solid a; S 0, with its boundary x = 0 at zero, is

X

2 r2\rkt
u(x, t) = —pz I di

V'"' Jo

^ r X~
Vir [2 VB

~
3(2 \/By 5-2l(2VBy

“

2. When the end x = 0 is kept at temperature A and the initial

temperature of the bar is zero, show that

X

3. Show tliat when a semi-infinite solid initially at a uniform temper-

ature throughout is cooled or heated by keeping its plane boundary at a

constant temperature, the times required for any two points to reach

the same temperature are proportional to the squares of their distances

from the boundary plane.

4. Show that the function

X -—

satisfies all conditions of the boundary value problem consisting of

equations (1) to (3) when /(a;) = 0. Hence this function can be multn

jdied ]\y any constant and added to the solution obtained above, to

obtain as many solutions of that problem as we please. But also show

that U[ is not bourn led at x = t ^ 0] this can be seen by letting x

vanish while x‘^ = t.

63. Further Applications of the Series and Integrals. Many
otluu- Ixmndary viilu(‘ j)rol)l(uns, arising frecivuuiily as problems

in engino(U’ing or g(^()l()gy, can h(^ solved by the methods of this

chapiter. A few w'ill be statcxl at this point. The derivation

of the result.s givini Inu’e can be k'ft as problems for the student.

a. Electric Potential between Parallel Planes, The plane y = 0

is kept at elecirie potential F = 0, and the plane y = b at the
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potential V =f{x). Assuming that the space between those

planes is free of charges, the potential V(Xj y) in the space is to

be determined.

It can be shown that

Problems of this type are idealizations of problems arising

in the design of vacuum tubes. They are also problems in steady

temperatures, or steady diffusion, in solids
;
hence their applica-

tions are quite broad. The following problem is another of the

same type.

b. Potential in a Quadrant. A medium free of electric charges

has the planes rc = 0 and 2/
= 0 as its boundaries. If those

planes are kept at electric potential 7 = 0 and V = /(x),

respectively, and if the potential V{x, y) is bounded for all x
and y {x Oj y ^ 0), the formula for V(x, y) is to be found.

The result can be written, when t/ > 0, as

(2) 7 1

® + (x' - x)^ 2/2 4- (x' + x) 2
dx\

When /(a:) = 1, this formula becomes

(3) F = -arctan--
ir y

In this case the equipotential surfaces are the planes x = cy^

where the constant c has the value tan (7r7/2).

c. Angular Displacements in a Shaft. Let d{x, t) be the angular

displacement or twist in a shaft of circular cross section with

its axis along the a:-axis. If the ends a; = 0 and x = L ol the

shaft are free, the displacements 6{x, t) due to an initial twist

d = fix) must satisfy the boundary value problem

dt-

dOjO. t) ^ Q
dx

dSjx, 0) _
dt

6^9

dx^’

d9{L, t) ^
dx

e(x, 0) = fix),

where a is a constant.
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The solution of this problem can be written

nil
(4) ^ = 2^0 + ^ an cos cos -j-j

1

where (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ) are the coefficients in the Fourier

cosine series for/(x) in the interval (0, L),

d. The Simply Supported Beam. The differential equation

for the transverse displacements y{Xj t) in a homogeneous beam
or bar was given in Sec. 12. At an end which is simply supported

or hinged, so that both the displacement and the bending moment
are zero there, it can be shown that d^yldx^ must vanish as well

as y. The displacements are to be found in a beam of length L
with both ends simply supported, when the initial displacement

is 2/
= initial velocity is zero.

The result is

/Kx 2 . mrx n^T^ct . nwx^ , ,

(5 ) y ^ T^ ^ ~lJ~ ^ ^ ^

1
/

where c is the constant appearing in the differential equation.

PROBLEMS

1 . Write the boundary value problem in Sec. 53a above, and derive

solution (1).

2. Write the boundary value problem in Sec. 536, and derive solution

(2 ).

3 . Obtain solution (3) from (2), and show that the function (3)

satisfies all the conditions of the boundary value problem when/(a;) = 1.

4. Derive the solution (4) of Sec. 53c. Also show how this formula

can be written in closed form in terms of the even periodic extension of

the function /(x).

6. Set up the boundary value problem in Sec. 5'M, and derive solution

(5).

6. Derive the formula for the temperatures u{Xj t) in the semi-

infinite solid a; ^ 0, if the initial temperature is f{x) and the boundary

a; = 0 is kept insulated.

7. Find the formula for the displacements y{x, t) in a string stretched

between the points (0, 0) and (tt, 0), if the string starts from rest in the

position y = f{x) and is subject to air resistance proportional to the

velocity at each point. Let the unit of time be selected so that

the equation of motion becomes

dV^
~ dx^
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where A is a positive constant.

Am, y = 6"** 6n ^cos Knt +^ sin sisin nx, where

Kn = Vn2 - h\

and hn are the coeflS.cients in the Fourier sine series for f{x) in the

interval (0, ir).

8

.

Let y(r, (p) be the electric potential in the space inside the cylin-

drical surface r = 1, when the potential on this surface is a given function

f{<p) of (p alone. Note that y(r, <p) must be periodic in ^p with period 27r;

it must also be a continuous function within the cylinder, since the space

is supposed free of charges. Derive the following formula for F (r, tp')

:

y = |ao -f cos rup -j- hn sin rup^.

where a„ and hn are the Fourier coefficients of /((^) for the interval

(-TT, tt).

9.

In Prob. 8, suppose /(«^) = — 1 when —tt < (^ < 0, txnd f{(p) = 1

when 0 < ^ < TT, and show in this case that the potential formula can

be written in the closed form

V = 2 ^ 2r sin (p- arctan ^

with the aid of the result found in Prob. 9, Sec. 49.

10. From the infinite solid cylinder bounded by the surface r = c

a wedge is cut by the axial planes (p = 0 and (p = (po. Find the steady

temperatures w(r, <p) in this wedge if w = 0 on the surfaces <p — 0 and

(p == <po, and u — f{<p) {0 < (p < (po) on the convex surface of the wedge.
«5 mr

Am. w = 2) hn{r/cY'^ sin {nirip/ip^^ where are the coefficients in

the Fourier sine series for/(<^) in the interval (0, <^o).

11. If in Prob. 10, j(<p) = A, where A is a constant, show that the

formula for w(r, ip) can be written in closed form with the aid of the

result found in Prob. 9, Sec. 49.
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CHAPTER VII

UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS

64. Introduction. For the most part, our solutions of the

boundary value problems in the last chapter were formal, in that

we did not usually attempt to establish our result completely,

or to find conditions under which the formula obtained represents

the only possible solution. We shall develop a few theorems

here which will furnish the reader interested in such matters with

a mathematically complete treatment of many of our problems.

A multiplicity of solutions may actually arise when the problem

is incompletely stated. Also, it is generally not a simple matter

to transcribe a physical problem completely into its mathe-

matical form as a boundary value problem. Consequently, the

precise treatment of such problems is of practical as well as

theoretical interest.

Our first theorem (Abel’s test) enables us to establish the

continuity of many of our results obtained in the form of

series. The continuity property is useful both in demonstrating

that our result is actually a solution of the boundary value

problem, and in showing that it is the only solution.

The remaining theorems give conditions under which not

more than one solution is possible. It will be evident that they

can be applied only to specific types of problems. But no

“general” uniciueness theorem exists in the theory of boundary

value problems in partial differential equations, in the sense that

the sanu^ theorc»m appli(\s to t.cmperaturci problems, potential

probhnns, etc.

Th(^ uni{pi(mess th(H)rems given Ixilow arc again special in

that th(\y recpiire a high degree of regularity of the functions

involv(xl. But. they will make j)ossibl(^ a (complete treatment of

many of the problems (considered in this book.

66. Abel’s Test for Uniform Convergence of Series. We now

(establish a test for the uniform convergence of infinite series

whose terms arc products of specified types of functions. Appli-

cations of this test have already been made in the foregoing

127
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chapter, to establish the continuity of the solution of a boundary

value problem (Sec. 46).

The function represented by a uniformly convergent series

of continuous functions is continuous. This is true regardless of

the number of independent variables, as will be evident upon our

recalling the method of proof for a single variable.* It is to

be understood that the terms of the series are continuous with

respect to all the independent variables taken together, in some
region. The uniform convergence of the series in this region

then ensures the same type of continuity of the sum of the series.

A sequence of functions Tn(t) (n = 1, 2,
• •

• ) is said to be uni-

formly hounded for all values of t in an interval if a constant K,

independent of n, exists for which

(1) \Tn{t)\<K

for every n and all values of t in the interval. The sequence is

monotone with respect to n if either

(2) S T.{t)

for every t in the interval and for every n, or else

(3) ^ Tn{t)

for every t and n.

The following somewhat generalized form of a test due to

Abel shows that when the terms of a uniformly convergent

series are multiplied by functions Tn(t) of the type just described,

the new series is uniformly convergent.

Theorem 1. The series

converges uniformly with respect to the two variables z and t together^

in a closed region R of the xt-plane, provided that {a) the series
00

Xn{x) converges uniformly with respect to x in R, and (b) for
r

all t in R the functions Tn{t) (n = 1, 2,
• *

•
) are uniformly

bounded and monotone with respect to n.

Let Sn denote the partial sum of our series,

S.(x, t) = Xi(x)Ti{t) + X2(x)T2 {t) + • •
• + Xn{x)T^{t),

* See, for instance, Sokolnikoff, ‘'Advanced Calculus,” p. 256, 1939.
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We are to prove that, given any positive number e, an integer

N independent of x and t can be found such that

t) — Sn{x, t)\ < e U n > N,

for all integers m = n + l,n + 2,
* •

•
,
and for all Xj t in the

region R.

If we write

Sn{x) = Xi{x) + X^ix) + *
* + ^n(x),

then for every pair of integers m, n (m > n), we have

(4) - Sn

= Xn-fl^n+l + X,1+2^71+2 + * *
‘ + X^Tm

— (Sn+l — Sn^T'ri+l (S714-2 STi+l^Tn-i-2 "t"
* '

* H” (^w Sm— l)^2
^
7n

= (Sn+1 “ Sn)iTn+l ” Tn+2) + (Sm+2 Sn)(Tn-^2 ” Tn+s)

“b
* ’ *

"H (^Sin—l Sri,)(T^m— 1 T (^tn. Sn)^m-

Suppose now that the functions Tn arc nonincreasing, with

respect to n, so that they satisfy relation (2). Also let K be an

upper bound of their absolute values, so that condition (1) is

true. Then the factors (Tn^i — ?'»n-2), (Tn-^2 — Tn+s), • *
*

,
in

equation (4) arc non-negative, and 17^^! < K, Since the series

00

V X„(x) is uniformly convergent, an integer N can be found for

\

which

ls„+p - ®nl <^ '^'hen n> N,

for all integers p, where e is any given positive number and N
is independent of x. For this choice of N it follows from equa-

tion (4) that

|/Sm — Sn\ < ^ [("f’n-l-I
~ Tn+'l) "f {Tn+2 — Tn+s)

-b
• •

• + in.|l = ^ [?’»+. -

and therefore

liS„, — (S„| < €, when n > N (m > n).

The iiroof of the (.hcvirem is similar when it is supposed that

the functions 'J\ an; of the nondecrcasing type (3), with respect

to n.
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When the variable x is kept fixed, or when the functions

Xn(x) are constants, the theorem shows that the series with
terms XnTn is uniformly convergent with respect to L The only

requirement on the series in Xn in this case is that the series

shall converge.

Extensions of the theorem to the case in which the functions

Xn involve the variable t as well as x, or where Xn and Tn are

functions of any number of variables, become evident when it

is observed that our proof rests on the uniform convergence of

the Xn-series and the bounded monotone character, with respect

to n, of the functions Tn.

66. Uniqueness Theorems for Temperature Problems. Let R
denote the region interior to a solid bounded by a closed surface

Sj and let J? + >S denote the closed region consisting of the

points within the solid and upon its surface. If u{Xj y, t)

represents the temperature at any point in the solid at time t, a

rather general problem in the distribution of temperatures
in an arbitrary solid is represented by the following boundary
value problem;

(1) + ,f{x, y, z, t) {t > 0),

at all points (a:, i/, z) in J?

;

(2) u = f{x, y, z)

in R, when t = 0;

(3) u = g{x, y, z, t) {t > 0),

when {x, y, z) is on S.

This is the problem of determining the temperatures u in bl

solid with prescribed initial temperatures /(x, ?/, z) and surface

temperatures g{x, y, z, t). A continuous source of heat, whose
strength is proportional to (^(x, 2/, 2;, t), may be present in the

solid.

Suppose there are two solutions

u = ui{x, y, 2
, 0, u = W2 (x, y, 2

,
t),

of this problem, where both U\ and U2 are continuous functions

of X, y, Zy t, together, in the region R + S when i ^ 0, while

dui/dty du^ldt^ and alhthe derivatives of ui and U2 once or twice
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with respect to either Xj y, or z arc continuous functions when
(x, y, z) isin R + S and t > 0.

Since Ui and U2 satisfy each of the linear conditions (1) to (3), it

follows at once that their difference Wj

w(x, y, 2
,

t) = Uiix, y, z, t) - U2 {x, y, z, i),

satisfies the following linear homogeneous problem:

(4)
ot

in 22 (i >0);

(5) w = 0 when t = 0, in R;
(6) w = 0 on S (t > 0).

Moreover, w and its derivatives appearing in equation (4) must
have the continuity properties required above of Ui and uz and
their derivatives.

We shall show now that w must vanish at all points of R
for all i > 0, so that the two solutions Ui and are identical.

It follows that not more than one solution of the problem (1)-

(3) can exist if the solution is required to satisfy the continuity

conditions stated above.

Since the function w is continuous in R + S, the integral

•'W ///.”’<'*'>

where dV = dxdy dz, is a continuous function of t when j5 ^ 0.

According to condition (5),

J(0) = 0.

In view of the continuity of dw/dt when i > 0, we can write

•''“-JJX
7T/

vo— dV
R ot

wV^w dV (t > 0).

Since the second derivatives of w with respect to each of the

coordinates an) continuous functions in R + S when i > 0, we
(*an use Ghhui’s theorem to write

!!!.

dw
w— dS
dn

wV^w dV
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Here n is the outward-drawn normal to the surface S. But
according to condition (6), tu = 0 on S, and so

J/X [(£)

+

ii) + (s)i (' > o)-

Since the integrand here is never negative,

' J'ii) = 0 when t > 0.

The mean-value theorem applies to J{t) to give

m - j(o) = tj'{h) (0 < < 0,
and since J (0) = 0, it follows that

J(f) ^0 whenever i > 0.

However, the definition of the integral J shows that

J(t) 0 ^ 0).
Therefore

J{t) = 0 (i ^ 0);

and so the integrand of the integral J cannot be positive
in B. Consequently

w{x, y, 2, 0 = 0

throughout B + S, when t ^ 0.

This completes the proof of the following uniqueness theorem:
Theorem 2. Let u{x, y, z, t) satisfy these conditions of regu-

larity: (a) it is a continuous function of x, y, z, t, taken together,

when (x, y, z) is in the region B S and t ^ 0; (6) those derivatives

of u which are present in the heat equation (1) exist in B and are
continuous in the same manner when t > 0. Then if u is a solu-
tion of the houndary value problem (l)-(3), it is the only possible
solution satisfying the conditions (a) and (b).

Our proof required only that the integral

in Green’s theorem be zero or negative. The integral vanished,
since w = 0 on because of condition (3) j

but it is never positive
if (3) is replaced by the condition

where his a non-negative constant or function. So our theorem
can be modified as follows:
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Theorem 3. The statement in Theorem 2 is true if boundary

condition (3) is replaced by condition (8), or if (3) is satisfied on

part of the surface S, and (8) on the remainder of S.

The condition that u be continuous when t = 0 makes our

uniqueness test somewhat limited. This condition is clearly

not satisfied, for instance, if the initial temperature function is

discontinuous in R + S, where the initial temperature on S is

taken as the surface temperature.

If the regularity conditions (a) and (h) in Theorem 2 are

added to the requirement that u must satisfy the heat equation

and boundary conditions, our temperature problem will be

completely stated provided it has a solution. For that will be

the only possible solution.

67, Example. In the problem of temperatures in a slab with

insulated faces and initial temperature f{x) (Sec. 475), suppose

f{x) is continuous when 0 ^ :r ^ tt, and f{x) is sectionally

continuous in that interval. Then the Fourier cosine series for

f{x) converges uniformly in the interval.

Let u{Xj t) denote the function defined by the series

(1) X cos nxj
T

which was obtained in Sec. 47 as the formal solution, an being

the coefficients in the Fourier cosine series for f(x).

Series (1) converges uniformly with respect to x and t together

when 0 g :r ^ TT and t ^ 0, according to Theorem 1. In any

interval throughout which it > 0, the scries obtained by differ-

entiating series (1) term by term, any number of times with

respect to either variable, is uniformly convergent according

to the Weierstrass M-test. It readily follows that u(Xj t) not

only satisfies all the conditions of the boundary value problem

(compare Sec. 46), but that it is also continuous when 0 ^ x ^ tt,

t ^ 0, and its derivatives du/dt, d'^ufdx^ are continuous when

0 g x ^ TT, Z > 0. That is, u(x, t) satisfies our conditions of

regularity.

''Fhe temperature problem for a slab is just the same as the

problem for a cylindrical bar with its lateral surface insulated

{duldn — 0); hence the region R can be considered here as a

finite cylinder. Theorem 3 therefore applies, showing that the
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function defined by series (1) is the only possible solution which

satisfies the above regularity conditions.

PROBLEMS

1. In Prob. 7, Sec. 47, let f{x) be continuous, and f{x) sectionally

continuous, in the interval (0, t), and suppose /(O) = /(tt) = 0. Show
that the solution found is the only one possessing the regularity prop-

erties stated above.

2. Make a complete statement of Prob. 8, Sec. 47, so that it has one

and only one solution.

3. Establish the solution of Prob. 10, Sec. 47, and show that it is the

only possible solution satisfying the regularity properties stated above.

68. Uniqueness of the Potential Function. A function of

X, y, z is said to be harmonic in a closed region R + where S
is a closed surface bounding a region E, if it is continuous in

R + S and if its second ordered derivatives with respect to

X, y, and z are continuous in R and satisfy Laplace's equation

there.

Let U(x, 2/, z) be a harmonic function whoso derivatives of the

first order are continuous in. R + S. Then since

(1 ) = 0

throughout E, Green's formula (7), Sec. 56, can be written as

follows:

This formula is valid for our function [/, even though we have
not required the continuity of the second ordered derivatives

of in the closed region R S. We shall not stop here to
prove that, since = 0, this modification of the usual condi-
tions in Green’s theorem is possible.*

If [7 = 0 at all points on S, the first integral in equation (2)
is zero, so the second integral must vanish. But the integrand
of the second integral is clearly non-negative. It is also con-
tinuous in E. So it must vanish at all points of E; that is.

(3)
dx

* The proof is not difficult,

of this chapter.

dy dz

See, for instance, p. 119 of Ref. 1 at the end
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so that U is constant in R. But U is zero on S and continuous
in J2 + /S, and therefore U = 0 throughout B + S.

Suppose that dU/dn, instead of U, vanishes on S; or, to make
the condition more general, suppose

(4) ^ + hU = 0 on S,

where A ^ 0, and h can be either a constant or function of Xj y,
and z. Then on S,

= -hU^ ^ 0
,dn ’

so that the integral on the left in equation (2) is not positive.

But the integral on the right is not negative. Both integrals

therefore vanish and again condition (3) follows, so that U is

constant throughout R.

Of course U may vanish over part of jS and satisfy condition (4)

over the rest of the surface, and our argument still shows that U
is constant in B. In this case the constant must be zero.

Now suppose that the function V{x, y, z), together with its

derivative's of the first order, is continuous in B + S, and let

its derivatives of the scHsond ordeu- be continuous in R. Also let

V(x, y, z) bo requireed to satisfy those conditions;

(5) VW = /

when (x, y, z) is in

(6) plY.+hV = g

when (Xj yj z) is on the surface S, The proscribed quantities

/, p, h, and g may be functions of {x, y, 2;); but it is assumed that

p ^ 0 and h ^ Q.

We have made boundary condition (6) general enough to

include various cascNS of importanc(\ When p = 0 on Sj or on
part of S, the value of V is assigiu^l there; and when h = 0, the
value of dV/dn is assigned. Of course p and h must not vanish
simultaneously.

If 7 = 7i and V = V 2 are two solutions of this problem, then
their differcaicc^,

U =Vi-V2
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satisfies Laplace’s equation (1) in E, and the condition

+ feC7 = 0

on S. Since XJ is harmonic and has continuous derivatives

of the first order m R + S, we have shown that U must be

constant throughout R + S. Moreover, if p = 0 at any point

of S, so that U vanishes there, then U — 0 throughout R + S.

We therefore have the following uniqueness theorem for

problems in potential or steady temperatures, and other prob-

lems in which the differential equation is that of Laplace or

Poisson.

Theorem 4. Let the Junction F(a;, y, z) he required to satisfy

these conditions of regularity: (a) it is continuous^ together with

its partial derivatives of the first order, in the region R + S; and

(6) its derivatives dW/dx"^, dW/dy^, and d-V/dz- are continuous

functions in R, Then if V is a solution of the boundary value

problem (5)- (6), it is the only possible solution satisfying the

conditions of regularity, except for an arbitrary additive constant.

If, in condition (6), p = 0 at any point of S, then the additive

constant is zero and the solution is unique.

It is possible to show that this th(M)rein also ai)plics when R
is the infinite region outside th(^ cIosckI surface S, provided V
satisfies the additional rcciuirement that the absolute values of

”

dz

shall be bounded for all p greater than soinc^ fixed number,
where p is the distance from the point {x, y, z) to any fixed point.*

Since V is required to approacli zero as p l)(H*.()in(\s infinite, the

additive constant in this case is always zero. But note that even
here aS is a closed surface, so that this (‘xtcuision of our unique-

ness theorem docs not apply, for iustanc-e, to tlu^ infinite region

between two planes or the infinito region inside a cylinder.

The regularity requirement (a) in Theorem 4 is quite severe.

It will not be satisfied, for instance, in probkuns in which V
is prescribed on the boundary as a discontinuous function, or as a
function with a discontinuous derivative of the first order.

* For the proof, see Ref. 1.
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For problems in which V is prescribed on the entire boundary
S [that is, p = 0 in condition (6)] of the finite region J?, it is

possible to relax the conditions of regularity so as to require

only the continuity of V itself in R + S. The derivatives of the

first and second order are only required to be continuous in R.

This follows directly from a remarkable theorem in potential

theory: that if a function is harmonic inR S, and not constant,

its maximum and minimum values will be assumed at points on
Sj never in R.* But this uniqueness theorem is limited in its

applications to boundary value problems, because it does not

permit such a condition fxs dV/dn = 0 on any part of S, a condi-

tion which is often present or implied in the problem. This will

be illustrated in the example to follow.

69. An Application. To illustrate the use of the theorem in

the preceding section, consider the problem, in Sec. 49, of deter-

mining the steady temperature u{Xj y) in a rectangular plate

with three edges kept at temperature zero and with an assigned

temperature distribution on, the fourth. The faces of the plate

are kept insulated. For the purpose of illustration it will be

sufficient to consider here only the case of the square plate with

edge TT units long. Wo also observe that as long as duldn = 0

on the faces, the thickness of the plate does not affect the problem.

We may as well consider this as a problem in the potential

V{x, y) in the finite region R bounded by the planes a: = 0,

rr = TT, 7/ = 0, ?y = tt, and any two planes z = Zi, z = z^. Then
our boundary value problem can be written

(1)
dW dW_
dx^ dy'^

(2) r(0, y) = 0
, y) = 0,

(3) y(x, 0) = m, o'11

and of course, dV/dz = 0 on z ~ Z\ and z = z^.

The giv(ui function /(x) will l)e recpiired hero to be continuous,

together with its first derivative, in the intcM’val (0, tt). It is

also sup[)oscd that/"(x) is sectionally continuous in that interval;

and finally, we require /(a;) to satisfy the conditions

/(o) = /W = 0 .

* The proofs of these tliooronis will he found (piite interesting, and not

difficult to follow. Ihifs. 1 and 2.
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Then, according to our theory of Fourier series, the sine series

for Six),
ao _

(4
) 2

I jo ’

converges uniformly, and so does the cosine series for f'(x),
00

(5) nbn cos nx,

obtained by differentiating the sine series termwise. In demon-
strating the uniform convergence of the Fourier series in Sec. 38,

however, we proved that the series of the constants \/a“ + K
converges. In the case of series (5), in which the sine coefficients

are zero and the cosine coefficients are n6„, this means that the
series

is convergent. Since the absolute values of the terms of the
series

00

(6) nbn sin nx
r

are not greater than \nbn\f it follows from the Weierstrass test

that the series (6) also converges uniformly.

In addition to the conditions (1) to (3), let the unknown
function V{Xj y) be required to satisfy the regularity conditions

(a) and (6) of Theorem 4, That is, V, dV/dx, and dV/dy must
be continuous in the closed region O^rc^Tr, while

dWJdx^ and dW/dy^ are required to be continuous at all interior

points of the region. We shall call this a complete statement

of the problem of determining the function V(Xy y). For accord-
ing to Theorem 4, this problem cannot have more than one
solution, and we shall now prove that it does have a solution.

The series derived in Sec. 49 as the formal solution of our
problem can be written here as

sinh n(x — y)

sinh nir
sin nx.(7)
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Let us show that this represents a function y) which satis-

fies all the requirements made upon V in the complete statement

of our problem, so that V = ^ (a;, y) is the unique solution of that

problem.

To examine the uniform convergence of series (7), let us

first show that the sequence of the functions

/ON sinh n(T - y)

sinh rnr
^

which appear as factors in the terms of that series, is mono-
tone nonincreasing as n increases, for every y in the interval

0 ^ y ^ T, This is evident when y = 0 and y = t. It is true

when 0 < y < Tj provided that the function

T{t) = sinh bt

sinh at

always decreases in value as t grows, when t > 0 and a > 6 > 0.

Now

2T'{t) sinh^ at

= 21) sinh at cosh bt — 2a sinh ht cosh at

= —(a — h) sinh (a + h)t + (a + h) sinh (a — b)t

[sinh (a h)t _ sinh (a — b)f\

a-b
= -(a^ -

L u + 6

= -(«•= - h-) 2 [(« + 6)2" - (a - by-]
^2n+-l

{2n+l)\

The terms of this series arc positive, so that

r(o < 0,

and T(t) decreases as t increases. Therefore functions (8) never

increase as n grows.

Likewise the functions

(9)
cosh n{Tr — y)

sinh /iTT
(0 g 2/ ^ tt)

never increase in value when n grows; because the squares of

these functions can be written as the sum

sinh^ n{Tr — y)

sinh^ nir ’
(10)

sinh'-^ nir
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and as n grows the jSrst term of the sum clearly decreases, while

the second was just shown to be nonincreasing.

Functions (8) are clearly positive and not greater than unity

for all values of y and n involved. Functions (9) are also uni-

formly bounded; this is evident from the expression (10) for

their squares.

Therefore the sequence of functions (8), or of functions (9),

can be used in our form of Abel’s test for uniform convergence.

So, from the uniform convergence of the sine and cosine series

(4), (5), and (6), when 0 ^ rr ^ tt, we conclude not only that

our series (7) converges uniformly with respect to x, y in the

region 0 ^ 2/^ ’t, but also that this uniform con-

vergence holds true for the series

, sinh n(T — y)

sfahnV-

obtained by differentiating series (7) with respect to x, and for

the series
00

-2 Ylhn
cosh n(7r — 2/)

sinh UTT
sm nXj

obtained by differentiating series (7) with respect to y.

Consequently series (7) converges to a function \p{x, y) which,

together with its partial derivatives of the first order, is con-

tinuous in the closed region 0^2/ = ^* The func-

tion
\l/

clearly satisfies boundary conditions (2) and (3).

When differentiated twice with respect to either x or y, the

terms of series (7) have absolute values not greater than the

numbers

( 11 ) n'^\hn\
sinh n{7r — 2/ 0)

sinh rnr

for all X and y in the region 0 ^ rr ^ tt, 2/0 ^ 2/ = ^7 where 2/0 is

any positive number less than x. Since the series of the constants

(11) converges, the series of the second derivatives of the terms

of series (7) converges uniformly in the region specified. Hence
series (7) can be differentiated termwise in this respect whenever

0 < y < T] also the derivatives d^fdx^, dhf/ldy^ are continuous

whenever 0<2/^7r.
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Thus yp{Xj y) satisfies the regularity conditions. It only

remains to note that it satisfies Laplace's equation (1) in R.

This is true because the terms of series (7) satisfy that equation,

and series (7) is termwise differentiable twice with respect to x

and to y in so that Theorem 2, Chap. I, applies.

The only solution of our completely stated problem is therefore

7 =
00

sinh n(7r -- y)

sinh rnr
sin nx.

In particular, note that we have shown that our complete

problem, which includes the condition that dV/dz = 0 on the

boundaries z = Zi and z = z^, has no solution which varies with z.

In the formal treatment of the problem given earlier, the absence

of the variable z was regarded as physically evident. In the

present section we have omitted the term dW/dz^ in Laplace's

equation, and at other times have neglected writing the variable

z, only as a matter of convenience.

PROBLEMS

1. Show that the formal solution found in Sec. 49 can be completely

established as one possible solution of the boundary value problem

written there, provided the function /(x) is sectionally continuous in the

interval (0, a) and has one-sided derivatives there, aiid/(a;) is defined to

have the value {fix + 0) + fix - 0)]/2 at each point x of discontinuity

(0 <0; < a).

2. Make a comidcte statement of the boundary value problem for the

steady temperatures in a square plate with insulated faces, if the edges

X = 0, X = TT, and y = 0 arc insulated, and the edge //
= tt is kept at

the temperature u = fix). Assume that fix) is continuous when

0 ^x St, and that /'(()) = /'(tt) = 0. Show that your problem has

the unique solution

cosh ny

cosh tlT
(U)S 'llX

2 r= -

Jo
fix) cos nx dx

3. Establish the result found in Proh. 5, Sec. 49, as a solution (but

not as the t)idy |)()ssil)l(i one) of the boundary value ])roblem, when the

function /(a:) there is r(‘presented by its Fourier sine scries.

4. In Prob. 8, Sec. 58, let the infinite cylinder be replaced by a finite

cylinder bounded by the surfaces r — z = Z\, z = on the last two

of which dV/dz = 0. Also let the periodic function fip) have a con-
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tinuous second derivative. Then show that the result found there is

actually a solution, and that it is the only possible solution of the

problem satisfying our conditions of regularity.

REFERENCES
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CHAPTER VIII

BESSEL FUNCTIONS AND APPLICATIONS

60. Derivation of the Functions Jn(x). Any solution of the

differential equation

known as BesseVs equation^ is called a Besselfunction or cylindrical

function. It will be shown later on how this equation arises

in the process of obtaining particular solutions of the partial

differential equations of physics, written in cylindrical coordi-

nates. We shall let the parameter n be any real number.

A particular solution of Bessers equation in the form of a

power series multiplied by where p is not necessarily an integer,

can always be found. Let a-o be the coefficient of the first non-

vanishing term in such a series, so that ao 9^ 0. Then our pro-

posed solution has the form

00 00

(2) 2/ = X = X
/Tb jTo

If the seri(‘s hovo can Ix^ differenl.ialed termwise, twice, the

coefficients (ij can b(^ d(‘t-(n’mined so that the series is a solution

of equation (1). For upon diffcuHnitiating and substituting in

equation (1), wo obl.ain the eciuatioii

X +j — + (V + J) + = 0.

i = 0

Dividing through iiy and (r()ll(‘(‘.ting th(^ coefficients of the

powers of x, we can write the ecpiation in the form

(p2 — n^)ao + [{p + 1)- - 7L^]aix

+ X 1 [(P + jy - = 0.

j^2
143
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This is to be an identity in x, so that the coefficient of each

power of X must vanish. The constant term vanishes only if

p = ±n. The second term vanishes if ai = 0; and the coeffi-

cients of the second and higher powers of x all vanish if

[(p + jy - «“]% + a;-_s = 0 O' = 2, 3,
• •

• );

that iSj if

{jp -n + j)(p + n +i)a,- = -a^2 (j = 2, 3,
• •

• )•

This is a recursion formula for a,-, giving each coefficient in

terms of one appearing earlier in the series.

Let us make the choice

p = n,

so that the recursion formula becomes

(3) j(2n + i)a,- = -aj_2 {j = 2,3, • •

Since ai = 0, it follows that as = 0; hence = 0, etc.; that is,

(4) asfc-i = 0 (fc = 1, 2,
• •

provided n is such that 2n -hi 0 in formula (3). But even

if 2n + j does vanish for some integer j, coefficients (4) still

satisfy formula (3). Since this is all that is required to find a

solution, we can take all the coefficients a2k-i as zero regardless

of the value of n.

Replacing j by 2j in formula (3), we can write

^23 = 22j(n + j)
2,

• •
• )?

provided n is not a negative integer. Replacing j by j — 1 here,

we have

~ 2^0'- l)(n+j - 1)

so that

{-ly

Continuing in this manner, it follows that

a^j = (“ l)^0D23-2fc/[2^y(j — 1)
• •

• (j — k 1)

(n +j)(n +j - 1) •
•

• (n+j - lc+ 1)];
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SO that when k = j, we have the formula for ag/ in terms of ao:

( — 1 ) .

“
22y’!(n + j)(n + y - l) • •

• (n + l)

The coefficient ao is left as an arbitrary constant. Let its

value be assigned as follows:

1

2»r(n + 1)'

Recalling that the Gamma function has the factorial property

kV{k) = r(fc + 1 ),

it follows that

(n + j)(n + j - 1)
• •

• (ti + 2)(?^ + l)r(n + 1)

= r(n + ^’ + 1).

Our formula for a2 ,* can therefore be written

(5) a2i = jTr(n + j + l)2"+-2»
‘

where j! = 1 if j = 0.

The function represented by series (2) with coefficients (4)
and (5) is called a Bessel function of the first kind of order n:

(6) j\r(n+j + 1)

_ r

2-T(n + l) L 2(2n + 2)

+ ^
2 • 4(2?i 2^{2n -|- 4)

The series in brackets is al)solutely convergent for all values
of x, according to the ratio test. It is a power series, so that
the termwise differentiation employed above is valid, and hence
function (6) is a solution of Bessers eciuation. Of course, when
n is not a positive integer, Jn{x) or its derivatives beyond a
certain order will not< exist at :r = 0, because of the factor

61. The Functions of Integral Orders. When n = 0, the
important case of the function of order zero is obtained:

Jo(^) = 1
x^

^ 22
.
42 22

.
42

.
022 +
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When n is a negative integer, the choice p = -n can be made
and the recursion formula (3) of the last section gives the coeffi-
cients just as before. If, in this case,

CLq

2”

r(-n + l)’

the solution of Bessel’s equation will be found to be

(1 ) 2 (-!)’•

_j!r(-n + j + 1)

Now if we define l/r(jj) to be zero when p = 0, 1, 2 • • •

fomula (6) of the last section can be used to define a function
J^{x) even when is a negative integer. For if n = -m wherem is a positive integer, that formula becomes

•f—

m

Summing with
written

(-1)^ A-’»+2?

respect to k, where k = -m + j, this can be

J-m(x) = (-1)* /gV
^(.k + m) !r(A + 1) ^2/

r
(A; + m)!r(/b + 1 )

= (-!)-

2

+A; + 1)

But the last series represents Jm(x); hence for functions of
integral order,

(2) J^(x) =
(ot = 1

,
2

, 3,

• •
• ).

According to solution (1) now, the function y = (— 1)V (x)and hence the function y = J„(x) is a solution of Bessel’s equa-
tion when n IS a negative integer; hence the function defined by
equcUton (6), <Sec. 60, is a solution for every real n.
When n is neither a positive nor a negative integer, nor zero, it

can be shown that the particular solution obtained byamng p - n IS not a constant times the solution Jnix)

;

hence
the general solution of Bessel’s equation in this case is

y ~ AtTn(x) -|- BJ^„(x},

where A and B are arbitrary constants.
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When n is an integer, the general solution of Bessel’s equation is

y = AJ„(x) + BYnix),

where F„(a:) is a Bessel function of the second kind of order n.
These functions will not be used here. For their derivation
and properties, as well as for a more extensive treatment of the
theory of Bessel functions of the first kind than we can give
here, the reader should consult the references at the end of this
chapter.

There are several other ways of defining the functions Jn{x).
When n is zero or a positive or negative integer, the generating
function exp [^xit — l/<)], is often used for this purpose. By
multiplying the two series

it can be seen that

(3) exp
I -

j) = 2
= Jq{x) + Ji(x)t +

+ J-\{x)t~^ -j- J^2(x)t~^ + * •
•

,

for all values of x and t except, t = 0. Hence Jn(x) can be defined
as the coefficicuits in this expansion. It, is on the basis of this

definition that tlu^ above choice of t.he constant ao was made.

PROBLEMS

1.

Prove til lit

J -iU)

2.

lV)ve that

3. Derive solution (1) when n is a ncfnative integer.

4. Carry out the derivation of formula (8).

6. Show that, for every n,
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62. Differentiation and Recursion Formulas. By differenti-

ating the series

it follows that

(2) 2 (-iy{n+2j)
+j + 1)\2)

00

= nJ^x) + a: 2(73(j
- l)!r(n +j + l)©

«+2j—

1

That is,

(3)

—— n ^X^ X^ (-1)*

klr{n + k + 2)

n+l+2fc

n(^) 3%In4-l(ir).

Similarly, if we write n + 2j = 2(n + j) — n in the sec-

ond member of equation (2), and replace r(n + j + 1) by
(n -|- j)T(n -h j), we obtain the relation

2:7' (a:) = —nJ„(x) + x

that is,

(4) xJ'„{x) = —nJ„(x) + xJ^i{x).

Elimination of Jn{x) between equations (3) and (4) gives the
formula

(^) = Jn—i{x^ 7n+i(x);

and the elimination of J'nix) between the same two equations
gives the formula

(6) J.ix) = J^^{x) -h Jn+x{x).

2 {-\y xy-
^_J\V{n+j)\2)

The recursion formula (6) gives the function Jn+\{x) of any order
in terms of the functions Jn(x) and Jn-i(x) of lower orders.

By multiplying equation (4) by x’'-\ and equation (3) by
we can write these formulas, respectively, as

d

^ [a:-»J„(a:)] = -x-^Jn+,(x).
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The following consequences of the above formulas should be

noted;

J'(rc) =

(7) rJoW dr = xJi(x),

PROBLEMS

1. Obtain formula (7) above.

2. Prove that

xV'J(x) = [n(n - 1) - x^]Jn(x) + xJn^:(x).

3. With the aid of Probs. 1 and 2, Sec. 61, prove that

4. When n is half an odd integer, show that Jn(x) can always be

written in closed form in terms of sin x, cos x, and powers of l/vT.

63. Integral Forms of Jn(x). Let us first recall that the Beta

function is defined by the formula

•B(^ + h J + i) = ^ Jo^
^ ^ ^ i > ""s)-

Let j be zero or a positive integer. Then

B(n + -j, i + i) = sin^” 6 cos (n > —
-j).

This function is given in terms of the Gamma function by the

formula

B j
r(n+i)rO’ + i)

r(^ + i + 1)
'

and as a consequence we shall be able to write the general

term of our series for Jn(x) in terms of trigonometric integrals.

Our formula for Jn{x) can be written

Jn(x)

Now
1

22y*!r(n+j + l)

"[ 2) ^2'^^'jlT{n+j + 1)
' j = u

i • f • I
• •

• 0 ~ 'g)r(^)

(2i)!r(n+i+l)r(i)
rp' + i) ^ B(n + h,j + -g)

(2j!)r(n + i + i)r(i) (2i)!r(i)r(n + i)
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Therefore

(1) Jnix) = 2 Jo
^ ^ de,

where

(2)

When n ^ 0, the series

(-1)

^ _ ix/2y
r(i)r(n + i)‘

3-0 (2i)!

^23 d C0S^^‘ 6

converges uniformly with respect to 0 in the interval (0, tt);

because the absolute values of its terms are not greater than the

corresponding terms of the convergent series

and the terms here are independent of d. The first series can

therefore be integrated termwise with respect to $ over the

interval (0, tt). In other words, the integral sign in formula

(1) can be written either before or after the summation sign.

Therefore,

sin^” 6

j=0

(-lym (x cos dd.

Since the series in the integrand represents cos {x cos 0),

(3) Jn{x) = Cn sin^** 6 cos {x cos d) dB,

where is defined by formula (2).

Formula (3) gives one of LommeVs integral forms of Jn(x).

Although the above derivation holds only for n ^ 0, form (3)

is valid when n > —i. This can be shown by writing the first

term in series (1) separately and integrating the remaining terms

by parts to obtain the equation

Jn(x) = C. sin2^ e dd

- 1

(2j) ! 2n + 1 I"gij^27»+2 0 cos^^’""2 6 dd
1
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if n > — Here again the second integral sign can be written

before the summation sign, and the series in the integrand can

be seen to represent the function

sin2^+i 6 d (cos (x cos g) — 1

2n + 1 dd\ cos 6

The details here are left to the reader. Integrating this by
parts and adding the first integral in brackets gives formula (3)

for n > — Y-

When n = 0, formula (3) becomes

1 C"
Jo(x) = -

I
cos {z cos 6) dd,

“TT Jo

When n = 0, 1, 2,
* •

•
,
the following integral form is valid:

1

(4) Jn{x) ” “
Jq

^ = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

This is known as BesseVs integral form. By writing the integrand

as

cos nQ cos {x sin 6) + sin JiB sin {x sin 0),

it can be scon that formula (4) reduces to

1 T’"
(5) Jn{x) = - I cos nd cos {x sin 9) d6 if n = 0, 2, 4,

• • * :

TT Jo

(6) Jn{x) if n = 1, 3, 5,
•

•
.

These forms can be obtained from formula (3), Sec. 61. By
substituting t — in ibat formula, wo find that

(7) cos {z sill 0) + i sin {x sin 9)
eo 00

= Jh(x) + 2 ^ J-iJx) cos 2ne + 2i V sin (2n — l)fi.

71 = 1 n = 1

Equating real parts and imaginary parts separately here, and
multiplying the resulting equations by sin n9 or cos n9 and
integrating, using the orthogonality of these functions in the

interval 0 < ^ < tt, we get formulas (5) and (6). Formula (4)

follows by the addition of the right-hand members of formulas (5)

and (6). The details are left for the problems.
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From formula (4) the important property of boundedness

|/»(a:)l g 1 (n = 0
, 1, 2,

• •
• ),

follows at once. It also follows from the same formula that

each derivative of Jn{x) is hounded for all x:

(n = 0, 1, 2,
* •

•
;

= 1, 2,
• *

• ).

According to formula (5),

2n(3j) = a2n (u = 1, 2,
* * *

where denotes the coeflS.cients in the Fourier cosine series,

with respect to 0, of the function cos (x sin 6). Similarly if hn

denotes the coefficients in the Fourier sine series of the function

sin {x sin 6), formula (6) shows that

2n—1(^) ~ &2n— 1 (u =1,2, ’ ’ *

Since the Fourier coefficients of every bounded integrable

function tend to zero as n tends to infinity, it follows that for

every x the Bessel functions of integral orders have the property

lim Jn{x) = 0.
n—^ 00

As to the behavior of the functions Jn{x) for large values of x, it

can be shown that

(8) lim Jn{x) = 0 (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).
X—^ «o

The proof is left to the problems.

PROBLEMS

1. Use the Lommel integral form of Jn{x) to prove that

2. Prove in different ways that

= (-l)«J„(x) (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ),

and hence that J„(x) is an even or odd function of x according as n is an
even or odd integer. Also deduce that

J2n-l(0) = 0 (n - 1, 2,
. . .
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3. Prove in different ways that

/o(0) = 1.

4. Obtain formula (7) above by the method indicated there, and

follow the process outlined to derive Bessel’s integral forms (5) and (6),

and thence (4).

6.

Deduce from formula (5) that

TT

2 ^2
I

cos 2nd cos (x sin d) dd (7^ = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

Jo

6. Deduce from formula (6) that

J 27i^l(x)

2

TT
sin (2n — 1)0 sin (x sin 0) dd (n 1

,
2

,

• •
• ).

7.

Write the integral in Prob. 5 as the sum of the integrals over the

intervals (0, 7r/2 — rj) and (7r/2 — tj, x/2), where 77 > 0, and thus show

that

1 P2 cos 2n0

5 jo
cos d

cos (x* sin 0) d(x sin 0) V-

By integration by parts, show that the absolute value of the integral

appearing here is not greater than a positive number M,,, independent

of X. Hence, given any small positive number e, by first selecting rj

sufficiently small and then x large, show that

|/2»(x)| < € when X > Xq.

This establishes formula (S) wlien n = 0, 2, 4,
• •

•
,
there.

8. Apply the procedure of Prob. 7 to the formula in Prob. 6, and thus

complete the proof of formula (8).

9. Note that the functions cos {x sin 0) and sin {x sin 0), of the vari-

able 0, satisfy the conditions in our theorem in Sec. 38; also, since they

are even and odd functions, respectively, the series of absolute values

of their P^ourier coefficients converges. Deduce that the series

eo

n=0

is absolutely convergent for every x,

64. The Zeros of Jn(x). The following theorem gives further

information of importance in the applications of Bessel functions

to boundary value problems.
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Theorem 1. For any given real n the equation Jn{x) = 0 has an
infinite number of real positive roots Xi, 0:2 ,

* •
•

,

• •
•

,

which become infinite with m.

This will first be proved when —i < n ^ The proof for

every real n will then follow from Rollers theorem. For if

Jn{x) vanishes when x — and x ~ 0:2 ,
for any real n, then so

do x'^Jnix) and x'^Jn(x), and hence their derivatives vanish

at least once between xi and X2. But it was shown in Sec. 62 that

these derivatives are x^Jn^i(x) and —x’~'^Jn+i(x)j respectively.

Therefore between two zeros of Jn(x) there is at least one

zero of Jn-i(rr), and one of Jn^i(x). So if there is an infinite

number of zeros of Jn(x) when —| < n ^ the same is true

when n is diminished or increased by unity, and repetitions of

the argument show the same for any real n.

For the proof when — < n ^ we shall use the Lommel
formula derived in the last section; namely,

^ , (x/2)^ r-
( 1 )

Jn{x) - sm2« e cos (x cos d) de.

Now suppose that x is confined to the alternate intervals of

length 7r/2 on. the positive axis; that is,

X = mir -T

where m = 0, 1, 2,
* •

•
,
and 0 ^ ^ ^ 1. Also let a new

variable of integration X, whore

cos B =
2x '

be introduced into the integral in formula (1). Then the

integral becomes
23:

TT r TT cos (7rX/2) dX

2J [1 - (7rX/2a:)

and except for a factor which is always positive, this can be
written

(2) X
COS (7rX/2) dX

[(2m + ty^ — X‘]“”+^
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The sign of Jn{x) is therefore the same as the sign of integral
(2)

. That integral can be broken up into this sum of integrals:

(3) —Ii + ^2 — + * •
* + (—

where

r2j cos (7rX/2) d\
(3 = 1, 2,

Hr,

2 [(2m + ty - X*]-“+i

cos (xX/2) dX
r/rfc..

2m

,
m),

= (-!)” r
J2n [(2m + ty —

Now let Ii be broken up into the sum of two integrals, one

over the interval (2j — 2, 2j
—

1) and the other over the interval

(2j — 1, 2j). By substituting a new variable of integration /x

into these integrals, where

in the first, and

X - 2i - 1 - M

X = 2i - 1 + M

in the second, it will be found that

/, = sin ^ df,,

where

Fiin) = [(2m + ty - (2j
- 1 + fj^yy-^

~ [(2m + ty - {2j
- 1 « fj^yy-K

Since n —
-J- ^ 0, the function Fj(m) is never negative. By

letting j assume continuous values and differentiating Fj(m) with

respect to j, we find that this function always increases in value

with j.

The intc^gral Ij is therefore a positive increasing function of j]

that is,

0 ^ /l ^ /2 = • •
* ^ Im-

Furthermore //,„ is not negative; because the numerator

cos (t\/2)

in the integral there can be written as (
— 1)"‘ cos (7rjLi/2) when

X = 2m + M, and cos {t/jl/2) is positive.
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Now the sum (3) can be written

(
— + (Im — /m-l) + (Im~2 — Im^z) +***],

where the final term in the brackets is(J2 — /i)ifmis even, and

7x if m is odd. The quantity in the brackets is therefore positive,

and consequently the sign of Jn{mir +'jrt/2) is that of (— I)”";

that is

Jn(^Tr +5^^ >0 if m = 0, 2, 4,
• •

•
,

<0 if m = 1, 3, 5,
• •

•
.

Since Jn{x) is a continuous function of x, its graph therefore

crosses the a;-axis between x = irf2 and x = t, and again between
X = 37r/2 and x = 2tj and so on, when g- < n ^ I-. That is,

Jn(x) vanishes at an infinite number of points x = xi^ X2 ,

*
*

*
,

where Xm tends to infinity with m. The theorem is therefore

proved.

Fig. 9.

It follows at once from Rollers theorem that the equation

J'n(x) = 0

also has an infinite number of positive roots x'^ {m = 1, 2,
* •

•
),

and x'^ tends to infinity with m.

It should be observed that whenever Xm is a zero of Jn(a:), the

number —Xm is also a zero. This is true for any n, as is evident

from our series for Jn(a;), Sec. 60.

The difference between successive roots of Jn(x) = 0 can be
shown to approach tt as the roots become larger.

Tables of numerical values of and of the zeros of these

functions, will be found in the references at the end of this

chapter.* We list below the values, correct to four significant

* See Refs. 1, 3, and 4.
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iigures, of the first five zeros of Jq(x)j and the corresponding

values of Ji(x).

JoC'JCto) — 0

m 1 2 3 4 5

Xm 2.405

0.5191

5.520
- 0.3403

8.654

0.2715

11.79
- 0.2325

14.93

0.2065

The graphs of the functions J‘o(x) and Ji{x) are shown in

Fig. 9.

PROBLEMS

1 . Draw the graph of J^{x). (See Prob. 2, Sec. 61.)

2. Draw the graph of (See Prob. 1, Sec. 61.)

3. Draw the graph of J^{x) by composition of ordinates, using recur-

sion formula (6), Sec. 62, and the graphs of Jq{x) and Ji{x).

66. The Orthogonality of Bessel Functions. Since Jn{r) satis-

fies BessePs equation, we can write

rV;'(r) + rj;(r) (r^ - n^)Jn{r) = 0.

Substituting the new variable x, where r = \x and X is a constant,

it follows that

:

dx-2
Jn(Xa:) + ^ ^- J-nO^x) 4- (X“a;2 — n-)Jn{Xx) = 0;

that is, Jn{Xx) satisfies BessePs equation in the form

( 1 )
dx

X ~ + (\^x - J„(Xx) = 0.

For each fixed n this form is a special case of the Sturm-Liou-
ville equation

with the parametei- written as instead of X (Sec. 24). The
function r(x) = x here; hence it vanishes vhen x = 0. It

follows from Theorem 3, Sec. 25, that those solutions of equation

(1) in an interval 0 < x < c, which satisfy the boundary condition

«/n(Xc) = 0,
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form an orthogonal set of functions on that interval, with

respect to the weight function p{x) = x. It will be observed

that in this case q{x) = —n^lx^ so it is discontinuous when
X = Oj unless n = 0; but this does not affect the proof of the

theorem.

Now Jn(kx) is a solution of equation (1), and it was shown in

the last section that JnO^c) = 0 U \c = xj (i = 1, 2,
• •

• ),

where Xj are the positive zeros, infinite in number, of Jn{x). Let

Xj denote the corresponding values of X, so that

Then the functions JnO^jx) (j = 1, 2,
• •

• )? are orthogonal

provided their derivatives J^(Xjx) are continuous. This is

true except possibly at rc = 0, and if ti ^ 0 an inspection of the

series for Jn shows that xJ^O^jx) vanishes at a: = 0, which is all

that is necessary in the theorem. The result can be stated as

follows

:

Theorem 2. Let X, (j = 1, 2,
• *

•
) 6e the positive roots of the

equation

(2) J„(Xc) = 0,

where n is fixed and n ^ 0. Then the functions Jni'hix), Jn(h2x)j
•

• form an orthogonal set in the interval (0, c) with respect to the

weight function x; that is,

(3) r xJn(h.jx)Jn(kjcx) dx = 0 if h 7^ j.

No new functions of the set an^ obtained by using the negative

roots of equation (2), for an inspection of the scries for Jn shows

that

Jn( — X/a;) = {
— \y^Jn(\jx),

It should be carefully noted that n is the same for all functions

of the set; hence an infinite number of sets has been determined

here, one for each n (n ^ 0).

Another boundary condition at x = c which gives still other

orthogonal systems can be seen by examining the proof of the

above theorem. For any two distinct real values X/ and \h of

the parameter X, the functions Jn{\x) and JrA^kX) satisfy
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equation (1 )

;

hence

A
dx

A
dx

X ^ JnCXfcO:)

+

+

{\^jX -^ JnQ^jX) = 0,

(\^X - = 0 .

Multiplying the first of these equations by Jn(\kx) and the

second by JnO^jx), then subtracting and integrating, we find that

(X| - XI) r xJni^jX'^Jn^X/jiC) dec

“ ^ 7i(Xjir) Jn(X^3!/) xJn^Xfcic) «/'n(Xj33)^ dXm

When n ^ 0, both terms in the brackets in the last expression

vanish when x = 0; hence

(4) (X? - X|) xJn0^2x)Jn(\kX) dx

= cX^tAn(XjC)t/,j(X^c) cXjvrn(XA;C)*7*,j(XjC),

where /^(Xc) denotes the value of (d/dr)Jn{r) when r = Xc.

Since Xf — X| 5=^ 0, the orthogonality (3) exists whenever the

right-hand member of equation (4) vanishes. This will be the

case when X,* and \k are two distinct values of X which satisfy

the equation

(5) XcJ'(Xc) = -hJnCKc),

where h is any (constant, including zero. The result can be

written thus:

Theorem 3. For ariy fixed n {n ^ 0), the functions JnO^jx)

(j = 2,
• •

•
) foi'm an orthogonal set in the interval (0, c)

with resycct to the weight function x, when Xj are the non-negative

roots of equation (5).

Here again, for (W(uy root X/ there is a root •— Xj. This can be

seen by writing ecpiation (5) in the form

(6) {n + h)Jrf\c) — Xc/n+i(Xc) = 0.

Conse(|uently the negative roots introduce no new characteristic

functions. The details here can be left to the problems.

If n -h A ^ 0, equation (6) has no purely imaginary roots.

This is easily seen by examining our series for Jn(x). From now
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on let us assume thnt A ^ 0, as is usually the case in the applica-

tions; then n + h ^ 0.

Similarly, equation (2) has no purely imaginary roots.

Now equation (5) can be written

(7) c^ [J„(Xa:)] hJni\x) = 0 when x = c (A S 0);

hence it is a boundary condition of the type introduced earlier.

It involves a linear combination of the dependent variable in

Bessel’s equation and the derivative of that variable.

Consider the Sturm-Liouville problem, consisting of Bessel’s
equation (1) and either one of the boundary conditions (2) or
(7). A boundary condition at a: = 0 is not involved because
the function r(x) in the general Sturm-Liouville equation is the
independent variable x in this case, and it vanishes at a; = 0.

The characteristic functions here, Jn(X,a;), are continuous in the
interval (0, c), since n ^ 0. Likewise for their first ordered
derivatives, except possibly at the point a; = 0; but the product
x(d/dx) Jn(ljx) is continuous and vanishes at the point a: = 0,
which is all that matters. Finally, note that the function p(x)
is also X itself here, and therefore it does not change sign in the
interval (0, c). Hence according to Theorem 4, Sec. 25, tho
characteristic numbers X| are all real.

According to equation (6), X = 0 is a root of equation (5) only
if either Jn{0) = 0 or ra -|- A = 0. In the first case the char-
acteristic function JniXx) vanishes, so that the root X = 0 can
contribute a characteristic function only if n = A = 0. A root
X = 0 of equation (2) can never contribute a characteristic!
function.

We state our results as follows:

Theorem 4. When n. ^ 0 and A ^ 0, cquationn (2) a/id (5)
have only real roots X;. For either equation we use only the non-
negative roots, since no new characteristic functions correspond, to
the negative roots. The root \ = 0 is used only in the case of
equation (5) with n = h = 0.

PROBLEMS
1. Derive form (6) of equation (5).

2. Prove that when X,- is any root of equation (6), is also a root
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66. The Orthonormal Functions. It can be shown that, when
n § 0, the function Jn{x) is, except for a constant factor, the only

solution of BesseFs equation that is bounded at a: = 0. Hence
it follows from the results of the last section that the functions

Jn(\x)(j= 1, 2,
• •

•

) represent all the characteristic functions

of the Sturm-Liouville problem involved there, on the interval

(0, c). We can therefore anticipate an expansion of an arbitrary

function in series of the functions of this set.

It should be observed that the orthogonality here with respect

to the weight function x is the same as the ordinary orthogonality

of the set of functions

O' = 1, 2,
• •

• )

Let us now find the value of the norm,

Nnj = x[Jn(\jX)]^ dX,

of the functions Jn(\’X) ;
these functions can then be normalized

by multiplying them by the factors

If we multiply the terms in BesseFs equation,

by the factor {2xd/dx)Jn(}^x), we can write the equation as

+ (XV - n’) I [J.Ml" - 0.

Integrating, and using integration by parts in the second term, we
find that

Since

rJ'nir)

it follows that

_o

= nJn(r) — rJn+i{r)j

2X^
Jo^

a:[Jn(Xx)]^ dx

= [{7i/„(Xa:) - XxJ„+,(Xa;)r'‘ (XV - n*) { J„(Xx)}“]“;
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or, since n ^ 0,

(1) x[J,,(\x)Ydx = ^ {[/„(Xc)]i* + [J-^i(Xc)]2}

TIC
«^n(Xc)t77i^l(Xc),

Hence, when X,- represenU the roots of the equation J„(Xc) = 0,

(2) a;[J’»(X,-a:)]sda: = [/»+i(X,-c)]2 {j = 1
^
2

,

When X,- represents the roots of equation (5), Sec. 65, we have
seen that

^

X,‘C/n+l(X,c) = (n + h)Jn(\jC)j

and hence formula (1) reduces to

(3)
J]'

ix . - "•
[/.(x,.)l.

0 - 1
,
2

,

•

The normalized functions <pniix) can now be written

V’nXx) =
fn(XjX)

O' = 1, 2, ),

where the norms iV„,- are given for the two types of boundary
conditions by equations (2) and (3). The set of functions
{(Pn,-(x)! IS orthonormal in the interval (0, c) with a: as a weight
function; that is, for each fixed n (n ^ 0),

xipni{x)<pr,i,{x) dx = 0 U j ^ k,

= 1 ifj = k
(i, A = 1, 2,

• •
• ).

67. Fourier-Bessel Expansions of Functions. Let c„; be the
Fourier constants of a function /(x) with respect to the functions
<Pni(x) of our orthonormal set, where /(x) is defined in the interval
(0, c). Then

<^ni = X<pn;(x')f{x) dx

0 = 1
,
2

,

• •
• ),
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and the generalized Fourier series corresponding to f(x) can be

written here as

C.i<Pni(x) = 2
when n ^ 0, and 0 < a: < c.

In view of the formulas given in the last section for iVn;, this

series can be written

(1) X in ^ 0),

where the coefficients Aj are defined as follows:

when Xi, X 2 ,

* *
• are the positive roots, in ascending order of

magnitude, of the equation

(3) Jn(Xc) = 0;

but

2x?
“ (X?c* + Jo

when Xi, X 2 ,

• • * arc the positive roots of the equation

(5) XcJ'(Xc) + hJnO^c) =0 (h 't: Oj n 0),

However, in the special case where h = n = 0, Xi is to be taken

as zero, and the first term of the scries is the constant

It can be shown that, when 0 < a: < c, the series here does

converge to f{x) under the conditions given earlier for the repre-

sentation of this function by its Fourier series. Let us state one

such theorem here explicitly, and accept it without proof for the

purposes of the present volume.*

Theorem 6. Let f{x) he any function defined in the interval

(0, c), such that \/x f{x) dx is absolutely convergent. Then at

each point x {0 < x < c) which is interior to an interval in which

* A proof, using contour integrals in the complex plane, will be found in

Ref. 1.
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Six) is of hounded variation, series (1) converges to

+ 0) +/(a; - 0)];

that is,
00

C^) i f/(^ ”1“ ^)] ~ (0 <C a? <C c),

where the coefficients Aj are defined by equation (2) or (4), and

n^O.h^O.
The theorem holds true for the special case A = n — 0, men-

tioned above, if A i is defined by formula (6).

It can be shown that all conditions here on f{x) are satisfied

everywhere, so that formula (7) is true for every x (0 < x < c)

when f(x) and its derivative f{x) are sectionally continuous in the

interval (0, c). These conditions are narrower, but perhaps more

practical for us, than those stated in the theorem.

Expansion (7) is usually called the Fourier-Bessel expansion;

but when X/ represents the roots of equation (5), the expansion is

sometimes referred to as Dini^s,

Other expansion formulas in terms of the Bessel functions Jn

are known. There is, for instance, an integral representation

of an arbitrary function which corresponds to the Fourier

integral representation.

Suppose the interval J^O, c) is replaced by some interval (a, b)

in the Sturm-Liouville problem with Bessers equation, where

(a, h) does not contain the point x = 0. Then a boundary

condition is required at each end point x — a and x = h, and

the problem is no longer a singular case, but an ordinary special

case, of the Sturm-Liouville problem. Hence the expansion in

this case will be another one in series of Bessel functions; but

here the functions of the second kind may be involved together

with the functions

PROBLEMS

1. Expand the function f{x) = 1, when 0 < a; < c, in series of the

functions JqQ^jx), where Xy are the positive roots of the equation

/.M-o. An,. (0<.<c).

2. In the expansion of f{x) = 1 (0 < a; < c) in series of /o(Xyc),

where X,- are the non-negative roots of Jq(Kc) = 0, show that A,- = 0

when; = 2, 3,
• •

•
,
and Ai == 1.
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3. Expand the function f{x) = 1 when 0 < a: < 1, }{x) = 0 when
1 < a; < 2, /(I) = in series of Jo(Xix) where X,- are the roots of

/o(2X) = 0. Ans.
22 X,[J’i(2X,)]2

(0 < a: < 2).

3 = 1

4. Expand f{x) = x {0 < x < 1) in series oi Ji(Kjx), where X,- are the
positive roots of Ji(K) = 0. Also note the function represented by
the series in the interval — 1 < x ^0.

Ans, X — 2 2) (
— 1 < a; < 1).

j = i

68. Temperatures in an Infinite Cylinder. Let the convex sur-

face r = c of an infinitely long solid cylinder, or a finite cylinder

with insulated bases, be kept at temperature zero. If the
initial temperature is a function /(r), of distance from the axis

only, the temperature at any time t will be a function i).

This function is to be found.

The heat equation in cylindrical coordinates, and the boundary
conditions, are

/1 \ du = (d^u 1 du\ ^
(1) W = +
(2) u(c - 0,t) = 0 (t> 0),

(3) uir, +0) = f(r) (0 < r < c).

It will be supposed that/(r) and/'(r) are sectionally continuous
in the interval (0, c) and, for convenience, that /(r) is defined
to have the value ^[/(r + 0) d-/(r — 0)] at each point r where
it is discontinuous.

Particular solutions of eejuation (1) can be found by separation
of variables. The function u = R(r)7\t) is a solution, provided

that is, if

Since the member on the left is a function of t alone, and that
on the right is a function of r alone, they must be equal to a
constant; say, — X^. Hence we have the equations

r/i" +R' + = 0,

r + h\^T = 0 .
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The equation in E here is BessePs equation (Sec. 65), in which

n = 0. If the function RT is to satisfy the condition (2), then

E(r) must satisfy the condition

R{c) = 0.

According to Theorem 4, there are only real values of the param-

eter X in Bessel’s equation for which a solution exists and

satisfies this condition, and the positive values alone yield all

possible solutions. We are supposing that the function R{r)

and its derivative of the first order are continuous functions

when 0 ^ r ^ c. It can be shown that the second fundamental

solution, R = To(Xr), of BesseFs equation, or Bessel’s function

of the second kind, is infinite when r = 0. Therefore the only

functions Rif) which satisfy the required conditions are t7o(X,r),

where Xy are the positive roots of the equation

(4) /o(Xc) = 0.

The only particular solutions u = RT of the heat equation (1)

which satisfy the homogeneous boundary condition (2) are

therefore (except for a constant factor)

u = /oCXjr)^'"*^?^

where X/ are the positive roots of equation (4).

A series of these solutions,

(5) u{r, 0 = ^ AyJo(X/r')e~*^»%
y=i

will formally satisfy the heat equation (1) and the condition (2);

it will also satisfy the initial condition (3) provided the coefficients

Aj can be determined so that

/(>•) = J) A,Jo(V) (0 < r < c).

y=i

This is true, according to the Fourier-Bcssel expansion, if

Jo
(i = 1, 2,

• •
• ).

The formal solution of the boundary value problem is there-

fore represented by series (5) with coefficients (6), where Xj are

the positive roots of equation (4). That is, our solution can
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be written

0 = 1

2

JoiKr)

i = l X
I ry{r^)jQ(\f') dr'.

This result can be fully established as a solution of the boundary
value problem stated here, by following the method used in

Sec. 46. For it can be shown that the numbers l/[AjJJ(X,c)]

are bounded for all the roots X/.* Consequently the numbers
i4y/Xj are bounded for all j (j = 1, 2,

• -
• ), because f(r) and

Jo(Xjr) are bounded. Hence for each positive number to, the

absolute values of the terms of series (5) are less than the constant
terms

MX; exp
(
— kXfto)

for all r (0 ^ r ^ c) and all t (t ^ U), where M is a constant.

The series of these constant terms converges, since Xj*_fi — X,-

approaches t as j increases.

Series (5) therefore converges uniformly when t > 0, and so

the function u{r, t) represented by it is continuous with respect

to r when r = c. But u(c, t) is clearly zero; hence condition (2)

is satisfied.

Since the derivatives of Jo(\jr) arc also bounded, it follows

in just the same way that the differentiated series converge

uniformly when t > 0, and hence that result (5) satisfies the heat

equation (1).

Finally, owing to the convergence of series (5) when ^ = 0,

AbeFs test applies to show that u(rj +0) = u(rj 0), when
0 < 7* < c; hence the condition (3) is satisfied.

To determine conditions under which our solution is unique,

we should need information about the uniform convergence

of the Fourier-Besscil expansion. This matter is beyond the

scope of our introductory treatment.

PROBLEMS

1. Write the solution of the above problem when the initial tempera-

ture /(r) is a constant yl, and c = 1. Give the approximate numerical

values of the first few coofficients in the series.

Ans. u = 2y1[O.SO/o(2 4r)e-‘'-»*^ ~ ,53/o(5.5r)e-3«*^

+ .43Jo(8.6r)e-7f*ft* -•••].

* This can he seen, for instance, from the asymptotic formulas for \j and
J\{x) developed in Ref. 1.
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2. Over a long solid cylinder of radius 1 at temperature A throughout

is tightly fitted a long hollow cylinder of the same material, with thick-

ness 1 and temperature B throughout. The outer surface of the latter

is then kept at temperature B, ' Find the temperatures in the composite

cylinder of radius 2 so formed. This is a heat problem in shrunk fittings.

(Note that it becomes a case of the problem in this section when B is

subtracted from all temperatures.)
00

Ans. u{r, t) = B + ^
2

^2 X,[Ji(2X,)]^
where X,,

X 2,

* •
• are the positive roots of /o(2X) = 0.

3. Derive the formula for the potential in a cylindrical space bounded

by the surfaces r = c, z = 0, and z — when the first two surfaces are

kept at potential zero and the third at potential V = /(r).
00

Ans. 7(r, 2) = ^ A,Jo(X,r)(sinh X,-2;/sinh X,*6), where X/ are the
; = i

positive roots of equation (4), and the coefficients Aj are given by
equation (6).

4. Derive the formula for the steady temperatures ^(r, z) in the solid

cylinder bounded by the surfaces r = 1, 2: = 0, and s = 1, when the

first surface is kept at temperature = 0, the last at w = 1, and the

surface 2 = 0 is insulated.

69. Radiation at the Surface of the Cylinder. Let the surface

of the infinite cylinder of the last section, instead of being kept at

temperature zero, undergo heat transfer into surroundings at

temperature zero, according to Newton^s law. The flux of heat

through the surface r = c is then proportional to the temperature
of the surface; that is,

— jK^ — Eu when r = c,Hr ^

where K is the conductivity of the material in the cylinder and
E is the external conductivity, or emissivity. Lot us write

h = cE/K.

The boundary value problem for the temperature u{r, t) can
be written as follows:

(1 )

(2)

(3)

= hl— (Q <
dt r dr

)

du(c — 0
,

.

c
’ = -\u{c - 0, 0

u{r, +0) = /(r)

r < c, i > 0),

{t > 0),

(0 < r < c).
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The particular solution of equation (1) found before,

u =

will satisfy condition (2) provided X is any root X,- of the equation

d
c^jQ{\r) = —A/o(Xr) when r = c,

that is, of the equation

(4) Xc/o(Xo) = — 7iJo(Xc).

Hence the solution of the problem (l)-(3) can be written

(5) u(r, 0 = i)

where X,- are the positive roots of equation (4), and where, accord-

ing to Theorem 5,

ox?
""

(X?c2 + Jo
(3 = 1. 2,

• •
• )•

If h = 0^ then Xi = 0, and the fii’st term of the series in formula

(5) is the constant Ai, where

Ai = ^ rf(r) dr.

This is the case if the surface r = c is thermally insulated.

PROBLEMS

1. Find the steady temperatures w(r, z) in a solid cylinder bounded

by the surfaces r = 1, 2 = 0, and 2 = L if the first surface is insulated,

the second kept at temperature zero, and the last at temperature

u = f{r).

Arts, u = ^ f r'Jix') dr'
L JO

JojXjr) sinh (X,-2)

[7/o(X,)J‘-^ sinh CX,L)
r'/o(X,-r')/(rO dr\

where X2, X3, * *
• are the positive roots of Ji(X) = 0.

2. Find the steady temperatures in a semi-infinite cylinder bounded

by the surfaces r = 1 (2 ^ 0) and 2 = 0, if there is surface transfer of

heat at r = 1 into surroundings at temperature zero, and the base 2 = 0

is kept at temperature u — 1.
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3. Show that the answer to Prob. 1 reduces to = Az/L when f(r)

is a constant A.

70. The Vibration of a Circular Membrane. A membrane,

stretched over a fixed circular frame r = c in the plane z = 0,

is given an initial displacement z = /(r, (p) and released from

rest in that position. Its displacement z(r, (p, t)j where (r, v?, z)

are cylindrical coordinates, will be found as the continuous

solution of the following boundary value problem:

... - ^ - 2/^^ .1^ .

r dr ^ d<py’

(2) z(c, <p, t) = 0,

(3)
==

The function z = R(r)^(<p)T(t) satisfies equation (1) if

where — is any constant, according to the usual argument.

Hence T = cos (a\t) if the first of conditions (3) is to be satis-

fied. Also R and <i> must satisfy the equations

I (rm" + rR') + XV^ = -^ =

where is any constant, since the member on the left cannot

vary with either p or r.

Hence
^ = A cos p(p + B sin pp.

But z must be a periodic function of p with period 27r; hence

At = n (?i = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ). The equation in R then becomes
BessePs equation with the parameter X,

r^R'^ + rR' + (XV^ - n^)R = 0,

and so jR = Jn(Xr). The solution z = R^T will satisfy condi-

tion (2) if X is any of the roots Xn/ of the equation

(4) JniXc) =0 (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

Therefore if An; and Bn; are constants, the functions

Jn{Xnjr)(An; COS Up -{- J5„/ siu np) cos {aXnjt)
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are solutions of (1) which satisfy all but the last of conditions (3).

The function

(6) z{r, <p,t) .

00 00

” X X (Anj cos ncp + sin n^p) cos (aXnjt)

n=0 j=l

satisfies this last condition also, provided the coefficients are

such that

(6) f(r,<p)

=
I J

cos “I" B7;y«/7i(X7ijT)
Jj

sin

when —IT <(p^T, O^r^c.
For each fixed r, the right-hand member of equation (6) is the

Fourier series for /(r, ^), in the interval — tt < (p <Tr, provided

the coefficients of cos n<p and sin mp are the Fourier coefiScients;

that is, if

1 T’"
-

1 V?) (n = l,2, •
' ),

^ J--

L^_Jir,p)dp in = 0),

1 f""
-

1 /(^; sin up dp in =1,2, •
•

)•

But the left-hand member of (equation (7) is a series of Bessel

functions which must represent the function of r on the right when

0 ^ r ^ c. It is the Fouricr-Besscl expansion of that function,

provided

(9) Ani = —yr/"
7rC“[f/7t_|_j(X7iyC

(10) =

—

M

2 I
f*’

I
/(’; ‘p) COS n<p dip

AnMi Jo J-r
{n = 1,2, ),

2rcV.(Xo;C)P Jo .

Similarly, according to eciuation (8),

2 C"
(11) ^nj —

\
I
•> I

re(Xn//’) ci'l

TC^[Jn+l{XnjC)\- J() J_
f(r, ip) sisin npd(p.
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The displacement is therefore given by formula (5) when the

coefficients have the values given by equations (9), (10), and

(11), and \nj are the positive roots of equation (4), provided

series (5) has the necessary properties of convergence, differenti-

ability, and continuity.

PROBLEMS

1. Derive the formula for the displacement of the above membrane

if the initial displacement is /(r), a function of r only. Also show that

when/(r) = AJo(XAr), where X* is a root of /o(Xc) = 0, the displacement

of the membrane is periodic in time, so that the membrane gives a

musical note.

Ans. «)

=

1

2

«/o(X,r) cos {dKjt)

X'
r'Jo{\jr')f{r') dr', where X,-

are the positive roots of Jo(Xc) = 0.

2. Find the displacements in the above membrane if at i = 0 every

point within the boundary of the membrane has the velocity dz/dt == 1

in the position z = 0, This is the case if the membrane and its frame

are moving as a rigid body with unit velocity and the frame is suddenly

brought to rest.

Ans, zir, t) =

00

2 sin akjt

^^XfJx(X,c)
/o(X 3

r), where X,- are the positive

roots of /o(Xc) = 0.

3. Derive the following formula for the temperatures in a solid

cylinder with insulated bases, if the initial temperature is w = /(r, <p)j and

the surface r = c is kept at temperature zero:

u{r, 0 = X X '^n(}^njr)(An 3 cos rup + J5„,- sin

n=oy=i

where A™,- and Bnj have the values given by equations (9), (10), and

(11), and \ni are the positive roots of equation (4).

4. Derive the formula for the temperature i^(r, 2
,
t) in a solid cylinder

of radius c and altitude L whose entire surface is kept at temperature

zero and whose initial temperature is A, a constant. Show that the

formula can be written

uCr, Zj t) = Awi(0, t)u2{rj t)j

where Wi(z, t) is the temperature in a slab whose faces z = 0 and z = L
are kept at temperature = 0, and whose initial temperature is Wi = 1;

while 'W2 (r, t) is the temperature in an infinite cylinder whose surface
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r = c is kept at Wa = 0, and whose initial temperature is Ma = 1. That
is,

•r /N \ ^ •

5.

Derive the following formula for the temperatures in an infinitely

long right-angled cylindrical wedge bounded by the surface r = c and
the planes (p = 0 and <p

= 7r/2, when these three surfaces are kept at

temperature zero and the initial temperature is w = /(r, (p)

:

u{r, <p, t) = Xt AnjJ^nO^njr) siu (2n«^)e”
n = 1 j = 1

where X„,- are the positive roots of J^nO^c) = 0, and An/ are given by the

formula

TC\J2n+i(Xn/c)]^A«/ =
8
jT sin 2n<^ dtp rJ2n(Xnyr)/(r, <p) dr.

6. If the planes of the wedge in Prob. 5 are p — 0 and (p
— (po, show

that the formula for the temperature will in general involve Bessel

functions of nonintegral orders. Derive the formula for 'a(r, t) in

this case.

7. Solve Prob. 5 if the planes ^ = 0 and <p = 7r/2 are insulated,

instead of being kept at temperature zero. When f(r, <p) — 1, show
that your formula reduces to

^ 2 /o(X,r
~

c ^ X,Ji(X/-
M£L

where X/ are the positive roots of /o(Xo) = 0; thus u is independent of

the angle (p.

8. Solve Prob. 5 if all three surfaces r == c, (^ = 0, and (p = 7r/2, are

insulated instead of being kept at temperature zero.

9. Let u{r, t) be the temperature in a thin circular plate whose edge,

r = 1, is kept at tcm])cratnro w = 0, and whose initial temperature is

u = I, when there is surface heat transfer from the circular faces to

surroundings at temperature zero. The heat equation can then be

written

du 1 du ,
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where A is a positive constant. Derive the following formula for

w(r, t):

u =

00

2
; = 1

/o(X,r)

X,-/a(X,)

vhere Xj are the positive roots of Jo(X) = 0.

10.

Solve Prob. 9 if there is also surface heat transfer at the edge

r = 1, instead of a fixed temperature there, so that

^ == —hou when r = 1.

11.

Derive the following formula for the potential F(r, z) in the semi-

infinite cylindrical space, r ^ 1, 2 ^ 0, if the surface r = 1 is kept at

potential F = 0, and the base 2 = 0 at F = 1

:

V = 22 Jo0^ir)

X,/x(X,-)
j = i

where X,* are the positive roots of Jo(X) = 0.

12. Let F(r, z) be the potential in the space inside the cylinder r = c,

when the surface r = c is kept at the potential F = /(z), where the given

function f{z) is defined for all real z. Derive the following formula for

F(r, z):

*'

where i = x/— 1.

13. Let F(r, z) be the potential in the semi-infinite cylindrical space

r ^ 1, z ^ 0, if dV/dz = 0 on the surface z = 0 and if, on the surface

r = 1, F = 1 when 0 < z < 1, while F = 0 when z > 1. Show that

V{r, z)
Jo{iar) .—

r /
-

<. cos az sm a da.
aJ o\za)
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CHAPTER IX

LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS AND APPLICATIONS

71. Derivation of the Legendre Polynomials. Any solution of

the differential equation

known as Legendre^s equation^ is called a Legendre function.

Later on we shall see how this equation arises in the process of

obtaining particular solutions of Laplace’s equation in spherical

coordinates, when x is written for cos 6. We shall consider

here only the cases in which the parameter 7i is zero or a positive

integer.

To find a solution which can be represented by a power series,

if any such exist, we substitute.

00

(2) 2/ = X"o
into equation (1) and determine the coefficients a,-. The substi-

tution gives

00

X — 2;a.,a;> + n(n + l)a,-a;'] = 0
j=0

or

(3) X + 0 - J(j + l)Ka:’ +i(j - l)a,-a:''-“} = 0.

Since this must l)e an identity in x if our scries is to be a

solution, the cxx'ffichnit. of (‘.ach power of x in series (3) must

vanish. Setting the total coefficient of in this scries equal to

zero gives

(j + 2)(j H- l)a/+2 + [n{n + 1) — j(i + l)]u/ = 0

(j = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ),

175
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which is a recursion formula giving each coefficient in terms

of the second one preceding it, except for ao and ai. It can be

written

(4) %+2 —
(n - j)(n + i + 1)

(j + l){j + 2)
a,- U = 0

,
1

,
2

, )

The power series (2) is therefore a solution of Legendre^s

equation within its interval of convergence, provided its coeffi-

cients satisfy relation (4); this leaves ao and ai as arbitrary

constants. But since n is an integer, it follows from relation (4)

that an+2 = 0, and consequently

an-i-4 — ^n+6 — • • • — 0.

Also, when ao = 0, then • =0; and when ai = 0,

then az — = • • • =0.
Hence if n is odd and ao is taken as zero, the series reduces

to a polynomial of degree n containing only odd powers of x.

If n is even and ai is set equal to zero, the series reduces to a

polynomial of degree n containing only even powers of x. So

there is always a polynomial solution of equation (1), and for it

no question of convergence arises.

These polynomials can be written explicitly in descending

powers of x whether n is even or odd. All the nonvanishing

coefficients can be written in terms of by means of recursion

formula (4); thus

n{n — 1)

2(2n - 1)
a„j

(n — 2) (n — 3)
“ 4(2n - 3)

_ n{n — l)(n — 2)(n — 3)

2 • 4(2n - l)(2n - 3)

and so on. Hence the polynomial

(5) V = dn X”' —
2(2n - 1)

. n{n — l)(n — 2)(n — 3)

2 •4(2« - l)(2n - 3)

xnr-i _
1

is a particular solution of Legendre’s equation.
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Here the coefficient a„ is arbitrary. It turns out to be con-
venient to give it the value

„ _i2n- l)(2n - 3)

do = 1.

3 • 1
if = 1, 2,

With this choic6 of cin functions (5) arc known as the LegcTidTe
polynomials:

(6) P„(a:) = (g5— - 3)
• • • 1 T _ n(n - 1)

n\ L 2(2n - 1)
^

,
n{n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)

^ 2-4(2n - l)(2w - 3)

The function Pn{x) is a polynomial in x of degree n, containing
only even powers of a: if n is even and only odd powers if n is odd.
It is therefore an even or odd function according as n is even or
odd; that is,

Pn{-X) = (-l)np^(^).

The first few polynomials are as follows:

P,{x) = 1, P,{x) = a:, P^{x) = i(3a;2 - 1),

Pzix) = - 3x), P^{x) = |(35a:^ - 30a;^ + 3),
P,{x) = i(63a:« - 70a;« + 15a;).

PROBLEMS

1. Show that formula ((>) for Pn{x) can be written in the following
compact form:

(-l)>(2n - 2i)!

2»/!(n -i)!(r!. - 2;)!

where m = n/2 if n is even, and »i = (n — 1 )/2 if n. is odd.

2. With the aid of tlie fornuila in I^rol). 1, chow that

P2n-l(0) = 0,

3 • 5 • •
• (2n - 1)

“•r- l • (2n)
’

(ra = 1, 2,
• •

• )•

72. Other Legendre Functions. When n is a positive integer
or zero, wc obtaincid the solution y = P„(a:) of I.ogondrc’s equa-
tion by setting one of the two arbitrary constants oo or aj in the
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series solution equal to zero. If these constants are left arbitrary,
it is easily seen that the general solution of Legendre’s equation
can be written

(1) y = AP^{X) + BQ^ix),

where A and B are arbitrary constants. The functions Qn{x)
here, called Legendre’s functions of the second kind, are defined
by the following series when |a;| < 1

;

Qn{x) = a, X- ^

if n is even; and

(n - l)(n + 2)

3!

(n - l)(n - 3)(n + 2)(n + 4) ,
-I

gj
X - •

Qn(x)

= CKO [ 1
+ 1)

,
Mn - 2)(n + l)(n + 3) .

21 ^ 4!

if n is odd; and where

].

ai = (-1)

ao = (
—

1)

I 2 -4 • •
• n

1 3 • 5 • •
• (re - 1)’

!1+1 2 • 4 •
• (re - 1)

1 • 3 • 5 • •

re

Of course P„(x) is a solution for all x. But when |x| > 1,

the above series for Qn(x) do not converge. To obtain a second
fundamental solution in that case, a series of descending powers
of X is used. The following solution so obtained is taken as the
definition of Q»(x) when \x\ > 1

:

Qn(x) = re!

1 -3 -5 (2re + 1)
+ (w + l)(n + 2)^

2(2re + 3)
^

I

(w + l)(re + 2) (re + 3)(re + 4)

2-4(2re+3)(2re + 5)
+

Both Pn{x) and Q„(x) are special cases of the function known
as the hypergeometric function.

When re is not an integer, the two fundamental solutions of

Legendre’s equation can be written as infinite series. These
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are both power series when |a:| < 1; but when \x\ > 1, they are
series in descending powers of x.

Of these various Legendre functions the polynomials Pn{x)
are by far the most important. Let us now continue with the
study and application of those polynomials.

73. Generating Functions for Pnix). If the
function

(1 - 2xz +
and its derivatives of all orders with respect to z exist when
\z\ < 1. For these functions are infinite only when

1 - 2xz + 02 = 0,

that is, if

z — X ± s/X“ — 1 = cos Q + i sin 6,

where we have written cos d for x. But this shows that |«|
= 1.

It is shown in the theory of functions of complex variables that

such regular functions of z are always represented by their

Maclaurin scries within the region of regularity (\z\ < 1, in this

case).

It will now be shown that the coefficients of the powers of z

in that seri(\s repnvsc^ntation of the above function are the

Legendre polynomials; that is, when and \z\ < 1,

(1) (1 - 2xz + 02)-^

= Po(:r) + Pi(.r)0 + Po{x)z^ + ' *
• + Pn{x)z^^ + • •

.

To find th(^ ccx'ffichmts, it is l)(\st t.o write the expansion by
means of the binomial scu-ies:

[1 - z{2x - 2)]-l = 1 +\z{2x -z)+ z^{2x - zY

+ + - (2n - 1)

2 "//.!
z’^{2x — z)'* +

The terniH in z" coTnc! from l.ho Umtii coiil.ainiii}!; 3"(2a: — g)” and
preceding fertns, so (liair flu? t.ofal cooffi(M<nil. of 2" is

1 -3 {2n -
1

2’*n!

+ 1-

1 •

y. (2.r)'‘ - ^-'4 {2n - 3) (n - 1)

3

2'*-' (re - 1)!

(2re - 5) (n - 2) (re - 3)

2’-=‘fre - 2) 2!

1 !

(2a.)»-4 _

(2a:)
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This can be written

1-3 (2ra - 1)

n\
\n _ - 1 ) 3.«-2
^ 2{2n - 1)

,

n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3) ^

2-4(2n - l)(2?i - 3)

But this is Pnix)

;

hence relation (1) is established. Incidentally,

this shows the reason for the value assigned to an in our defi-

nition of Pn(x) (Sec. 71).

For a; = 1, expansion (1) becomes

X^n(l)z- = (1 -T 0

Consequently

P.(l) = 1 (^ = 0, 1, 2,

Likewise, putting x = 0 gives

•
• ).

= (1 + = 1 _ 1
24 _ ...

+ (-1)"
1-3 (2n — 1)

2-4
and therefore

(2n)
+

P2n(0) = (-1)

P2n-l(0) = 0

(2n — 1)

(n = 1, 2.
• •

• ).

By differentiating equation (1) with respect to z and muHipIy-
ing the resulting equation by (1 — 2xz + z^), the following

identity in z is found:
BO

(x - z)(l - 2xz + = (x — Z) '^Pn(x)z’‘

00

= (1 — 2xz + Z^) X nPn(x)z^^~\

Equating the coefficients of 2” in the last two expressions, it

follows that

(n + l)Pn+i(a;) - (2n + l)a;Pn(a;) -|- nPn-\{x) = 0

(n = 1, 2,
• •

this is a recursion formula for Pn{x). It is valid for all values of x.
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The result of integrating polynomial (6), Sec. 71, n times from 0
to X is

(2n - l)(2n - 3)

(2?i)!
— a:^” — nx.27t-2

Mn - 1)
,

2 !

and the expression in brackets differs from (a* — 1)” only by a
polynomial of degree less than n. By differentiating n times,

then, it follows that

- 1)”-
2"n! dx^'’

^ ^

This is Rodrigues^ formula for the Legendre polynomials.

PROBLEMS

1 . Show that the derivatives of Legendre polynomials have the
properties

P'„(0) = 0; PL„(0.) =

The latter can be found by differentiating equation (1) with respect to x
and setting a; = 0.

2. Carry out the details of the derivation of Rodrigues’ formula.
3. Using Rodrigues’ formula, show that

= (2n + \)P.fx) in = 1, 2,
• •

4. Using tlie formula in Prob. 3, obtain the integration formula

^ Pyfx) dx = 2n \
[Pn-iix) Pn+i{x)] (rt = J

,
2

,

* •
• ).

74. The Legendre CoeflSlcients. When —1 ^ x ^ 1, we have
just shown that Pn(^) is the coefficient of 2" in the expansion of

the generating function (1 — 2xz + in powers of z. When

X = cos 6 =

this generating function can l>e written

[1 — = (1 —

and therefore as the product of the scries

1 + 526**+
^

2-4
2p2iez^e

1 • 3 • *
• (2n - 1)

2 • 4 • •

• (2n)
^n^ind + • •
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and the series

1-S &n-l)^
2 • 4 • •

• (2n)
^ ®

The coefficient of 2“ in this product is

1 • 3 • •
• (2?i - 1)

2 • 4 • -
• (2n)

hence this is Pn (cos 6). Thus we have the following formula
for this function:

(1) Pn(cos 6)

1 • 3 • •
* {2n — 1) r A ,

1 • ^ .= + r (2n - 1)

- 2)^

+ T^2{2n-%i2n- 3)
~ ’ ’

‘ +^4
where the final term Tn is the term containing cos ^ if n is odd;
but it is half the constant term indicated if n is even.

These functions are called the Legendre coefficients. Tables
of their numerical values will be found in some of the more
extensive books of mathematical tables, or in Ref. 3 at the end
of this chapter.

According to formula (1), the first few functions are

Po(cos ^) = 1,

Pi (cos ff) = cos

P2 (cos B) = i(3 cos 26 + 1),

Pz(gos B) = |(5 cos 3^ + 3 cos 0),

p4(cos B) = -^(35 cos 40 + 20 cos 20 + 9).

The coefiicients of the cosines in formula (1) are all positive.

Consequently Pn(cos B) has its greatest value when 0 = 0.

Since Pn(l) = 1, it follows that Pn(cos 0) ^ 1. Also, each
cosine is greater than or equal to -1, so that Pn(cos 0) ^ -1.
That is, the Legendre coefficients are uniformly hounded as follows:

|Pn(cos 0)1 (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ),

for all real values of 0.
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76. The Orthogonality of P»(rc). Norms. Legendre^s equa-

tion can be written in the form

( 1 )
—
dx

(1 + 1 ) 2/
= 0 .

It is clearly a special case of the Sturm-Liouville equation

(Sec. 24), in which the parameter X has been assigned the values

(2) X = n(n + 1) (71 = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

In this case r{x) = 1 — q{x) = 0, and the weight function

p{x) = 1.

Since r(.r) = 0 when x — ±1, no boundary conditions need

accompany the differential equation to form the Sturm-Liouville

problem on the interval
(
— 1, 1). It is only required that the

characteristic functions and their first ordered derivatives be

continuous when —l^x^l. But the polynomials Pn(x) are

solutions of equation (1), and, of course, they have these required

continuity properties.

The Legendre polynomials Pn(x) are therefore the characteristic

functions of the Stui*m-Liouville problem here, corresponding

to the characteristic numbers (2). According to Sec. 25, then,

the functions Pn(x) form an orthogonal set in the interval (
— 1, 1),

with respect to the weight function p(x) = 1 ;
that is,

(3) Tj
(lx = 0 if m 7^ n {m, n = 0, 1, 2,

• •

Fiuiliermore, ihoro eun ho. no characteristic functions of the

Sturm-Liouvilh' ])r()t)lem hovo which correspond to complex

values of the param(^t(U’ X, Ix^causc p(x) does not change sign.

We shall soon s(M‘ that the functions Pn(x) and the numbers (2)

are the only possibles charac^teristic functions and numbers of

the problem.

To find the norm of Pn(x-), that is, the value of the integral in (3)

when m = n, a simple method consists first of squaring both

members of equation (1), Sec. 73, to obtain the formula

(1 — 2XZ + 2-)"^ = .

We now integrate both m(unbers hero with respect to x over the

interval (—1, 1) and obscu’ve tliat the product terms on the right
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vanish in view of the orthogonality property (3). Thus,

dx

1 — 2xz + z* 2 2'“ f0^ J —

1

(|z| < 1).

The integral on^the left has the value

- i log (1 - 2xz + z2)
-1

1
,

1+2

By equating the coefficients of in the last two series, we

have the following formula for the norm of Pn(x)

:

(4) [P„(a:)]^ dx = (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

The orthonormal set of functions here in the interval (
— 1, 1) is

therefore {(Pnix)], where

iPn{x) = Vw + i P»(a:) (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

Since [PnW]^ and the product Pm{x)Pn{x)^ in which m and

n are both even or both odd, arc even functions of .r, it follows

from formulas (4) and (3) that the polynomials of vvvn drgrcc,

(5) \/2n + 1 Pn( x) (n = 0, 2, 4,
• •

• \

form an orthonormal set of functions in the interval (0, 1) ;
and th(^

same is true for the polynomials of odd degree^ repre^sent ed by (5)

when n = 1, 3, 5,
• •

•
.

PROBLEMS

1. Establish the orthogonality property (3) by using Rodrigues’

formula for Pn{x) and successive integration by parts.

2. State why it is true that

dx = 0 {n ^
1, 2, 3,

• •

3.

Use the method of Prob. 1 to obtain formula (4) for the norm of

PnW.
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76. The Functions Pn(x) as a Complete Orthogonal Set. Let
us now prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1. hi the interval (—1, 1) the orthogonal set of func-
tions consisting of all the Legendre polynomials

Pn(x) (n = 0, 1, 2,
•

•
j

is complete with respect to the class of all functions which, together

with their derivatives of the first order, are sectionally continuous in

(-1, 1).

We are to prove that if is a function of this class which is

orthogonal to each of the functions Pn{x), then yp{x) = 0 except
at a finite number of points in the interval.

Let us suppose, then, that

(1) n(x)yl^{x) dx = 0 (7^ = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

According to our recursion formula (Sec. 73),

(2n + \)xP,fx) = (n + l)Pn^i{x) + nPn^i{x)

(r^ = 1, 2,
• •

• );

and this formula can bo replaced by the formula xP^{x) = Pi{x)
when n = 0. When vve multiply its terms by )l/{x) and integrate

from —1 to 1, the int('grals in the right-hand member vanish, so

that

(2) J^^Pn(x)x}f^(x) dx = 0 (n = 0, 1, 2,
‘

If we su])i:)()S(^ lliat the orthogonality property (1) is true

v/hen }f'(x) is r(‘pla(ud by x''\p(x), the method just employed
clearly shows that. pn)p<*rty (1) is true when \p(x) is replaced by
x^’^^xpix). In vi('W of (‘(piation (2), then, we conclude by
induction that, for (‘V(*ry integer j,

J*_',
/",,,(.r).r'i/'(;r) dx = 0 (n, j = 0, 1, 2, ).

As a cons(Miu(Mie,(\ w(‘ have

Pn(x)^|.(x)
(mTTx)- (mTT.r)'^

41— dx = 0;

because th(‘ j)ow(U' s(u-ies in the brackets, representing cos m^x,
is unitorinly (convergent. Moreover, the series obtained by multi-
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pl3dng all terms of this series by the sectionally continuous func-

tion Pn(x)\l/(x) is also uniformly convergent, so it can be integrated

termwise. Thus

^Pn(x)i/(x) cos mwx dx = 0 (m = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• );

and in just the same manner it follows that

J^^Pn(x)^p(x) sin mirxdx = 0 (m = 1, 2,
• •

All the coefficients in the Fourier series corresponding to the

function Pn(x)^l/(x) in the interval (
—

1, 1) therefore vanish.

But this function and its first derivative are sectionally con-

tinuous; hence it is represented by its Fourier series except at

the points of discontinuity of the function. Except possibly

at a finite number of points, then,

Hx) =0 (-1 ^ a; ^ 1),

and the theorem is proved.

There is an interesting consequence of the above theorem.

Suppose that for some real value of X other than n(n -|- 1),

Legendre^s equation

(3)

d

dx

has a solution y = y^i^x), where y'^ix) is continuous in the interval
- 1 ^ a; ^ 1. Then, according to Sec. 25, yo{x) is orthogonal to

all the characteristic functions Pn{x) already found and cor-

responding to X = n(n -f 1). But this is impossibhi according
to Theorem 1, xmless j/o = 0.

Since we have already shown that X must bo real if (squation (3)
is to have such a regular solution, we have the following rc'sult:

Theorem 2. The only values of X for which the Legendre equa-
tion (3) can have a non-zero solution with a continuous derivative of
the first order, in the interval — 1 ^ x g 1, are

X = n(n -1- 1) (n = 0, 1, 2,
•

).

It can be shown that the Legendre functions of the second
kind, Q„(x), which also satisfy equation (3) when X = n{n -|- 1),
become infinite at X = ± 1 . Consequently, i/ie peZi/nomfaZsP„(x)
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are, except for constant factors, the only solutions of equation (3)
which have continuous first derivatives in the interval — 1 g a; :< 1.

77. The Expansion of Without the use of a general expan-
sion theorem, we can easily show how every integral power of x
and therefore every polynomial, can be expanded in a finite
series of the polynomials Pn(x). It will be clear that these
important expansions are valid for all x, not just for the values
of X in the interval (—1, 1).

According to its definition, the polynomial P^{x) has the form

(1) Pm{x) = ax'^^ +
^

where a, 5,
• •

• are constants depending on the integer m.
Therefore

a ' a a

That is, every integral power x”^ of x can be written as a constant
times P„(a;) plus a polynomial in x of degree m — 2. Applying
this rule to x”-^ in the last equation, we see that a:” is a linear
combination of P„.(a:), P^^<i{x), and a polynomial of degree
m - 4. Continuing in this way, and noting that only the
alternate exponents w, m - 2, m - 4,

• • appear in the poly-
nomials here, it is clear that there is a finite series for 2:“ of the
following form

:

(2) a:™ = A„P,„(a;) + A„._2P,„_2 (a:) -f
• • •

-f 7’,

where the final term 7' is a constant An if m is even, and

7’=A,P,(aO
if m is odd.

To find the value of any coofficienl, we multiply all terms
of equation (2) by and intogratii over the interval

(
— 1,1),

In view of the orthogonality of the functions P„(a:), this gives

fi x"'Pm vix) dx = A„._2
/ f ^

[P,„_ 2/(a;)]“ dx.

But the integrand on the left is an even function of x for every
integer m; and the integral on the right, the norm of P,„_o,(a:),

has the value 2/(2m - 4j -I- 1). Therefore,

(^) A„,_2j
= (2m ~

1)
J[j

x”P„t-«j(x) dx.
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We shall develop here the following integration formula

^

valid for every real number r greater than — 1

:

(4) (x) dx = r(r — 1) (r — + 2)

(r + n + l)(r + n - 1)
•

• (r - n + 3)

(^ = 2
,
3

,

• • -

In view of this formula, the integral in equation (3) has the
value

m(m -!)•• • (2j + 2)

(2m — 2j + l)(2m — 2j
— 1) (2j + 3)

ml

1 -3 • 5 • (2m - 2j + l)2y

!

The values of the coefficients Am—23 are therefore determined,
and we can write expansion (2) for any integral power of x as
follows

:

=
1 • 3 • 6 • •

• (2m + 1)
+ 1)-Pm(a;)

+ (2m - 3)

+ (2„ - 7)
P"» + l)(2«-l)

For the first few values of m, we have

1 “ X = Pl{x)y X^ = ^P 2 {x) + 'g-Pn(^),

Derivation of Formula (4). To obtain the integration formula

(4), let us first observe that, in view of expression (1),

(5) {x) dx

=r (aa;’’+'' + +

+

) dx

r+n + 1 ' r+n— 1 ' r + n — 3

as long as r > — 1. The last member can be written

m
,

(r + n + l)(r + n — l)(r + « — 3)
• •

+

(6)
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where

fir) = a(r + 71 — l)(r + n — 3) • •

+ b(r f n + l)(r + n — 3) .

We can see that/(r) is a polynomial in r of degree n/2 or {n — 1) /2,

according as n is even or odd.

Now the product x^~-^Pn{x) is an even function of x for every n,

when j = 1, 2,
• •

•
;
so it is evident from equation (2) that

f dx = 0 (i = 1, 2,
• •

•
;
n ^ 2j).

Therefore our integral (5) vanishes when r is replaced by ?i — 2,

n — 4, n — 6, etc., down to zero or unity, and so does the poly-

nomial fir). Also, the coefficient of the highest power of r in

fir) is a + + c + • •
•

,
which is Pn(l) or unity. Hence,

when n = 2, 3,
• •

•
,
the factors of fir) can be shown as follows:

fir) = ir — n + 2)(r — n + 4c)
• • • r,

if n is even; and

fir) = (r - n + 2)(r — n + 4)
• •

• ir
-

1),

if n is odd. In either case the fraction (6) can be written as

rjr — l)(r — 2)
* •

- (r — n + 2)

(r + — 1)
• •

• ir — n + 3)

(n = 2, 3,
• •

•
;
r > -1).

This is the valiK^ of our int.(‘gral; lienee formula (4) is established.

78. Derivatives of the Polynomials. The derivative P^i^) is a

polynomial of dc‘gr('e 7i
—

1 containing alternate powers of x,

namely, * *
*

. It can therefore be written as a finite

series of LegcMidix^ polynomials:

Pnf-0 = d rt-lPn-l(*r) A n-^^Pn-nix) + ' * * .

To find the (*o(dfi(n(‘nt Aj (j == n — 1, n — 3,
* •

• ), we
multi})ly all tcn’ins by and ini.t^grate; thus

A- = P;(x)P'Jx) dx.

Wluui integral (‘d by parts, tlu^ iiit(^gral here becomes

r/Mr)P„(x)
' - r P,Xx)P<(x)dx,

L. J 1 I
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and this last integral vanishes because P'j{x) is a linear combina-

tion of the polynomials Pj-i(x), Pjsix), etc., each of which is of

lower degree than Pn(x). Therefore

= ^4^[l-(-l)'+”] = 2i + l,

since J + n = 2n — 1, 2n — 3,
• • •

.

Consequently we have the following expansion, valid for all x:

(1) P'Jjc) = (2n - l)P„_i(a:) + {2n - 5)P^i(x)

+ {2n — 9)Pn-6(^*) + * •
•

,

ending with 3Pi(x) if n is even, and with Po(x) if n is odd.
. When — 1 ^ a; ^ 1, we have seen that iPnCx)! ^ 1; hence for

these values of x it follows from expansion (1) that

\P2n(^)\ = (4^ 1) + (4^1 — 6) + • • • -|- 3 = n(2n + 1);

and similarly,

^ + l)(2n + 1).

Therefore,

1-^271(^)
I = l-P^n+lWl = (2^ + 1)^;

that is, for all x in the interval — 1 g a; ^ 1,

(2) |P;(a:)| g n2 (?z = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

Differentiating both members of expansion (1) and noting that

^ etc., we see by the method used
above that

(3) \Pn(x)\ ^ (-1 ^ a; ^ 1, n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

Similarly, for derivatives of higher order, |PJ*^(a:)| ^ n-*.
Let us collect our properties on the order of magnitude of the

Legendre coefiScients and their derivatives as follows:
Theorem 3. For all x in the interval — 1 ^ a; ^ 1, and for

rz- = 1, 2, 3,
• •

•
,
iAe values of the functions

can never exceed unity.
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79. An Expansion Theorem. The normalized Legendre poly-
nomials were found in Sec. 75 to be

^n{x) = + ^Pn{x) (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

The Fourier constants, corresponding to the orthonormal set
here, for a function /(x) defined in the interval

(
— 1, 1), are

dx = \/n ^ ^_^^f{x)Pn{x) dx.

The generalized Fourier series corresponding to/(:r) is therefore
00 00

This can be written

(1)

where

(2) A„ =
J^^/(a;)P„(a:) dx (n = 0, 1, 2,

•

).

The series (1) with the coefficients (2) is called Lege7idre^s

series corixispouding to the function /(.t). It was shown above
that if f{x) is any polynomial, this series contains only a finite
number of tcu-ms and rcipresen ts /(x) for all values of x.

It can be shown that, when -1 < :r < 1, Legcndrc^s series
converges to f(x) under any of the conditions given earlier for
the represent,ation of tliis function by its Fourier series. We now
state explicitly a fairly gen(i*al theon^m on such expansions, and
accept it without proof for the purpos(\s of the present voluinci.*
Theorem 4. Let f(x) he hounded and mtcgrable in the interval

( 1, 1). 1 hen at each 'point
^
x (— 1 <Cx<!l) which is ijiteriov

to an interval in which f(x) is of bounded variation^ the Legendre
series corresponding to f(x) converges to }^[f{x + 0) + f(x — 0)];
that ifSj

(3) i[f(x + 0) +S(x - 0)] = y A,P,Xx) (_ 1 < a; < 1 )
0

where the coefficients An are given hy formula (2).

* Tlip thooroin Htaiod horn is a special (;ase of a theorem proved in Chap.
VII of Kef. 1. Tli(‘ j)r()of is lengthy and involves more advanced concepts
than wo employ in this hook.
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In particular, if f(x) is sectionally continuous in the interval

(
—

1, 1), and if its derivative f{x) is sectionally continuous in

every interval interior to (•“!, 1), then expansion (3) is valid

whenever — 1 < a; < 1. For it can be shown that the condi-

tions in the theorem are then satisfied at all points.

If/(a:) is an even function^ the product /(a:)Pn(^) is even or odd

according as n is an even or odd integer. Hence = 0 if n is

odd, and

(4) A„ = (2n + 1) £ f{x)Pn{x) dx (ti = 0, 2, 4,
• •

• );

SO that expansion (3) becomes

(5) l[f{x + U)+f{x-Qi)]
= ^0 + AJP%{x) + AfPa{x) + * *

,

where the coefiicients are defined by formula (4).

Similarly, if f{x) is an odd function^ the expansion becomes

(6) M/(^ + 0) +/(a; - 0)]

= AiPi(x) + AzPz{x) + AzPh{x) + •
*

7

where

(7) An = (2w + 1) £ f(x)Pn(x) dx (n = 1, 3, 6, • ).

In the interval (0, 1), either one of the expansions (5) or (6)

can be used, provided of course that f{x) satisfies the conditions

of the theorem in that interval. For if f{x) is defined only in

(0, 1), it can be defined in (
— 1, 0) so as to make it either even

or odd in (
— 1, 1). It was pointed out earlier (Sec. 75) that the

polynomials P^nix), and the polynomials P 2n-~\{x)y appearing in

expansions (5) and (6), respectively, form two sets of orthogonal

functions on the interval (0, 1).

When X = cos expansion (3) can of course be written

00

F{_e) = 2) AnPn{.COS 9) (0 < 0 < r)
0

at points where F{d) is continuous, where

An = —

^

F{d)Pn{oos B) sin B dB (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

PROBLEMS

1. If f{x) = 0 when —1 < x <0, fix) = 1 when 0 < x <1, and

./(O) = ^7 obtain the following expansion for f{x) when — 1 < a; < 1 :
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/(») 2 2 [-PanCO) — P2«+2(0)]P2„+i(a:)
0

_ 1 3
- 2 + 4

^ + (- 1 )»
4ra + 3 1 • 3 • •

• (2n - 1) _
471 + 4 ’~2

• 4 • •
• (2n)

Suggestion: See Prob. 4, Sec. 73.

2. li fix) = 0 when -1 < * ^ 0, and f(x) = x when 0
snow that, when —1 < x <

a; < 1,

fix) = ^2 + \p^ix) + I P,ix) - ~~p,ix)
'

,

13-4! ^ _
2' -4121 - •

.

3. Expand the function fix) = a:, when 0 g a: < 1, in series ofLegendre polynomials of even order, in the interval (0, 1).

80. The Potential about a Spherical Surface. Let a spherical
surface be kcjit at a fixed distribution of electric potential
V - PW, whore r, ,p, 8 are .spherical coordinates with the origin
at the center of the .sphere. T\m potential at all points in the
space, a.ssumed to be fi-ee of chargc.s, interior to and exterior to
the surface i.s to be determined. It will clearly be independent
of vi; hence it must satisfy the following case of Laplace’s equation
in spherical coordinates:

( 1 ) irV) + —
^ .sin 8 88

= 0 .

The potential V{r, 8) will also be reejuired to bo continuous,
together wi(,h its second-order derivatives, in every region not
containing a point ol I,he surlace, and to vanish at points infinitely
far from tho Hurfacx). The boundary conditions are therefore

(2) lim F(r, 0) = /*’(^) (0 < 0 < w),
T—>C ^ '

where c is the radius of th(‘ spherical surface, and

(^) lini F(r, 0) = 0.
r—> oo

Particular solutions of (uiuatioii (1) can be found by the usual
method. Setting V = N.ir)0(8), equation (1) becomes
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I — (rm = 1 d ( dQ\
Rdr^^ Q sio. Odd ^ dd )

Both members here must be equal to a constant, say X; hence we
have the equations

r^,(TR)=I.R,

1 d / l — cos^ 6 dQ\
sin dde\ sin e d6 )

~

The first of these is Cauchy’s linear equation,

r-^R" + 2rR' - XB = 0,

which can be reduced to one with constant coefficients by substi-
tuting r = e‘. Its general solution is

R =
-t-

Writing — -|- -y/X -|- -j = n, so that X = n{n -j- 1), we have

R{r) = Ar- +—

,

where n is any constant.

Writing x for cos 0, the equation in 0 becomes, in terms of the
new parameter n,

+ +

which is Legendre^

s

equation. We have seen that the solution
of this equation can be continuous, together with its first ordered
derivative, in the interval — 1 ^ a: ^ 1, or 0 ^ ^ tt, only if

n is an integer. The solutions are then the Legendre poly-
nomials, which have continuous derivatives of all orders. Hence

and
n = 0, 1, 2,

•

0 = Pn(x) = Pn(0OS 6).

Thus two sets of particular solutions RQ of Laplace's equation

(1) have been determined:

(4) r^Pn(cosd)] r~^“^P„(cos S) (n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).
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In the first set the functions and their derivatives of all orders
with respect to r or 6 are continuous in every finite region; and
in the second set they are continuous in every region, finite or
infinite, not containing the origin.

Then at points inside the sphere the function

00

6) = (cos d) {r < c)

satisfies (1) and (2) formally, provided jS„ can be determined so

that
00

/(cos 6) = -SnC'*P„(cos e) (0 < e < ir),

cT

where /(cos B) = F{d). This is the expansion of the last section,

provided are the coefficients An given there; that is, if

^

/(cos 0)Pn(cos B) sin 6 dd.

Hence /or pointf^ iunde ilu^ sphere, the solution of the problem
can be written

(5) V{r, 0) = 2 r dx

[r ^ c; F{e) = /(cos 0)].

For points exterior (,<) thc^ spluux^, tlu^ functions of the second

set in (4) satisfy condition (8), and th(^ solution can be written

00

(6) V{r, 0) = 2 ^ (»• ^ c).

0

where

(7) An =
J* ^

f(^)Pn(xi) dx,

since th(‘ series in (6) tlu^n reduces to /(cos 6) when r = c.

The Solution PJ,slablif<he(l. d'o show that our formal solution

does satisfy all t.li<‘ (a)nditions of the problem, we use the same
method h(‘r(‘ as in (*arlitn‘ problems (for example, Sec. 46). We
shall supi)os(^ that, tlu^ given function F(d) and its derivative

P'(0) are sectionally (‘ontiiiuous in the interval (0, r). Then
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f(x) is sectionally continuous in the interval (“1, 1), and so is

f'(x)j in every interval interior to (
— 1, 1).

Now consider the function V(r, 6) represented by formula (5).

When r = c, the series there converges to f(x) if —1 < x < 1.

But the sequence of functions (r/c)"’ (?i = 0, 1, 2,
* •

• ) is

bounded, and monotone with respect to n; hence according to

Abehs test the series is uniformly convergent with respect to

r (0 g r ^ c) for each fixed x (
— l<x<l). Therefore

V(c — 0, d) = F(c, 6)j and so condition (2) is satisfied.

The terms of the series in equation (5) can be written as

the product of the three factors An/n, P„(cos 6), and n{r/cY,

Since the first two factors are bounded for all r, and n

(n = 1, 2,
• •

• ),

and since the series whose general term is the last factor con-

verges when r < c, the series in equation (5) is uniformly con-

vergent when r < c. But the series of terms n^{rlcy\ for each

fixed positive A, also converges when r < c; and since n“2P'(a;)

and rr^P^Jlix) are uniformly bounded (Theorem 3), it follows

easily that the series in equation (5) can be differentiated term-

wise twice with respect to r and with respect to B, when r < c.

The individual terms of that series satisfy Laplace^s equation (1)

;

hence our function V(r, 6) satisfies that equation. Also, F(r, 6)

and its derivatives are continuous when r < c.

This establishes our solution when r < c. When r > c,

solution (6) can be proved valid in the same manner. If, as a

periodic function of the angle d, F(B) is supposed continuous and

F'(d) sectionally continuous, it is also possible to show that the

above solutions are the only possible solutions satisfying certain

regularity conditions, essentially that V{r^ 6) be continuous at

T = c (see Sec. 58).

PROBLEMS

1. If the potential is a constant Vo on the spherical surface of radius c,

show that V — Fo at all interior points, and V = Voc/r at each exterior

point,

2. Find the steady temperatures at points within a solid sphere of

unit radius if one hemisphere of its surface is kept at temperature zero

and the other at temperature unity; that is, /(cos ^) = 0 when
'jr/2 < 6 <7r, and /(cos = 1 when 0 < B < 7r/2.

Ans. u(r, 6) = ^ + i r coq 6 — ^ (cos B)

+ « I frp5(cos 0)
- * • • .
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3. Find the steady temperatures u{r, 6) in a solid sphere of unit radius
U u = C cos $ on the surface. Arts, u — Cr cos $.

4. Find the potential V in the infinite region r > c, 0 ^ ^ ^ 7r/2,

if y = 0 on the plane portion of the boundary (6 — 7r/2, r > c) and at
7* = 00, and V = /(cos B) on the hemispherical portion of the boundary
(r = c, 0 ^ ^ ^ 7r/2).

00

Ans. V(r, ^ (An + 3) (c/r) =>-‘+2P2„+i(cos 6) f{x)P^^^{x) dx.

6.

Find the steady temperatures uir, 6) in a solid hemisphere of

radius c whose convex surface is kept at temperature u = /(cos 0), if

the base is insulated; that is,

- ^ = 0 when e = 2-

Also write the result when /(cos 0) == 1.

00

Ans. u(r, B) = ^ {4n + l){r/cy»P 2n{cos B) f f(x)P 2n(x) dx.
0

6. Find the steady temperatures in a solid hemisphere of unit radius

if its convex surfjuH^ is kept at tcmi)eraturc unity and its base at tem-
perature zero.

7. Show that the steady temperature u(r, 0) in a hollow sphere with
its inner surface r = a kept at temperature u = /(cos 0), and its outer
surface r = 6 at u = 0, is

where

.
u ~

l-X __

2,1 1-1
Pn(C0S 0),

2ri +
“

2
f{x)Pn{x) dx.

8.

If u{x, 1) represents the temperature in a nonhomogeneous bar

witli ends at = —
1 and a: = 1, in which the thermal conductivity is

proportional to 1 — and if the lateral surface of the bar is insulated,

the heat c(piati()u has the form

^ L
dt

^ \lx

where h is a constant, provided the thermal coefficient cd is constant

(Sec. 9). The ends .r — ± 1 are also insulated because the conductivity

vanishes there. If u = /(x) when t = 0, derive the following formula
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for u{x, t)

:

OO p

9* When the initial temperature function in Prob. 8 is (a) fix)
—

(&) K^) = show that the solution reduces to the following formulas,

respectively:

() = I +
() u = + iPzix)e-^^K

81. The Gravitational Potential Due to a Circular Plate.

Another type of application of Legendre polynomials to the

solution of boundary value problems will be illustrated by the

following problem:

Find the gravitational potential due to a thin homogeneous
circular plate, or disk, of mass 5 per unit area and radius c.

Let the center of the disk be taken as the origin and the axis

as the ;3-axis, ^ = 0, where r, <p, 6 are spherical coordinates.

The potential is a function F(r, B) independent of <p\ hence it

satisfies the following form of Laplace’s equation:

(1) ^^ +^eie ^

except at points in the disk. Its value at points on the positive

axis 0=0 can be found from the definition of potential by a

simple integration; thus

2Trx8

0
"" 2wkS(Vr'^ + - r),

where k is the gravitational constant in the definition of poten-

tial. Then F(r, 0) must be symmetric with respect to the origin

and satisfy the following boundary condition in the space

0 ^ 0 < 7r/2, r > 0:

(2) Yir, 0)=^ (V;M=^ - r),

where M is the mass of the disk.

Two solutions of equation (1) were found in the last section,

namely,
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(3)

(4)

V = V a„/-’*P„(cos e),7

hji
Pn(C0S 6).

The coefficients an, bn are now to be determined, if possible, so
that boundary condition (2) is satisfied. But when 0 = 0,

Pn(cos 0) = 1 and the series in (3) and (4) become power series

in r and in reciprocals of r, respectively.

Now the binomial expansions

Vr^ + c" = c^l

Vr^ + = r ^1 + ^ ^

1 r* 1-3 r«

2 . 4 2 • 4 • 6 c«
...)

(0 g r < c)

1 c^ 1-3 c-

2-Ar* ^2-4-6r» •••)

(r > c);

are absolutely convergent in the indicated intervals, and con-
vergent when r = c. Hence boundary condition (2) can be written

(5) 7(r, 0) = 2Mk ^
I 1 _ 1

c \ c 2c^ 2 • 4 o'*

I . 3 ^0 \

2 • 4 • 6 ^
- •

•

j
whon 0 < r ^ c;

2Mk Ac 1 c* 1 • 3 c« \
c V2? 2-4r> + 2-4-6P- '

)
when r ^ c.

The series in (3) will then satisfy (5) for r < c if its coefficients

are identified with those of the first series in (5) ;
thus au = 2MkfCy

ai = —2Mk/c-, (‘tc. Similarly, for thc^ case r > c the scries in

(4) can bo used if its c-oefficicMits are taken as those in the second
series in (5), nejnc^ly, bo — Mk, /a = 0, etc.

Hence the solui-ion of the boundary value problem (l)-(2)

can be written as follows, whcui 0 g 0 < 7r/2:

y(r, 0) =
2Mlc

^ 1

1

^
Pi(cos ^) + 5 ’;:2 P»(cos e)

2-4ĉ PiCcoR 6) +

2

1-3 ?•'

2 • 4 • 6 c'
PeCcos 0)
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if 0 < r < c; and

F(r, e) =
2Mh

c

1 c

2f
^j:jP2(cos d)

+
1-3 c

2 -4 -Or
-g Pa(cos 6)

if r > c.

When r 9^ Cj the convergence of the series here follows from

the absolute convergence of the series in (5) and the fact that

[Pn(cos.fl)| ^ 1.

PROBLEMS

1.

Derive the following formula for the gravitational potential due to

a mass M distributed uniformly over the circumference of a circle of

radius 1, when 0 ^ ^ tt:

F(r, 6) = kM [l —
^
r^P2(cos 6) + r^P 4(cos 0)

— • • •

if 0 ^ r < 1; and

7(r, 6) = kM [i lP2(cos 1 • 3P4(cos 6)

2 2 • 4
'

if r > 1.

2.

Find the gravitational potential, at external points, due to a solid

sphere, taking the unit of mass as the mass of the sphere, and the unit of

length as the radius, if the density of the sphere is miinerically equal to
the distance from the diametral plane 6 = 7r/2.

An,. +

+

1 p4(cos 6)

6-8

1 • 3 Pfi(cos 6)

6 - S- 10'

3. Find the gravitational potential, at external points, due to a
hollow sphere of mass M and radii a and 6, if the density is proportional
to the distance from the diametral plane 6 = tI2.

4. The points along the 21-axis, 0 = 0 or 0 = x, in an infinite solid
are kept at temperature u = Ce-'\ Find the steady tcinpcraturc!

«(r, e) at all points. Ans. a(r, 8) = (7^) (-l)'‘(P“/w!)P2»(cos 8).

6. The surface 8 = x/3, r ^ 0, of an infinitely long solid cone is kept
at temperature u = Ce--. Find the steady temperatures u{r, 8) in the

oa

Am. u{r, fl) = C 2) (- l)"[r»P„(cos e)]/[n!P,.(J)].
0

cone.
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6. Solve Prob. 5 if the surface temperature is w(r, tt/S) = C/r”^,

where m is a fixed positive integer.
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INDEX

A

Abel's test, 127

Absolute convergence, 83

Approximation in mean, 40

B

Beam, displacements in, 24

simply supported, 125

Bessel functions, of first kind, 48,

143-174

applications of, 105-174

boundedness of, 152

differentiation of, 148

expansions in, 162

integral forms of, 149

of integral orders, 145

norms of, 161

orthogonality of, 157

recursion formulas for, 148

tables of, 156n.

zeros of, 1 53

of second kind, 147

Bessel’s equation, 143, 157, 166, 170

Bessel's inequality, 41, 84

Bessel’s integral form, 151

Beta function, 149

Boundary value })rol)l(un, (>, 94-142,

165-174, 193-201

complete statement of, 107, 133,

138

linear, 24

units in, 100

{See also Solutions of boundary

problems)

C

Characteristic functions, 47

Characteristic numbers, 47

Characteristic numbers, of Leg-

endre's equation, 186

Closed systems, 42

of trigonometric functions, 74, 85,

88

Complete systems, 40, 42

of Legendre polynomials, 185

of trigonometric functions, 74

Conduction, equation of, 19

Conductivity, 15, 168

Convergence in mean, 42

Cylindrical coordinates, 13

Cylindrical functions (see Bessel

functions)

D

Derivative from right, 65

Differential equation, linear, 2

linear homogeneous, 2

(See also Partial differential

equation)

Differentiation, of Fourier series, 78

of scries, 5, 106, 140, 196

Diffusion, equation of, 19

Diffusivity, 19

Dini's expansion, 164

Dirichlet’s integrals, 67

111

Kloctric,al potential, 13

(See also Potential)

Kven function, 57

Expansion, Dini’s, 164

Fouricr-Bessel, 162

in Fourier integrals, 88-93

in Fourier series, 53-88

in Legendre's series, 187, 190, 191

in series of characteristic func-

tions, 48, 49

203
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Exponential form, of Fourier inte-

gral, 92

of Fourier series, 63

Exponential functions, 31, 45, 46

F

Flux of heat, 15

Formal solutions, 94

Fourier-Bessel expansions, 162

Fourier coefficients, 53, 70

properties of, 76, 77, 80, 85, 86

Fourier constants, 40-42

Fourier cosine integral, 91

Fourier cosine series, 57, 62, 74

Fourier integral, 88

applications of, 120-123

convergence of, 89

forms of, 91

Fourier integral theorem, 89

Fourier series, 53-88

convergence of, 70, 86

absolute, 83

uniform, 82, 86

differentiation of, 78

forms of, 61

generalized, 39

integration of, 80, 86

in two variables, 116

Fourier sine integral, 91

application of, 122

Fourier sine series, 28, 29, 57, 62, 73

in two variables, 118

Fourier theorem, 70, 86

Function space, 38, 74

Fundamental interval, 38

G

Gamma function, 145, 149

Generating function, for Bessel

functions, 147

for Legendre polynomials, 179

Gibbs phenomenon, 86

Gravitational force, 10-12

Gravitational potential, 10

(See also Potential)

Green's theorem, 18, 131, 134

H

Heat equation, 17, 19

Heat transfer, surface, 110

I

Infinite bar, temperatures in, 120

Infinite series of solutions, 5

Inner product, 34, 38

Integration, of Bessel functions,

149

of Fourier series, 80, 86

of Legendre polynomials, 181,

188

L

Lagrange's identity, 32, 71

Laplace's equation, 12, 20

Laplacian operator, 12, 14, 15

Least squares, 41

Lebesgue integral, 43, 86

Left-hand derivative, 65-67

Legendre coefficients, 181

boundedness of, 182

Legendre functions, 175

of second kind, 178

Legendre polynomials, 175-193

applications of, 193-201

bounds of, 190

complete set of, 185

derivation of, 175

derivatives of, 189

expansions in, 187, 190, 191

generating functions for, 179

integration of, 181, 188

norms of, 183

orthogonality of, 183

recursion formula for, 180

Legendre's equation, 175, 183, 194

characteristic numbers of, 186

general solution of, 178

Legendre's series, 191, 192

Limit in mean, 42

Linear differential equation, 2

Lommel's integral form, 150
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M

Membrane (see Vibrating, mem-
brane)

Monotone sequence, 128, 139

N

Newton’s law, 110, 168

Norm, 34, 38

O

Odd function, 57

One-sided derivative, 65-67

Orthogonal functions, 29, 38

generated by differential equa-

tions, 46

Orthogonal sets, 34-52

Orthogonality, 34, 37, 44, 49

of Bessel functions, 157

of characteristic functions, 49

of exponential functions, 45, 40, 02

Hermitian, 45

of Legendre polynomials, 183

of trigonometric functions, 29,

39, 40, 53

with weight function, 44

Orthonormal sets, 35, 38

of Bessel functions, 10

1

of Legendre functions, 184

of trigonometric functions, 54, 74

P

Parseval relation, 85, 80

Parseval’s theorem, 43, 80

Partial differential eciuation, 2

for beam, 24

of conduction, 19

general solution of, 3

Laplace’s, 12

linear homogeneous, 2

for membrane, 23

nonhomogeneous, 100

for string, 21

types of, 24

Periodic boundary conditions, 48

Periodic extension, 96

Periodicity of function, 55

Piecewise continuous function, 65

Plucked string, 28, 98

Poisson’s equation, 13

Polar coordinates, 14

Potential, electric, in cylindrical

region, 126, 141, 174

equation of, 13

between parallel planes, 115,

116, 123

in quadrant, 124

about spherical surface, 193

in square, 137

gravitational, definition of, 10

due to disk, 198

due to hollow sphere, 200

due to ring, 200

due to sphere, 200

(Sec also Temperature,
steady)

R

Radiation, 110, 168, 173, 174

Right-hand derivative, 65-67

Rodrigues’ formula, 181, 184

S

Schwarz inequality, 83

Soctionally continuous functions, 64

Scmi-iiifinite bar, temperatures in,

122

Sliaft, twist in, 124

Solutions of boundary problems, 94

approximate, 97

closed form of, 96, 116, 126

established, 96, 105, 133, 141, 167,

195

superposition of, 99

uni(iueness of, 105, 127—142

Sources, heat, 20, 111

Spherical coordinates, 13

String (see Vibrating string)

Sturin-Tjiouville equation, 47

Sturm-Liouvillc problem, 47-52

in Rosscl’s equation, 160

in Legendre’s equation, 183

Superposition of solutions, 3, 99
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T

Tchebichef polynomials, 44
Telegraph equation, 23

Temperature, steady, in cone, 200,

201

in cylinder, 168, 169

in cylindrical wedge, 126

in hemisphere, 197

in hollow sphere, 197

in infinite solid, 200

in sphere, 196, 197

variable, in bar, 104, 120-123,

197, 198

in circular plate, 173, 174

in cube, 119

in cylinder, 165, 168, 172

in cylindrical wedge, 173

in hollow sphere, 1 13

in infinite solid, 120-123, 125
in radiating wire, 110-112
in slab, 102-112

in sphere, 112

in square plate, 119

(See also Potential)

Termwise differentiable series, 5

U

Uniform convergence, of Fourier

series, 82, 86

of series, 105, 127

Uniqueness of solutions, 127-142

for potential, 134, 137

for temperature, 105, 130

Units, selection of, 100

V

Vectors, 34r-37

Vibrating membrane, 23

circular, 170, 172

rectangular, 116

Vibrating string, 21

with air resistance, 125

approximating problem of, 98
forced vibrations of, 100-102

problem of, 24, 28, 95-102

W

Weierstrass test, 105, 133

Weight function, 44




